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PROCEEDINGS,

&e.

First Day, Sepiemher 20, 1848.

In conformity with a resolution of the "Association of American

Geologists and Naturalists," adopted during its session at Boston, in

September, 1847, that body agreed to resolve itself into the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, and that the first meet-

ing, under the new organization, should be held in the City of Phil-

adelphia, on the third Wednesday (20th day) of September, 1848
;

and, agreeably to the arrangements and invitation of the Local Com-

mittee then appointed, the new Association held its first regular

meeting this day, September 20, 1848, at the hour of 10, A. M.,

in the library room of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia.

At 12, M., the meeting was called to order by Prof. Wm. B. Rog-

ers, of Virginia, Chairman of the last Annual Meeting, who, after

some preliminary remarks, read the draft of a Constitution and Rules

of Order, which had been prepared by a Committee, appointed for

the purpose, at the meeting in Boston, in 1847.

The Chairman of the Local Committee then submitted letters,

which had been received in reply to the letters of invitation issued

by that Committee, accejyting the invitation, from Lieut. J. M. Gillies,

of Washington ; Samuel Henry Dickson, of New York ; Z. Allen,

Esq., of Providence, R. I. ; Prof. J. C. Booth, of Philadelphia

;

Prof. J. S. Hubbard, of Washington, D. C, and J. H. C. Coffin, of

Washington, D. C.

Letters, accompanied by promises to make communications to the
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Association, were read by the Secretary, from Prof. Joseph Henry, of

Washington, D. C. ; Orson Kellogg, Esq., of New York ; P. S.

Hunt. Esq., of Norwich, Conn. ; Prof. Stephen Alexander, of Prince-

ton, N. J., and Prof. Chester Dewey, of Rochester, N. Y.

Letters, expressing the regrets of their authors at not being able to

attend the present meeting, but manifesting, generally, a strong and

abiding interest in the objects of the institution, were read from Prof.

Edward Lasele, Williamstown, Mass. ; Robert Gilmor, Esq., Balti-

more ; William Elliott, Esq., Henderson County, N. C. ; George R.

Perkins, Esq., Albany, N. Y. ; Prof. Dennison Olmsted, New Ha-

ven, Conn. ; Hon. Levi Woodbury, Portsmouth, N. H. ; Richard C.

Taylor, Esq., Philadelphia ; Albert D. Wright, Esq., Brooklyn, N.

Y. ; H. C. Perkins, Esq., Newburyport, Mass., and Dr. J. B. S.

Jackson, of Boston.

The Standing Committee, appointed at the last annual meeting,

then offered the following resolution, which was, after some delibe-

ration, postponed for the present, the draft of Constitution and Rules

having previously been read from the chair.

Besolved, That the thanks of this Association be presented to the

committee appointed at the Boston meeting, in 1847, to draft a Con-

stitution and Rules ; and that the draft prepared and circulated by

said committee be adopted for the organization of the American As-

sociation for tlfe Advancement of Science.

The Standing Committee also recommended that, for this day, the

Association transact its business as a single bod}^, in order to give

time for receiving the titles of communications intended to be made

to this meeting, and that the Standing Committee may be enabled to

recommend such a division into sections, as the business before the

Association may seem to require, which recommendation was agreed

to.

The Secretar}', Prof. Johnson, elected at the last annual meeting,

then read the following communication :

—

Hall of the Academy of Natural Sciences of PJiiladelpJiia,

Septemher 20, 1848.

To the Secretary of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

Sir,—At a meeting of this Society, held last evening, the following

resolution was unanimously adopted :

—

Besolved, That the Secretary be instructed to address a letter to

the officers of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
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ence, inviting the members of the Association to visit the Hall of

the Academ}^ during their stay in Philadelphia.

Which I have the honour to transmit.

Very respectfull}',

WM. GAMBEL, M. D.,

Recording Sec'ry.

Prof. James B. Rogers, on behalf of the Local Committee, pre-

sented the following letter :

—

University of Fennsylvania, Sept. 5, 1848.

Dear Sir,—At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Univer-

sit}^ of Pennsylvania, held this evening, I was instructed to tender

the use of the college hall to the American Association of Geolo-

gists and Scientific Men, about to assemble in this city.

Will 3'ou be good enough to see the Provost upon the subject, and

make such arrangements with him as will suit the Association and

the college ?

Very truly yours,

GEORGE EMLEN, Jr.,

, Sec. of the Board of Tnistees.

Dr. James B. Rogers.

Prof. Rogers then stated that the above invitation had been ac-

cepted, and that accommodations for the meetings had been provided

at the Hall of the University' in Ninth street. Wm. C. Redfield,

Esq., offered a resolution, inviting the members of the Academy of

Natm-al Sciences of Philadelphia to attend the sittings of the Con-

vention, which was unanimously adopted.

Peter A. Browne, Esq., submitted a resolution, that the mem-
bers, as a mark of respect for the memory of their late associate,

Lardner Vanuxem, Esq., deceased since the last meeting, should

wear crape on the left arm during the present session.

Dr. Hare would heartily concur in M\y suitable testimonials of

respect to the excellent and estimable deceased member, but ob-

jected to the proposal of wearing crape, and suggested the possi-

bility that before the close of the session the decease of other

members might be brought to the notice of the Association. On
his motion, seconded by Prof. J. B. Rogers and concurred in by
Mr. Browne, the resolution was postponed for the present, and

referred to the Standing Committee.

Prof. J. B. Rogers stated that, in addition to the invitation from the
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Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, a similar invitation had

been received from the Trustees of the Jefferson Medical College,

to hold the meetings of the Association in their hall, when, on

motion of Peter A. Browne, Esq., it was

—

Hesolved, That the thanks of this Association be tendered to the

Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, and of the Jefferson

Medical College, for their kind offers of accommodation.

The Association then took a recess till 12 o'clock, in order to al-

low the Standing Committee time to prepare for a future division

of the body into Sections, and to attend to other duties enjoined

by the existing rules.

12 o'clock, M., September 20.

The first business, on re-assembling, was to have the reading of

the draft of " Objects and Rules of the Association, prepared in obe-

dience to a resolution passed last year at the meeting in Boston."

The draft was read, and its provisions explained by the chairman.

The question of adopting the rules now submitted, for the per-

manent organization and government of the Association, was then

put, and carried unanimously in the affirmative, as follows :

—

OBJECTS AND RULES OF THE ASSOCIATION.
OBJECTS.

Tlie. Society shall be called the " American Association for the

Advancement of Science." The objects of the Association are, by

periodical and migratory meetings, to promote intercourse between

those who are cultivating science in different parts of the United

States ; to give a stronger and more general impulse, and a more

sj^stematic direction to scientific research in our country ; and to

procure for the labours of scientific men, increased facilities and a

wider usefulness.

RULES.

Members.

Rule 1. Those persons, whose names have already been enrolled

in the published proceedings of the Association, and all those who

have been invited to attend the meetings, shall be considered mem-

bers on subscribing to these rules.

Rule 2. Members of scientific societies, or learned bodies, having

in view any of the objects of this Society, and publishing transac-

• tions, shall likewise be considered members on subscribing to these

rules.
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Rule 3. The Collegiate Professors of Natural History, Physics,

Chemistry, Mathematics and Political Economy, and of the Theo-

retical and applied Sciences generally ; also Civil Engineers and Ar-

chitects, who have been employed in the construction or superinten-

dence of public works, may become members on subscribing to these

rules.

Rule 4. Persons not embraced in the above provisions, may be-

come members of the Association, upon nomination by the Standing

Committee, and by a majority of the members present.

Officers.

Rule 5. The Officers of the Association shall be a President, a

Secretary, and a Treasurer, who shall be elected at each Annual

Meeting, for the meeting of the ensuing year.

Meetings.

Rule 6. The Association shall meet annually, for one week or

longer, the time and place of each meeting being determined by a

vote of the Association at the previous meeting ; and the arrange-

ments for it shall be intrusted to the Officers and the Local Commit-

tee.

Standing Committee.

Rule 7. There shall be a Standing Committee, to consist of the

President, Secretary and Treasurer of the Association, the Officers

of the preceding year, the Chairman and Secretaries of the Sections,

after these shall have been organized, and six other members pres-

ent, who shall have attended any of the previous meetings, to be

elected by ballot.

Rule 8. The Committee, whose dutj^ it shall be to manage the

general business of the Association, shall sit during the meeting, and

at any time in the interval between it and the next meeting, as the

interests of the Association may require. It shall also be the duty

of this Coinmittee to nominate the General Officers of the Associa-

tion for the following year, and persons for admission to membership.

Sections.

Rule 9. The Standing Committee shall organize the Society into

Sections, permitting the number and scope of these Sections to vary,

in conformity to the wishes and the scientific business of the Asso-

ciation.

Rule 10. It shall be the duty of the Standing Committee, if at

B
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any time two or more Sections, induced by a deficiency of scientific

communications, or by otlier reasons, request to be united into one
;

or if at any time a single Section, overloaded with business, asks to

be subdivided, to effect the change, and, generally, to readjust the

subdivisions of the Association, whenever, upou due representation,

it promises to expedite the proceedings, and advance the purposes

of the meeting.

Sectional Committees and Officers.

Rule 11. Each Section shall appoint its own Chairman and Sec-

retary of the Meeting, and it shall likewise have a Standing Com-
mittee, of such size as the Section may prefer. The Secretaries of

the Sections may appoint assistants, whenever, in the discharge of

their duties, it becomes expedient.

Rule 12. It shall be the duty of the Standing Committee of each

Section, assisted by the Chairman, to arrange and direct the proceed-

ings in their Section, to ascertain what written and oral communica-

tions are offered, and for the better forwarding the business, to as-

sign the order in which these communications shall appear, and

the amount of time which each shall occupy ; and it shall be the

duty of the Chairman to enforce these decisions of the Committee.

These Sectional Committees shall likewise recommend subjects

for systematic investigation, by members willing to undertake the

researches, and present their results at the next Annual Meeting.

The Committees shall likewise recommend Reports on particular

topics and departments of science, to be drawn up as occasion per-

mits, by competent persons, and presented at subsequent Annual

Meetings.
Reports of Proceedings.

Rule 13 . Whenever practicable, the proceedings shall be reported

by professional reporters or stenographers, whose reports are to be

revised by the Secretaries before they appear in print.

Papers and Communications.

Rule 14. The author of any paper or communication shall be at

liberty to retain his right of property therein, provided he declares

such to be his wish before presenting it to the Society.

General and Evening Meetings.

Rule 15. At least three evenings in the week shall be reserved for

General Meetings of the Association, and the Standing Committee
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shall appoint these and any other General Meetings which the objects

and interests of the Association may call for.

These General Meetings ma}^, when convened for that purpose,

give their attention to any topics of science which would otherwise

come before the Sections, and thus all the Sections may, for a longer

or shorter time, reunite themselves to hear and consider any com-

munications, or transact any business.

It shall be a part of the business of these General Meetings to re-

ceive the Address of the President of the last Annual Meeting, to

hear such reports on scientific subjects as, from their general impor-

tance and interest, the Standing Committee shall select ; also, to re-

ceive from the Chairmen of the Sections abstracts of the proceedings

of their respective Sections, and to listen to communications and

lectures explanatory of new and important discoveries and re-

searches in science, and new inventions and processes in the arts.

Order of Proceedings in Organizing a Meeting.

Rule 16. The Association shall be organized by the President of

the preceding Annual Meeting : the question of the most eligible dis-

tribution of the Society into Sections shall then occupy the atten-

tion of the Association, when, a sufficient expression of opinion

being procured, the meeting maj^ adjourn, and the Standing Com-

mittee shall immediate^ proceed to divide the Association into

Sections, and to allot to the Sections their general places of meeting.

The Sections may then organize by electing their officers, and pro-

ceed to transact scientific and other business.

Local Committee.

Rule 17. The Standing Committee shall appoint a Local Com-

mittee from among members residing at or near the place of meeting,

for the ensuing j'ear ; and it shall be the duty of the Local Commit-

tee, assisted by the officers, to make arrangements for the meeting.

Suhscriptions.

Rule 18. The amount of the Annual Subscription of each mem-
ber of the Association shall be one dollar, which shall entitle him

to a copy of the proceedings of each meeting. The members at-

tending an Annual Meeting shall pay, on registering their names,

an additional assessment of d-^llars. These subscriptions to

be received by the Treasurer or Secretary.
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Accounts.

Rule 19. The Accounts of the Association shall be audited an-

nualljr, by Auditors appointed at each meeting.

Alterations of the Constitution.

Rule 20. No Article of this Constitution shall be altered or

amended without the concurrence of three-fourths of the members

present, nor unless notice of the proposed amendment or altera-

tion shall have been given at the preceding Annual Meeting.

It was then, on motion,

Resolved, That the Association will meet this afternoon at 4

o'clock.

Wednesday, Septemher 20, 4 P. M.

At this hour the Association again assembled, and Prof. W. B.

Rogers, who, as Chairman of the last Annual Meeting, had thus far

presided at the organization of the present, now introduced his suc-

cessor, Wm. C. Redfield, Esq., President elect for the present year.

On taking the chair, Mr. Redfield expressed a diffidence in his

ability to discharge satisfactorily the high duties which had been as-

signed to him, and on which he entered with unfeigned reluctance.

He trusted, however, to the support and indulgence of the Associa-

tion, for giving efficiency to his sincere desii'es and endeavours to

fulfil the duties, which he only regretted had not fallen into abler

hands. He distrusted his abilities to render so efficient aid to their

deliberations, or to give so much satisfaction as the learned gen-

tlemen who had preceded him in that office, but he would do his

utmost in the station to which he had been called, and trust to the

indulgence of his co-labourers for the result.

The President then declared the Association duly organized for

the transaction of scientific business.

The first business before the Association, was the disposal of

papers already entered on the docket, the reading to follow the

order assigned by the Standing Committee.
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The first paper read was b^^ Peter A. Browne, LL.D., entitled —

Some Notice of the Fossil Cephalopoda Belemnosepia, long

KNOWN BY THE NAME OF " BeLEMNITE," AND OF THE DIPHOSPHATE

OF Iron, called "Mullicite," found together at Mullica

Hill.

A miueral substance is found at Mullica Hill, Gloucester County,

New Jersey, to which has been given the name of Mullicite. Dr.

Thompson, in the first volume of his Mineralogj', has described this

substance in an imperfect manner, owing no doubt to his not possess-

ing sufficient specimens. Having in my cabinet, a number of them

which exhibit the mineral in all its phases, I am induced to point

out some of its peculiarities, and to endeavour to show its origin.

It will be recollected, that the fossil, long known by the name of

"Belemnite," has been recently shown to be a portion of the skeleton

of a Cephalopoda, which for convenience sake may be described as

consisting of— 1st. A circular wall of a chamber, in which the liv-

ing animal preserved a sac containing an iuk}^ fluid, which it ejected

to destroj' the transparency of the water, to enable it to escape its en-

emies. 2d. A number of conical shaped pieces fitting into each other,

forming as many chambers, all communicating by a central opening.

3d. A solid, straight, conical-shaped, fibrous portion, terminating

in a point and perforated throughout by a central tubeorsiphuncle.

Perfect specimens of this skeleton, found fossil in England, maj-

be seen in the cabinet of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia ; and drawings and a description maj" be consulted in Buck-

land's Geology and Mineralogy. The onl^' portions found at Mul-

lica Hill, appertain to sections No. 2 and 3 of the above description.

Mullica Hill belongs to the tertiary formation, and consists of

small grained gravel and sand, bound together b}^ Iwdrated perox-

ide of iron, which abound in fossil in various stages of preservation
;

some of these (so far onl}* as it is necessaiy to understand the

Mullicite) I will now attempt to describe ; at the same time exhib-

iting the specimens.

Specimen No. 1.—This is a mass of the above noticed gravel and

ferruginous sand, loosely aggregated, containingA—a portion of the

petrified remains of this so called Belemnite ; showing its straight

conical shell (No. 3) of the length of 2 inches, and of the diameter of

4-lOths of an inch ; the anterior portion is broken off, but the accu-

minated posterior one is exposed ; also the central tube an inch long,
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and as thick as a line. The colour is brownish-black. B is a coni-

cal shaped cavity in the mass, 3 inches deep, and 3-lOths of an inch

in diameter, in which one of these fragments has been. F is another

cavity, with a diameter of 2-lOths of an inch. C is a circular open-

ing, disclosing a fragment of the same portion of a Belemnite, 3-lOths

of an inch across, and having a central tube 1-lOth of an inch in

diameter ; the colour is black. Immediately alongside of E, is a

compressed cavit}', in which may be seen the central tube, 3-lOths

of an inch long, and l-20th in^diameter ; the colour white. In

several parts of this mass may be seen the fossil remains of

shells, but the}' are too much decayed to be recognized. The

above remains of Belemnite fragments are clustered at various

angles, but all having a general direction of the anterior extrem-

ities towards what was the surface of the conglomerate in situ.

Specimen No. 2.—This is a mass of yellowish-red ferruginous

sand of the size of 2^- by 2 inches, enclosing the fossil remains of

portions (No. 3) of five Belemnites. They are of a bluish-black

colour, and of a vitreous lustre, and are about 3-lOths of an inch

in diameter. M shows the accuminated posterior termination. C
exhibits a small portion of the external surface of the skeleton.

R has a longitudinal, white, central seam, but no central tube.

All these are filled with a crystalline, mineral matter, of either a

fibrous or lamellar structure, the fibres being stellated.

Specimens No. 3.—Here are three seA'eral fragments of the same

portions of Belemnites, imbedded in the like sand. A is 2 inches

long, and has a diameter of half an inch. The crystals are dark,

bluish-black at one end, and ochreous-brown at the other. B is 1 inch

and 3-lOths long, and 4-lOths of an inch in diameter, and is bluish-

black throughout. C is 8-lOths long, and is fractured longitudi-

nally, displaying the internal crystallization, and showing it to be

lamellar ; this fragment, therefore, probabl}^ belonged to portion

No. 2, of the above division of the Cephalopoda,

Specimens No. 4.—Two isolated fossilized portions of No. 3 of

Belemnites, both having the accuminated postei'ior terminations,

but M having it most perfectly. O is encrusted with the ferrugi-

nous sand which has been removed from M. They are, respectively,

about 2^ inches long, and half an inch in diameter. The colour

outside, ochreous-brown ; the ciystallization is lamellar distinct

concretions, of a bluish-black colour.

Specimens No. 5.—Two fossilized, isolated portions of Belemnites,

that have fallen out of the sand ; they are 2 inches and 8-lOths long,
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and 4-lOths to 5-lOths in diameter. The colour, dark bluisli-black.

N shows the accuminated posterior termination of portion No. 3,

and one of the chambers of portion No. 2, at the other extremity.

The crystallization of portion No. 2 is lamellar, and that of No. 3 is

fibrous ; the fibres radiating from the centre of the fossil.

Specimens No. 6.—These are fragments of fossilized portions of

part No. 3. The colour and crystallization resemble those of spec-

imens No. 5. The termination of A shows the stellated structure

to perfection. D are twin fossils.

Specimens No. 7.—Here are eight fragments of the same portions

of the skeleton, in various states of preservation. A exhibits a

small part of portion No. 2. All these specimens are referable to

the Cephalopoda Belemnosepia, the fragments of portions No. 2

and 3 of which have been denominated " Belemnites." It is prob-

able that the portion No. 1 was more fragile, as none of them are

found at Mullica Hill.

We come now to speak of a diff"erent kind of fossil.

Specimens No. 8.—Are two crystallized masses of a conchoidal

shape ; one of them 2 and 3-lOths by 1 and 1-lOth inches, the

other 2 and 4-lOths by 1 and 7-lOths inches. The general figure

is concavo-convex, and the appearances indicate that they emanated

from bivalve shells. The colour is bluish black, the crj'stallization

lamellar, fasciculated, the bundles radiating ; or lamellar and lan-

ceolate, the lances stellated.

Specimens No. 9.—Three similar to No. 8, only of smaller dimen-

sions.

Specimens No. 10.—Six fragments where the glabrous texture of

the former shell is preserved. Colours, brown, blue, and cinereous.

Specimen No. 1 1 .—The cast of a fossil Gryphsea. Colour, brown.

Specimen No. 12.—The fossil remains of an Ostrea ; same col-

our as the last.

Numerous casts and fossils, such as the two last, are found at

Mullica Hill, which enhance the probability that Specimens 8, 9,

and 10, emanated from bivalves.

Specimens No. 13.—-Groups of crystals, the fasciculated and con-

centric structure imparting an alated appearance. Sometimes the

wings are so fascicled as to make the mass reticulated.

Specimens No. 14.—More varieties of the same.

Specimens No. 15.—Adnate and single crystals, showing the la-

mellar, lanceolate and filiform structure, and metallic colour.
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Upon an examination, the mineral was found to be phosphate of

iron.

From a comparison of these specimens, it is apparent that the

"congeries of small needles," described b}^ Dr. Thompson as radi-

ating from the centre of the fossilized Belemnite, are not the true

crystal of the mineral substance (diphosphate of iron), as he sup-

posed, but are due to the /ormer structure of portion No. 3, of the

Cephalopoda.

When ciystallization takes place in any of these fossils, except

the portion No. 3, of the Cephalopoda, these congeries do not

make their appearance. But I admit, that from the apex of the

fossil remains of the bivalve shells, there is a tendency in the bun-

dles of lamellar and lanceolate crystals to radiate, as may be seen

in Nos. 8, 9, and 10.

In cases of the fossil remains of portions No. 2, of the Ceph-

alopoda, wherever the mineral substance has had space sufficient to

crystallize freely, the fibrous figure is lost in the lamellar structure.

See No. 3, C.

At the time that the animals, whose fossil remains are now there

found, were living inhabitants of Mullica Hill, the iron was dis-

seminated in the ferruginous sand. As these animals, after disso-

lution, surrendered then* phosphoric acid, it combined with the iron

and water, forming the diphosphate of iron; and as the operations

of decomposition and transmission were gradual, it is natural that

the new mineral should take the structure and form of the former

animal substance.

Phillips, in his Mineralogy, p. 210, speaking of blue iron (phos-

phate of iron), says, that in Siberia it is found in fossil shells,

but he does not describe its crystallization.

The second paper read, was

—

On the Identity of the Atops Trilineatus and the Triarthrus

Beckii (Green), with Eemarks upon the Eliptocephalus Asa-

phoides. By Professor E. Emmons.

After the question of the identity of the two fossils had been re-

ported upon by a committee of this Association, it may appear super-

fluous to bring up the subject again before this body ; but inasmuch

as a few individuals still maintain the opinion adverse to that ex-

pressed by the committee, and as other specimens, more perfect, have

since come into my possession, I deem it proper to call the attention
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of the Association once more to the question. In doing this, how-

ever, I shall not attempt to answer formally the objections to the re-

port of the committee, but proceed directlj^to describe the two fossils

indicated. The accompanj-ing figures will aid me in convejnng a

correct idea of the strongly marked differences which they exhibit.

1. Description of the Atops Trilineatus.

Crust granulated ; cephalic shield semicircular, with the ante-

rior and lateral edges turned upwards
;
posterior angles rounded

;

length and breadth of the shield as 1 to 3
;
glabella slightly nar-

rowed, and turned upward anteriorly ; divisions 4 or 5, and unequal

;

the 4th division is marked by a sulcus, which runs obliquely down-

ward and backward, and meeting in' the median line or axis ; the pos-

terior division runs parallel with the ribs, or rings of the body, and

has one protuberance upon the median line. Facial suture ; eyes,

cheek shields, rounded at the posterior angles. Body composed of

17 or 18 rings, which become narrow towards the caudal extremity
;

axis narrower than the lateral lobes ; rings 17, and which are sepa-

rated by a groove about as wide as the ring itself, and marked by a

row of spinous points upon their median line ; lateral lobes or ribs,

18, jointed ; the first, or anterior, corresponds with the divisions of

the glabella ; axis of the lateral lobes marked by a strong promi-

nence, which becomes obsolete towards the tail ; rings grooved by

a single and simple sulcus, which runs directly outward, but which

suffers a slight interruption at the axial prominence ; the caudal

shield is composed of one ring, and bordered by a flat expansion of

the crusts.

2. Description of the Triarthrus BecJcii.

Crust smooth, semicircular parabolic, bordered by a slightly

thickened edge, traversed by a groove
;
posterior groove terminated

in a point, which turns inw^ard, and which extends bej'ond the base
;

height and breadth as 1 to 2. Glabella rectangular on three sides,

and rounded only anteriorly ; length and breadth equal ; dimen-

sions 4, and marked by three oblique lines, which run from the bor-

der downwards,the last only meeting in the median line : body com-

posed of 12 or 13 rings, whose width is one-third greater than that

of the lateral lobes ; spinous-like points mark the median line or

axis ; lateral lobes composed of 12 or 13 rings ; rings marked by an

oblique furrow running from the upper and inner angle to the oppo-

site lobe and outer angle, and by a short direction, which, if con-

tinued, would intersect the other near the middle of the rib or joint

;

c
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caudal shield comprised of four or five rings, and bordered by a

thickening of the crust, which are marked by fine lines.

Observations.

From the foregoing descriptions, it will be observed that the pro-

portions cf the two fossils are quite different. These differences be-

gin with the cephalic shield, and extend to the tail ; not '.aily affect-

ing the major parts, l>ut extending als( * to the minor parts, in many
minute details. The dissimilarity, in fact, is so great, that I am quite

unwilling to regai'd them even as belonging to the same genus. In

the paleontok-gy of New Y( Ji'k, parts of the same frissil, which I have

called the Atops Trilmeatus, are described as the Triartlirus Beckii,

or rather as Calymene Beckii. I am not, theref^Te, in fault, as regards

the specimens from which the foregoing description has been drawn.

RemarJcs upon the Eliptoceplialus Asaplwides.

The Elip)tocephalus, althrough acknowledged a new and different

species from any that had been described previous to the publica-

tion of the Taconic S3'stem, has been referred to the genus Olenus.

This view of the fossil, if sustained, does not affect the validity or

stability of this system. Still, convinced as I am of the dissimilar-

ity of the genera, I must avail myself of this opportunity to reas-

sert my claim to the genus.

The Olenus has 14 joints, but the fragment of the body of the

Eliptoceplialus has 15 or 16 visible ; and we may conclude, from

appearances, that 4 or 5 are broken off; making, probably, in all, 20

joints. In this respect it is closely allied to Paradoxides. The

Olenus has an axis only one-fourth the breadth of the bodj^, while

the axis or middle lobe of the eliptocephalus is nearly equal to the

lateral lobes. The axis, again, of the Olenus, and of the Paradox-

ides also, is strong and prominent, while in the Eliptocepihalus it is

only slightly elevated, the distinction between the middle and

lateral lobes is quite obscure and imperfect. Again, the cephalic

shield is about twice as wide as high, in the Elip)tocep>hahis, while

in the Olenus it is three times as broad as high, and the glabella is

only one-fourth as wide as the shield.

There are no divisions of the glabella of the Eliptoceplialus, as

indicated in the paleontology of New York, but on the shield there

is a strong elliptical elevation, which furnishes the name to the fossil.

So the margin is not reflexed as in Olenus. In conclusion, I may re-

mark that the Eliptocephalus may belong to the family of the Oleni-
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DAE, as proposed by Burmeister ; but it still differs too much in its

cephalic shield from both the Paradoxides and Olenus, to belong to

either genus.

Thus far, and up to September, 1848, no fossil has been discov-

ered in the Taconic rocks, which is common to the Taconic and

New York s^-stems.

The tril' bite and fossils of the geologist of Vermont (Mr.

Adams), which were found in the lower rocks about Lake Cham-

plain, belong to an intercalated mass of shaly limestone, associated

with calciferous sandst< me, and is placed only in juxtaposition with

the Tac«^«nic slates, but is never iuterlaminated with them, and

really belongs to the New York sj'stem.

I make these remarks upon the fossils because they appear to me
to be called for ; but I wish it to be fully understood, that the sepa-

ration of the Taconic rocks from the New York, or Silurian, is

called for, and was called for, on grounds far more important than

the presence of certain fossils ; that evidence is found in the suc-

cession and superposition of the two systems, and in the vastness

of the Taconic system, compared with the Silurian— the slates of

the Taconic system being at least four times as thick as all the

members of the Silurian put together.

The following communication, addressed to the Association, by

Dr. John W. Vancleve, of Dayton, Ohio, was then read by the Sec-

retary, accompanied b}^ the exhibition of six sheets of etched illus-

trations of the new species of zoophytes, described in the paper.

To the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

For several years past I have employed some portion of my time

in preparing a work on the "Fossil Zoophytes of "Western Ohio,

with a few additions from other western localities," in which all the

corals of this region, that have come under my observation, shall be

figured and described. I have engraved the figures, chiefly, by etch-

ing them upon copper, for printing in letter-press ; so that they shall

come into the pages of the body of the work, in conjunction with the

descriptions. The generic characters, and those of all the species not

considered new, have been translated from the work of Goldfuss,the

technical description from the Latin being followed by the familiar

and more extended observations from the German, with the addition

of the localities in this country, and occasional remarks. In describ-

ing species believed to be new, the technical description has been fol-
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lowed, as in Goldfuss' work, by other remarks corresponding to those

In German.

The fossils described having chiefly been found in the vicinity of

Daj'ton, some notice of the various formations in which they occur

may be proper. They consist of five successive calcareous deposits,

which are exposed at various places within a distance of three miles

from the town, all differing very much from each other, in general

appearance, texture, colour, and in the fossils which they contain.

The lowest, universall}'- called the "Blue Limestone," corresponding

with the Lower Silurian, consists of innumerable layers, var3'iug in

thickness from less than a fourth of an inch to eight inches or more,

with laj-ers of marl of similar varj'ing thickness intervening. It is

the onl}' rock which appears at the surface in the south-western cor-

ner of Ohio, and the adjoining parts of Indiana and Kentucky. It is

principally made up of bivalve shells, but contains numerous corals

and fragments of trilobites and orthoceratites. The corals are of

the genera Astrea, Aulopora, Ceriopora, C5'athoph3-llum and Eete-

pora ; and none of the species found in this formation have ever yet

been found in those above it. The same circumstance is believed

to be true with regard to the species of shells. The colour of the

fossils is the same as that of the stoue iu which they" are imbedded.

Upon the Blue Limestone lies a bed of marl, varying in its thick-

ness, at. different points, from ten to sixty feet. It does not in-

clude any solid rock, either in la3'ers or fragments ; being of the

same composition, texture and colour, from top to bottom, although

its colour varies a little at different places, at some distance from

each other. No fossils have been observed in it.

On this bed of marl rests a formation of limestone, usually between

twenty and forty feet in thickness, composed of the remains of a

gi'eat variety of animals, intermixed "v\'ith semi-ciystalline scales.

Sometimes, fragments of encrinites constitute almost half the mass.

The colour is variable ; in some places nearly white, in others red-

dish, in others dusky brown ; but it is most frequently of a wax j'el-

low, and the formation is usuall}' termed the ''Yellow Limestone."

The fossils found in it, besides the encrinital remains, are chiefly

corals, with a very few shells and trilobites. The corals are generally

in excellent preservation, diftering verj^ little, if at all, in colour

and texture, from recent specimens. Their colour is of a bony white-

ness, not being influenced by that of the rock in which they occur,

whether white, red, brown or 3-ellow. The^' are of the genera As-

trea, Catenipora, Cellepora, Cj'athophyllum, Eschara, Favosites,
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Flustra, Gorgoiiia, Lithodendron and Eetepora. Of these genera,

none of the species found in this formation are seen in either of

those above or below it, except the Catenipora, Eschara and Gor-

gonia. The Catenipora is found in the Quarry Limestone, and its

impressions, and those of the Gorgonia and two species of Eschara,

occur in the Silicious Limestone.

Upon the Yellow Limestone rests a formation, which is usually

termed the "Quarrj- Limestone," as on account of its superior qual-

ity, it is almost the only stone quarried in the vicinity for building

purposes. It consists of several layers, easily separated from each

other, making an aggregate thickness of about four feet, which it is

not knoAvn to exceed. It is of a light grey colour, and very hard

and compact. The fossils which it contains differ but little in

colour from the stone, and are so completely enveloped in it, that

they are not easily found. The genera that have been obsen^ed

are Astrea, Catenipora, Favosites, Sarcinula and Syringopora.

The species are all peculiar to this formation, except those of the

Catenipora, as mentioned before.

The Quarry Limestone is covered by a formation of "Silicious

Limestone," in which the silicious matter, in fine grains, constitutes

about fifteen per centum. The rock has the colour of ashes. It

is six or seven feet thick, near Dayton ; but as it extends to the

north and east, the thickness increases to fifty or sixty feet. It

usually contains only the impressions of fossils, the whole sub-

stance of the shell or coral having, in most cases, disappeared.

The corals, of which impressions are left, belong to the genera

Catenipora, Coscinopora, Eschara and Gorgonia.

To the last three formations, collectively, Dr. Locke, in the Ohio

Geological Reports, has applied the general designation, "CliflT

Limestone." They do not pass imperceptibly into each other, by

a gradual alteration of colour, texture and general appearance

;

but the change is immediate and total, the lines of separation

being definitelj' marked ; and the fossil characteristics, with the ex-

ceptions already mentioned, are also entirely different.

The gravel, in the beds and-banks of the streams, and in the neigh-

bouring hills, affords a great variety of fossils. Although the princi-

pal part of it is derived from the limestone of the vicinity, a very

considerable portion of it is made up of pebbles which have a differ-

ent origin. These consist of fragments of primary rocks, of all the

various kinds seen in the boulders scattered over the country, and of

numerous fossiliferous varieties of calcareous and silicious rocks, the
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fossils of which are generally very different from those found in the

limestone of the neighbourhood. They lielong to the genera Astrea,

Aulopora, Catenipora, Columnaria, Conodictyum, Cyathophyllum,

Eschara, Favosites, Gorgonia, Lithodendron, Stromatopora and Sy-

ringopora.

The folloioing is a List of the Corals, the Plates and Descriptions

of ivhich are ready for the Press.

Agaricia swinderniana, Goldf., Louisville, K3\

Astrea serradiata, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

,, porosa, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; Huntington, Ind.

,, flexuosa, Goldf., gravel, Presq' Isle Bay, Lake Huron.

„ collata, new species, blue limestones, Dayton.

,,
prismatica, new species, gravel, Dayton. (Calcareous.)

,, vesiculosa, new species, quarry limestone, Dayton.

,, septa, new species, quarry limestone, Dayton.

„ venusta, new species, gravel, Daj^ton and Presq' Isle Bay.

,, concentrica, new species, gravel, Dayton.

,, basaltica, new species, gravel, Dayton.

,, madreporacea, new species. Defiance, O.

,, tubulata, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

Aulopora spicata, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

,, intermedia? Munster, blue limestone, Da3^ton.

,, serpens, Goldf., Madison, Ind.

,, nitida, new species, quarries, Sandusk}', O.

,, lata, new species, Louisville, Ky.

.
Catenipora escharoides. Lam., cliff limestone, Dayton.

,, labyrinthica, Goldf., cliff limestone, Dayton.

Cellepora verrucosa, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

Ceriopora multiformis, new series, blue limestone, Da3'ton.

,, tenuis, new species, blue limestone, Dayton.

„ mammillata, new species, blue limestone, Dayton.

„ muricata, new species, blue limestone, Dayton.

,, constellata, new species, blue limestone, Da3'ton.

,, tuberculata, new species, blue limestone, Dayton.

,, ensiformis, new species, blue limestone, Dayton,

,, orbiculata, new species, blue limestone, Dayton.

Columnaria alveolata, Goldf., Daj'tou
;
quarries, Madison Ind.

Conodictyum torulosum, new species, gravel, Dayton.

Coscinopora macropora, Goldf., silicious limestone, Dayton.

„ sulcata, Goldf., lead region, Iowa.
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Cyatliophj-llum picatum, Goklf., blue limestone, Dayton.

,, seratites, Goldf., yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, excentricum, Goldf., Louisville, Ky.

„ flexuosum, GoMf., gravel, Dayton ; Lake Huron.

,, vermiculare, Goldf., gravel, Dayton. (Silicious.)

„ turbinatum, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; Defiance, 0. ; Delaware

Co., 0. ; Louisville, K.

„ hj'pocrateriforme, Goldf., gravel. Daytun. (Silicious.)

„ helianthoides, Goldf., j^ellow limest'*ue, Dayton.

„ caespitosum, Goldf., gravel, Dayton; limestone, Columbus,

Delaware and Sandusky, 0. ; Madison, Ind. ; Louisville,

K}'. ; Shawueetown, 111.

Cyathophj'llum dianthus, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

,, ananas, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; limestone. Defiance, O.

,, hexagonum, Goldf., gravel, Dayton and L. Huron ; limestone,

Sandusky ,0.,Louisville, Ky., Shawneetown, 111., and Iowa.

,, vesiculosum, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; limestone, Delaware

Co., Ohio.

,, secundum, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

Eschara puncta, new species, j^ellow limestone, Dayton ; Louisville.

,, lobata, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

„ bipunctata, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, perforata, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton ; Columbus.

„ multifida, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, ramosa, new species, j'ellow limestone, Dayton.

„ bifurcata, new species, yellow and silicious limestone, Dayton

.

„ canaliculata, new species, gravel, Dayton ; Sandusky, O.

„ compressa, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, dendroidea,new species, yellow and silicious limestoue,Dayton

Favosites alveolaris, Goldf., yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, favosa, Goldf., quarry limestone and gravel, Dayton ; Drum-

moud's Island, Lake Huron.

„ gothlandica, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; Drummond's Island.

„ basaltica, Goldf., gravel, Da^'ton ; Lake Erie.

,, infuudibulifera, Goldf., gravel, Da^'ton ; Lake Huron.

„ polymorplia, Goldf., four varieties, gravel and yellow lime-

stone, Dayton.

„ spongites, Goldf., two varieties, gravel and yellow limestone,

Dayton ; from Lakes to Natchez.

„ fibrosa, Goldf., two varieties, gravel and yellow limestone,

Dayton.
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Flustra lanceolata, Goldf., yellow limestone, Dayton.

Gorgonia infundibuliformis, Goldf., yellow and silicious limestone

and gravel, Dayton ; Defiance, Sandusk}^, Delaware and

Columbus, O. ; Louisville, K3^ ; Bloomington, Ind.

Lithodendron dichotomura, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

„ caespitosum, Goldf., j^ellow limestone, Dayton.

„ verticillatum, new species, gravel, Dayton.

,, vermiculare, new species, gravel, Dayton.

„ laviforme, new species, gravel, Dayton, limestone, Columbus.

,, secundum, new species, limestone, Columbus.

,, fasciatum, new series, limestone, Delaware, O.

„ flexuosum, new species, gravel, Dayton.

Retepora prisca, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

,, producta, new species, yellow limestone, Dayton.

,, terebrata, new series, gravel, Dayton.

,, contexta, new series, limestone, Louisville, Ky.

,, nitida, new series, blue limestone, Dayton.

Sarcinula organnum, Lamarck, quarry limestone, Dayton.

,, costata, Goldf., Iowa.

Syringopora verticillata, Goldf., gravel, Dayton ; Drummond's

Island, Lake Huron.

,, ramulosa, Goldf., gravel, Dayton.

,, reticulata, Goldf., quarry limestone and gravel, Dayton

;

Defiance, O. ; Bloomington, Ind.

,, caespitosa, Goldf., Hardin Co., 111.

I have specimens of stromatopora concentrica and polymorphia,

and of some other species of the foregoing genera, chiefly new,

amounting altogether to fifteen or twenty in number, of which the

plates and descriptions have not been prepared. I could complete

them at any time by the labour of a few weeks ; but, as it is a matter

of much doubt whether the work, if published, would pay expenses,

and compensate me for what I have done, I have suffered a year to

pass without adding any thing to my list of engravings. Whether

I shall go on with them or not, will depend very much on the pros-

pect of a satisfactory arrangement with regard to the publication.

I send with this, plates of all the new species in the foregoing

list, and also a page printed as a specimen of the manner in which

I designed to arrange the matter with the cuts in connexion with

the descriptions.

JOHN W. VANCLEVE.
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On motion of Mr. S. W. Roberts, it was

—

Resolved, Tliat the first General Evening Meeting of the Associa-

tion shall be held on Friday evening next, the 22d instant, at half

past seven o'clock, in the College Hall of the University of Pennsyl-

vania ; and that it shall be the duty of the Standing Committee to

make arrangements for bringing before this and the subsequent eve-

ning meetings, one or more subjects of general interest, and

—

Resolved, further, That each member of the Association shall be

permitted to introduce one or more ladies to any of the meetings.

The President stated that, according to the Constitution, six mem-
bers of the Standing Committee, to act in conjunction with those who
are ex-officio members of that Committee, are to be elected at each

meeting, by ballot, from among the members present, who have

attended any of the previous meetings. It was then, on motion

—

Resolved, to pi'oceed to an election of six members of the Stand-

ing Committee, when, on canvassing the votes, it was found that

the following gentlemen were duly elected members of that Com-
mittee, viz :

—

Prof. Benjamin Pierce, Prof. S. S. Haldeman, Prof. Joseph

Henry, Prof. Louis Agassiz, Richard C. Taylor, Esq. and Peter

A. Browne, Esq.

Prof. Johnson stated, that the great amount of business likely

to come before the Association would evidently require some aid,

such as had been formerly afforded to the Secretary in the fulfilment

of his duties, and moved the appointment of two Assistant Secre-

taries ; which motion was adopted, and, on nomination.

Prof. Lewis J. Germain and Dr. M. W. Dickeson were appoint-

ed Assistant Secretaries.

Mr. Browne then called up his resolution, offered this morning,

in respect to Prof. Lardner Vanuxem, deceased, which was re-

ferred to the Standing Committee.

On motion, the Association adjourned to meet to-morrow morn-

ing at 1-0 o'clock.

Attest, WALTER R. JOHNSON, Sec'ry,

Thursday 10 o'clock A. M., 8ept. 21.

The Association again met, agreeably to adjournment, in the Hall

of the University, William C. Redfield, Esq., President, in the

chair, a large number of additional members being present, and many
i>
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new subjects being announced for entry on the list of communica-

tions, intended to be presented during tlae Session.

A communication was read from the Corresponding Secretary of

the Franklin Institute, conveying a resolution of the Board of Man-

agers of that Institution, inviting the members of the Association

to attend a Monthly Meeting of the Institute, to be held to-morrow

evening. On motion, the invitation was accepted, and the thanks

of the Association were tendered for the kindness manifested by

the Managers of the Institute.

Prof. William B. Rogers, as Chairman of the Standing Commit-

tee, reported a programme for the organization of the Association,

into Sections, agreeably to the requirements of the Constitution,

and offered the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved^ That the Association be divided into two Sections, one

to embrace General Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Civil Engi-

neering, and the applied Sciences generally ; the other to include

Natural History, Geology, Physiology and Medicine.

On motion, it was

—

Resolved, That the order of proceedings at the General Meeting,

to be held on Friday evening, be as follows

:

1. Annual Address, by Prof. W. B. Rogers.

2. Communication on the General Principles of Analytical Me-
chanics, by Prof. B. Peirce.

3. A paper on the Classification of the Animal Kingdom, ac-

cording to embryological data, by Prof. Louis Agassiz.

The Association, having thus far transacted its business as a sin-

gle body, now resolved to adjourn till to-morrow at 12 o'clock, to

allow time for the organization of the Sections, and the transaction

of such business as might be found appropriate to each Section.

WALTER R. JOHNSON, Sec'ry.

September 21, 1848.

SECTION OF NATURAL HISTORY, GEOLOGY, &c.

The Section was called to order by W. C. Redfield, Esq., Chair-

man of the Association, when Prof. Louis Agassiz was selected to

preside, and Dr. R. W. Gibbes chosen Secretary.

Prof. Agassiz, on taking the Chair, suggested the propriety of

electing on each day a chairman for the succeeding day, in order to
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allow freedom of action in attending either Section, which was
unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman reported the recommendation of the Standing

Committee, as to the order of business for the day, which was
adopted, and the Section proceeded to take up the first paper sub-

mitted, which was upon

—

The Theory of the Geological Action of the Tides. By
Lieut. C. H. Davis, U. S. N.

It was presented and read by Prof. Peirce, of Cambridge Uni-

versity, who prefaced it by a few remarks on the general principles

of the theory,—the object of the paper being to exhibit the action

of the moon, as tending to alter the figure of the earth.

By a study of the tidal currents on the north-eastern coast of

the United States, Lieut. Davis has been led to the discovery of a

connexion between the ocean tides and currents, and the alluvial

deposits on its borders and in its depths. The connexion is thus

traced :—the direction and velocity of the tides at any place where
these deposits exist, that is where the ocean is freighted with mat-

ter held in suspension, decides the form, amount and locality of the

deposits. The direction of the tides is different at different places,

but the result of their action is to produce certain uniform or similar

formations; and it was the observation of this which led Lieut. Davis

to the introduction of a tidal theory intij Geology, the object ofwhich

is to develop the laws by which aqueous deposits (of the sea), made
during periods of quiet action, have been regulated, and to show that

such laws must always have operated, except when suspended or con-

trolled by the violent changes that mark certain geological epochs.

Lieut. Davis applies these principles of tidal action, to explain the

cause of those great sandy deposits on the north-eastern borders of

this continent, as well as those at the bottom of the Bay of Biscay
(the Landes of France), and in the North Sea (Holland, &c.).

Following in the steps of that theory, which aims at accounting for

the changes of previous ages by causes now in operation, and recoo--

nising the controlling influence of the ocean in producing some of

these changes, Lieut. Davis calls the attention of geologists to the

fact, that the ocean has been subject to dynamical laws as permanent
as its existence, and in their action no less regular than permanent.

He traces the results of these laws first in the local features of the

New England coast, where they are exemplified upon a small scale
;
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and afterwards applies his reasoning to those vast alluvial deposits,

which form conspicuous features in the geographj^ of the world.

Going behind the actual geological period, Lieut. Davis believes

that he can discover satisfactory proofs in the geological maps of

the United States, by Mr. Lyell, that the successive deposits of the

cretaceous, tertiary, and post pliocene periods (including in this last

the stratified drift only), have been made in obedience to the tidal

laws. He hopes, by these laws, to explain the geological peculiar-

ities of the great plains of North and South America, and the deserts

of other countries. And reasoning back from a principle of con-

formation discoverable in the banks, shoals, hooks, bars, &c., &c.,

of the present time, he thinks it not improbable that the character

of the tidal and other currents of the earlier ages may be developed.

Although Lieut. Davis has given to his views the name of a

"Tidal Theory in Geology," j-et he does not limit his inquiries to

tide currents alone, but embraces in his theory all those oceanic

currents which produce similar effects. Thus the sandj' formations

on the coast of the gulf of Mexico, and the geographical distribu-

tion of the coralline detritus in the China sea, and elsewhere, in

connexion with the tides and currents of the particular region under

notice, do not escape his attention.

Lieut. Davis announces as one of the discoveries resulting from

his investigations, that there is an intimate relation between tides

and deltas. River deltas are only formed where there is little or

no tide. Where there is a tide of a positive and regular cnaracter

and action, the conflict between tidal and river currents gives birth

to estuaries, and it is expected that the limit of the bay form will

be found to depend upon the limit of action of the tides.

Lieut. Davis is employed in preparing a paper, in which the dy-

namical action of the tides is explained, and the facts and obser-

vations upon which his theory is founded, are stated in detail.

This paper will be accompanied with the necessary illustrations.

It would occupy too much space to enter here into these details.

The attempt would leave them necessarily incomplete.

An interesting discussion ensued on Lieut.* Davis' views, in

which Prof. Peirce, "W. C. Redfield, Esq., and Dr. A. A. Gould,

participated.

Mr. Redfield said he was gratified in finding this inquiry entered

upon by the able officer connected with the Coast Survey. The sub-

jecthad attracted hisown attention at times, and particularly during a
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visit to the low country and shores of North Carolina, in the vicin-

ity of Cape Hatteras, in the year 1840 ; and he had derived many

interesting facts relating to it, from the lake and coast surveys ex-

ecuted by the Government, apart from his own observations. It

was his misfortune to have heard but a portion of the interesting

essay of Lieut. Davis, and he feared he might be liable to a mis-

apprehension of some of its bearings. For himself, he had been

led to conclude, that the great shoals of Newfoundland, George's,

Nantucket, and LaguUus, did not owe their origin to the general

transporting power of the Gulf Stream, or the current of Lagullus,

nor to the direct action of the great tidal wave, in its progress over

the ocean. He thought that none of these could hold in suspension

and carry over great distances the materials of these shoals, nor

exert a moving force upon the ocean bottom which lies beneath

their flow. Even if the latter could be true, the materials would

undergo a rapid abrasion, from their rolling motion beneath the in-

cumbent waters, and would soon be reduced to an impalpable con-

dition, and scattered abroad over the ocean bed, forming a soft and

oozy bottom, such as now results from other abrasions, or as once

was the condition of our clay slates, and other analogous formations.

Mr. R. then proceeded to state facts illustrative of the rapid reduc-

tion, by abrasion, of the materials set in motion by currents—as on

the Hudson river, where, near the city of Troy, the transported detri-

tus of the river shores and bed, consisted of large gravel and worn

pebbles, often of the size of the eggs of the goose or hen. Six miles

lower, near Albany, the bottom was reduced to a fine gravel, of the

size of the different varieties of beans and maize. Next, four or six

miles below Albany, it was in the condition of a coarse or fine sand
;

and long before reaching Hudson, thirty miles from Albany, the

channel bottom was found to be of soft materials, such as form the

clay beds of the river shoals and flats ; and we have no evidence that

anj' sands or coarser materials can be found in the great channel

bottom, from thence to the ocean at Sandy Hook, a distance of 130

miles. The bar and shoals near Sandy Hook, like those which ob-

struct the mouths of other rivers, were derived from the materials

of the adjacent beaches, abraded and set in motion chiefly by the

waves, and especially in storms, these effects being blended with the

action of the local currents. Hence it results, that where the mouth

of a river is pi'otected from these effects bj' points or promontories

of rock, we almost invariably find a free and open channel.

The ocean, as has justly been said hy Mr. Lyell, was the greatest
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of all agents in terrestrial degradation, and by the mechanical action

and transporting power of its waves, the materials of its shores are

brought under the local influences of the shifting streams of tidal

current, and are arranged in bars, island-beaches, and salient points

or shoals, which have often a progressive increase on one hand,

while undei'going degradation and removal on the other. These

effects, as seen at Cape Cod, Block Island, Fire Island, Sandy-

Hook, Hatteras, &c., may be traced along our whole coast, from

Massachusetts Bay to Mexico.

Such were the general views he had been led to entertain, on a

subject which hitherto had received but little of that attention to

which it was justly entitled ; and he trusted that the inquiry now
so happily commenced would be unremittingly pursued, under the

favourable circumstances and auspices which were afforded by the

general surve)' of the coast now in progress.

Dr. Gould, in allusion to a statement, that substances are found

drifted in opposition to the course of the wind, mentioned a fact,

well known to persons resident on the coast, that when the wind

blows off the coast, the waves throw up shells in greater abundance

than when it blows in the opposite direction.

Prof. Agassiz adverted to the necessity of comparing the results

of all observers, in order to arrive at important data for the gui-

dance of geologists.

Prof. Peirce gave an account of the views of E. Desor, Esq.,

"On the Local Distribution of Marine Animals" an abstract of

which has not been handed in for publication.

Prof. Agassiz now interested the Section with his observations

—

On the Fishes of Lake Superior.

Prof. A. remarked that it had been his good fortune, the past sum-

mer, to have opportunities, in company with several friends, some

of whom he now saw before him, to explore the northern lakes, and

more especially Lake Superior. His attention had been called par-

ticularl}^ to the fishes—a subject which has possessed for him, for

many years, very great interest. His object was not so much to

draw a comparison between the fishes of the United States and those

of Canada, as to ascertain their geological distribution, and to satisfy

himself whether they were indiscriminately distributed through all

these lakes, or whether there were differences in their identity. Upon
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carefully comparing them, he had found that they were entirely

different—that there are particular families in some of these lakes,

and other families in others, and that they never- leave their

peculiar localities. There are families in Lake Huron, which can-

not be found in Lake Superior, and that those in the latter do not

move down to the lower lakes. He is satisfied that these fish orig-

inate in the localities in which they are found. It is a singular fact,

he remarked, that these families are found in the same relative

positions with the fish in lakes of Northern Europe, yet, although

they agree, generally, with the European species, in their zoologi-

cal classification, they are entirely different in structure and variety.

The salt waters of Europe contain fish which the salt waters do

not contain here ; and among the fresh waters, although they gen-

erally agree, none are entirely alike—showing that there can be no

transportation of the different varieties from one country to another,

as it would be contrary to the laws of nature.

There is no convenience for the fish of our lakes to travel into

the lakes of Northern Europe ; and he proceeded to inquire whether

these inconveniences were trifling or serious in their character.

The subject, however, was too complex to arrive at a definite con-

clusion. In Lake Huron there are a great variety of fishes, belong-

ing to the Perch family, which he classified under appropriate heads.

It is well known, from geographical data, that North America is the

oldest continental land known upon earth ; and the general ancient

character of this country is deeply impressed upon the mind of the

geologist. He could not avoid the influence of this feeling when
exploring the northern shore of Lake Superior. Is it not remark-

able, he asked, that animals now exist, which are "old-fashioned"

in their external zoological character, of the same type with those

of the antediluvian periods? North America is the only place

where the Garpikes live, and the Garpike is the only representative

of the period when that fish alone existed

!

Among the fishes there are two types—one with smooth, the other

serrated scales. Those with serrated scales have usually two dorsal

fins, but he had found in Lake Superior a new fish, with spines upon
the opercular bones ; and all the scales are hard and serrated. What
has never before been observed in hard scale fishes, this species has,

like the Salmon, an adipose, or fattj' fin. Here, then, in Lake Supe-

rior, we have this old-fashioned fish, upon this old soil ! He consid-

ered it important to trace our living animals in their relation to the

fossils, as also that their geographical distribution should be noticed.
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The whole number of fishes he had collected from Lake Superior

was 33, about a dozen of which were entirely new varieties.

Prof. Agassiz then read Prof. J. "W. Bailey's paper "On Micro-

scopic FORAMINIFERA, FROM THE SoUNDINGS OF THE COAST SURVEY,"

to decide whether of importance in navigation. He spoke of the

figures given, as valuable from being given as seen, and not drawn

with any attempt to give them with precision, as supposed to exist.

Dr. S. G. Morton submitted the following letter from. Prof. M.

TuoMEY on the results of his observations in the Tertiary region

of South Carolina.

Alabama, Sept. 5, 1848.

Dear Sir,—I sent j-ou, some days since, as I once promised, a

specimen of A. placenta and T. thoracica, from the Eocene of Wil-

mington, N. C. Of the former species I think there is doubt, the

latter I must leave to you. You may recollect, that on another

occasion I sent P. Gregale and T. Harlani from S. C. I intended

to have accompanied the specimens with a paper on the Eocene of

N. and S. Carolina, but as my report on the geology of the latter

State wall soon be published, I have thought it better to postpone

it for the present, particularly as I am on the way towards St.

Stephens, to examine the orbitoidal limestone of that place.

Should this reach you in time, may I ask the favour of you to

state to the Geological Secretary of the Association of Geologists,

the following results of my investigations in the Tertiary of South

Carolina, provided that yow find them of sufficient interest.

1st. That the Eocene of S. Carolina is composed of three well

characterized divisions : of these, the lowest in the series is the

burrstone formation, consisting of beds of sand, claj^ gravel and

grit, resting upon the cretaceous beds.

The fossils, which are all silicified, occur in the upper part of the

formation, and along the verge of the superincumbent calcareous

strata ; they are for the most part identical with those of Claiborne,

and represent a littoral fauna. The Sautee beds, which overlie the

burrstone, consist of limestone, marl and green sand, being an ex-

tension of the Eocene of Wilmington. These are again overlaid

by the marls of the Ashley and Cooper rivers.

2d. Although the fossils of these beds include nearly all of those

considered characteristic of the Eocene of the United States ; never-
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theless, there are among them well characterized cretaceous forms,*

such as

—

Ammonites placenta, De Ka}^ Loc, Wilmington, N. Carolina.

Trigonia thoracica, Morton, ,, „ ??

Terebratula Harlani, „ „ Santee, S. Carolina.

Plagiostoma gregale, ,, ,, „ »

Ostrea panda, „ „ ?? ?»

Grj'phaea mutabilis, ,, ,, ,, v

3d. That the fossils of the Middle Tertiary of S. Carolina contain

46 per cent, of recent species ; I have therefore referred that for-

mation to Mr. L3-eirs Older Pliocene. The proportion of recent

species seems to increase from north to south.

4th. That the Post Pliocene contains several forms no longer

found living on the coast of the State, but belong to the living

fauna of Florida and the West Indies.

5th. That the coast of S. Carolina presents no evidence of verj'

recent subsidence, as stated by some visiters ; but that all the phe-

nomena attributed to that cause are the result of the horizontal

changes going on at this moment.

I am, dear sir, with sincere respect,

Yom*s, &c.

M. TUOMEY.

Afternoon Session.

In addition to the officers chosen for this Section, Dr. A. A. Gould

was appointed an additional Secretar}^, and Prof. Samuel Henry

Dickson and Prof. J. Hall were added to the Standing Committee

which now consists of the following members :

Prof. L. Agassiz, Chairman ; Dr. R. W. Gibbes, Secretary ; Dr.

A. A. Gould, Assistant Secretary ; Prof. S. H. Dickson and Prof.

J. Hall.

The Section then proceeded to business. Several specimens of

the tracks of Mollusca upon sandstone were exhibited by Prof.

Hall, who gave his views upon them, as evidences of beaches in

the Silurian period. From these tracks of the Mollusca, he was

led to believe that sea beaches formerly existed far in the interior

of the land. He also exhibited and described some fossils from

the Onondaga salt group.

* Mr. Lyell admits O. cretacia among the fossils of the orbitoidal limestone of

Alabama.

E
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Dr. Leconte expressed his views " On the Geographical Distri-

bution of Coleoptera" which will be published at length in a work
now in preparation for the press.

After an animated discussion on the subject of the geographical

distribution of animals, in which many members took part, it was

moved and seconded, that an election be held for Chairman, when
Dr. S. G. Morton was unanimously chosen.

The Section then adjourned to meet to-morrow at 10^ o'clock,

A. M.
R. W. GIBBES, Sec'ry.

September 21.

SECTION OF GENERAL PHYSICS, &c.

Morning Session.

Pursuant to the order of business, the Section for General Physics

met at 10, A. M., in the Chemical Hall of the University.

A programme of business was submitted by the Committee, and

the first page read was

—

A Report on the "Winds of the Northern Hemisphere.

By Prof. J. H. Coffin.

After some remarks upon the importance in investigations of

that kind, of lengthened periods of observation,- for the purpose of

eliminating accidental errors, and of extending the field of research

over as wide a field as possible, he proceeded to classify the obser-

vations which formed the basis of the report according to the regions

or countries in which they were taken. These were widely- scat-

tered over both continents, and the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic

Oceans, and embraced an aggregate period of over two thousand

years, at 550 fixed stations, beside numerous voyages and tours.

A more extensive collection, he remarked, than had ever before

been brought together for the purpose.

He next proceeded to point out the method he adopted to deter-

mine from these observations, the mean course of the wind, which

was the same as that by which the traverse of a ship at sea is re-

solved.

By the aid of extensive diagrams, he then proceeded to establish

the fact that between lat. 33 1° and 60°, there is a general current
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from the west (or rather from a little to the south of west) extend-

ing entirel}' round the globe ; but that, as we approach those limits,

(pai'ticularly on the south), it gradually loses its decided character,

and at the limit all trace of a fixed direction disappears, the current

at any place being controlled entirely by local influences. This he

illustrated by a separate diagram of the winds at Augusta, Geo.

After passing this limit, on the south, he showed that a current

from the opposite direction sets in, which, as we go south, gradually

assumes a more decided character till we come fully within the

limits of the trade-winds. He alluded, in passing, to a peculiarity

in the winds west of the Mississippi, between lat. 30° and 40°, as

explaining the tracks of storms in those regions.

North of lat. 60°, he showed that there are indications that the

strong current that comes down from the north, in the polar regions,

veers toward the west, thus establishing a third system, which

breaks up at about lat. 60°.

The observations taken at various places, in Russian and British

America, Norway and St. Petersburg, in Russia, were alluded to

as indicating this fact.

After having gone through with his remarks upon the general

course of the winds, he took up the subject of the annual curve

which they describe, and showed that while on the eastern coast of

Asia it is the same as here, in Europe the curvature seems to be

in the opposite direction. Also, that a curvature, physically simi-

lar, exists in both the easterly and westerly S5'stems of winds.

He next spoke of the relative force of the different winds, show-

ing how far the general results are modified from this cause.

After remarking that he was compelled, for want of time, to omit

several matters embraced in the report, he closed with an expression

of thanks to the numerous friends who had aided him in obtaining

the necessary data, and whom he mentioned by name, with the

kind of aid received from each.

The next subject was A Discourse on the Flexible Surface.

By Prof. B. Peirce. [Not received.]

Prof. C. U. Shephard, through Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., presented

a " Report on Meteorites," which has been published in the Amer-
ican Journal of Science and Arts, November, 1848, p. 402.
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A paper was now read

—

On THE Volatility OF Potassa and Soda, and their Carbonates.

By Profs. W. B. Rogers and R. E. Rogers.

This communication detailed the results of numerous experiments,

proving that these materials have a much higher volatility than has

hitherto been recognised by chemists, and exhibiting the compara-

tive rapidity with which they evaporate when exposed to the heat

of the alcohol lamp and that of the blowpipe.

"When potassa, soda, magnesia and lime, were similai'ly heated

and weighed, from time to time during the process, it was found

that potassa was most volatile ; soda came next, magnesia was
much less volatile than soda ; and lime so greatl}^ inferior, in this

respect, to magnesia, as to require a long continued high tempera-

ture to cause a sensible loss. The carbonates of potassa and soda

presented the same order, and nearly the same degree of volatility

as the bases themselves.

Two separate modes of experiment were adopted. In the one,

the substance in solution was dropped in small quantities, on a slip

of platina foil, so as when dried to form a delicate tache on the

metallic surface. This tache was subjected to the heat of a spirit

lamp, by holding the foil in the flame, or again to the stronger heat

of this flame, urged by the mouth blowpipe. The change in the

tache, in each case, was tested by its alkaline reaction, on delicately
~

prepared turmeric paper.

The second method, a weighed quantity of the alkali, or other

material, was exposed to the strongest heat of the table blowpipe,

and the evaporation marked bj'^ weighing at stated intervals. The
following extracts, from the register of experiments, will exemplify

these methods and their results.

I. Experiments with the Tache.

The tache, in each case, was formed from one, two or more drops
of the particular solution used ; so that all the taches in each series

were exactl}'^ equal.

1. Tache of Potassa on platinum foil having a strong alkaline reac-

tion, heated by the mouth blowpipe for 2", was entirely dissi-

pated. Its place on the metal presented no trace of alkaline

reaction. By repeated trials it was found that at this heat a
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mcreh' momentary exposure was sufficient to destroy the reac-

tion of such a tache.

2. A similar Soda taclie, treated in like manner, required a some-

what longer time for its dissipation.

3. Tache of Carbonate of Potassa, having a very strong reaction.

a. Heated over lamp for 10"
; reaction much reduced.

6. „ ,, for 15" ; reaction entirely destroyed,

and tache dissipated.

c. Ignited intensely, for a moment, by blowpipe : reaction

destroyed whenever the ignition was complete.

d. Ignited intensely for 2"
; reaction in every case destroyed.

4. Tache of Carbonate of Soda, having a very strong reaction.

a. Heated over lamp for 10"
; reaction reduced to about ^.

b. Ignitedintensely by blowpipe for 10" ; reaction very slight.

c. Ignited for 30"
; reaction and tache entirely gone.

5. Tache of Magnesia. This was formed by evaporation of a solu-

tion of carbonate of magnesia in carbonic acid water. Until

ignited, therefore, the tache consisted of carbonate of magnesia.

a. The simple tache gave strong alkaline reaction.

b. Ignited gently over lamp for a moment ; reaction slightly

increased.

c. Ignited gently for 10" ; reaction reduced to two-thirds.

d. Ignited intensely by blowpipe for 10" ; reaction about

l-20thof (a).

e. Ignited intensely for 30"; reaction about l-50th of (a),

but still very distinct.

6. Tache of Lime. Formed as the preceding, in the first instance

a carbonate.

a. The reaction of the simple tache extremely faint, scarcely

perceptible.

b. Ignited over lamp for a moment ; reaction very intense.

c. Ignited intensely by blowpipe for 10"
; reaction scarcely,

if at all diminished.

d. Ignited, as above, for 30" ; very slightly diminished.

II. Experiments by Weighing.

1. Carb. Potassa.

1 grain of pure, thoroughly dried carb. potassa, in platina cap-

sule, exposed to intense ignition, over table blowpipe, lost

in 1', 0.2 grains. In a little .less than 10', it was entirely

dissipated.
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2. Carh. Soda.

1 grain of pure, perfectly dry carb, soda, ignited intensely

over the table blowpipe for 10', lost 0.35 grains.

3. Magnesia.

1 grain, similarly treated, lost in 1', only 1-lOOth grains. In

10', its loss was 8-100 grains.

4. Lime.

1 grain of lime, similarh' exposed, for 10', exhibited no sen-

sible loss.

Reference was made to the bearings of this determination upon

chemical analysis. First, as furnishing the means of recognising the

presence of the alkalies and the alkaline earths in mineral substances,

such as the felspars, hornblends, epidote, &c. ; and, secondly, as in-

dicating the probable large loss of the alkalies of vegetable matters,

through the intense heat used in converting them into ashes.

Allusion was made also to the almost entire absence of the alka-

lies in the ashes of anthracite and other coals, as dependent upon the

intense heat operating in their combustion ; and experiments were

adduced, to show that the coal, prior to the combustion, contained

alkaline matter in a marked quantit3^ The volatility of magnesia,

as compared with lime, was spoken of as useful in distinguishing

between magnesian and calcareous minerals. The application of

this property of magnesia to the theory Dolomization was also

briefly referred to.

Prof. W. B. Rogers moved that a Standing Committee be appoint-

ed for this Section, to arrange the order of business for each day

;

which was adopted, and the following gentlemen appointed :

—

Prof. W. B. Rogers, Chairman ; Profs. B. Peirce, B. Silliman,

Jr., J. H. C. Coffin and J. H. Coffin.

The Section then adjourned till 4, P. M.

AJlernoon Session.

On the reassembling of the Section, Prof. B. Peirce read a paper

Upon certain methods of determining the number of real

Roots of Equations, applicable to Transcendental as well

AS to Algebraic Equations.

Sturm's theorem is perfect for algebraic equation, but is generally

too cumbrous for practical use. By stopping, however, at the first,
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second, or third of his functions, whenever either of these is suffi-

ciently simple for direct discussion, the number and nature of the

real roots of the given equation can be readily ascertained. Prof.

Peirce illustrated this method by geometrical diagrams, and applied

it to some very general cases of algebraic equations.

This was followed by an article

—

On the alleged iNsoLrBiLiTY OF Copper in Hydrochloric Acid
;

WITH AN Examination of Fuch's Method for Analyzing Iron

Ores, Metallic Iron, &g. By Profs. R. E. and J. B. Rogers.

Prof. R. E. Rogers, in presenting this communication, referred to

the received opinion among chemists, that metallic copper is almost

entireh' insoluble in pure hj'drochloric acid, when ox^'gen is absent

;

this, which has been made the foundation of an analytical process,

first recommended by Fuch, and since by Fresenuis, was found to be

inaccurate. By a particular apparatus, in which carbonic acid gas,

in one case, and h3'drogen gas, in another, was made to flow into the

space above the liquid and metal, so as eflTectually to exclude the at-

mosphere, it was found that continued boiling caused the copper to

be dissolved in marked quantity. Even when exposed to the acid at

ordinaiy temperatures, the atmosphere entirely excluded, it was

found that, after a prolonged time, the metal underwent partial solu-

tion, bubbles of h3alrogen were evolved, and the dichlorideof copper

was formed. The Professors R. regard these results as clearly prov-

ing the incompetency of Fuch's method to afford accurate results.

The following paper was then read :

—

On sojie Physical Phenomena dependent tpon the Progressive

Motion of Light. By Prof. Stephen Alexander.

After adverting to the recognised eflfectof the annual aberration of

light, and that which is ordinaril}' termed planetary aberration, the

author more particularly explained the dragging of the shadows of

the earth and other planets, first previously noticed by himself in a

communication to the American Philosophical Society. Prof. A.

then proceeded to the consideration of the case in which light passed

through the transparent envelope of a body in motion, and observed

that inasmuch as the theory of undulation required that the ether

should be possessed of inertia, and the inertia of our atmosphere

must be incomparably^ greater than that of the ether, it would seem

to follow that the velocity of the earth's atmosphere, due to its annual

motion, must be impressed upon the light of the sun and stars in the
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passage of the same through the atmosphere, and thus produce an

aberration which, in so far as the earth's motion was concerned, would

be the opposite to that which actually exists. As to aberration being,

both in mode and measure, what it ought to be, if the earth had no

atmosphere. Prof. A. suggested that the explanation of this was to be

found in the enormous porosity of the atmosphere ; by far the greater

portion of the rays, so passing through as to escape the mechanical

action of the molecules. When, however, the quantit}' of atmosphere

to be traversed was so great that light must be nearly absorbed,

some sensible portion of it might be subject to the influence in ques-

tion. Prof. A. then referred to the phenomenon of a blue band, seen

by himself and others, bordering that edge of the earth's shadow into

which the moon entered at the time of the last lunar eclipse, but

which was less distinct on the side at which the moon emerged ; and

showed that these phenomena were consistent with the supposition

of such an impulse, accompanied b}' the dragging of the shadow.

Lastly, Prof. A. suggested that these considerations might have a

bearing upon the question of a systematic aberration of the double

stars ; for if the nature of the envelope of a star were such that its

mechanical impulse could be communicated to the light of the star,

the theory of emission, with reference to such a star, would be

quasi true, and the aberration admissible.

The Section then adjourned to meet at 10, A. M., to-morrow.

B. SILLIMAN, Jr., Sec'ry.

Sejytember 22.

SECTION OF NATURAL HISTORY, GEOLOGY, &c.

Second Meeting.

The Section met and was organized—Dr. Samuel Geo. Morton
in the chair.

A paper was read :

—

On the Forces in Nature which Rupture, Contort, Upheave,

AND depress, the SUPERFICIAL StRATA OF THE EaRTH. Bt
Prof. L. J. Germain.

Mr. G. remarked, that it was familiar to every one, that the planes

of the terrestrial equator and the plane of the ecliptic, form an angle
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of about 23° 28'. There are two motions of the earth, aside from

its perturbations, nameh', its diurnal revolution around its own axis,

and its annual revolution around the sun—each of which revolutions

tends to flatten the earth in the direction of their resultant force, in

a plane whose direction is intermediate between the direction of the

two, operating on the crust of the earth most effectively within

the limits of the torrid zone. It was this resultant centrifugal force

to which Mr. G. called particular attention, as the substance of his

theor}' of flattening, upheavals, and depressions.

Prof. Agassiz favoured the Section with his Observations

—

On the Phonetic Apparatus of the Cricket.

The Professor gave an account of the structure of the Phonetic

Apparatus of insects of the order Ortlioptera^ particularly the crick-

ets. He observed that he had been led to these investigations by

some interesting remarks upon the wings of the grasshopper, in the

Transactions of the Academy of Natural Sciences of this cit}'. The

wings of the grasshopper have elastic springs, hy which thej' are

folded, when in a state of repose. Prof. A. proceeded to demon-

strate the structure of these wings on the black-board. It had oc-

curred to him that the same structure might be found in other in-

sects also, and upon investigation, he had discovered this to be the

case. The same general formation is common to all insects of the

order of Ortlioptera^ and is a distinguishing feature of all the vari-

eties of that large and interesting group. It is (remarked Prof. A.)

by the action and contact of these springs, that these insects pro-

duce their music.

Prof. Haldeman exhibited a series of specimens of Phacops

Haicsmanii. (Cah-mene Micrurus. Green).

The head and tail of this species are the onl}' portions hitherto

discovered ; but one of the specimens, now presented, contains the

body which has eleven segments.

Prof. Hall added some remarks on the same subject.

Prof. Agassiz now gave his views

—

o^

On the Comparison of Alpine and Northern Vegetation..

His remarks referred principally to the general observations ofHum-
boldt ; but many facts observed on the North American continent
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were added in confirniation of the general principle. Prof. A. de-

tailed the limits and appropriate regions of various trees of our own

country. He remarked that they mostly differ from European spe-

cies, altliough analogous in general character. All the walnuts, he

remarked, are distinct from European varieties, yet usually resem-

ble them.

Dr. Dickeson now read an extended report on "The Sediment

OF the Mississippi River," prepared by Andrew Brown, Esq. and

Di'. M. W. Dickeson, which is here published in full.

To the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Gentlemen,—The undersigned Committee, charged with the duty

of collecting and reporting to this Association, as many of the facts

and characteristics respecting the condition and annual conduct of

the Mississippi river, as might be practicable, herein respectfully sub-

mit a series of facts and observations in connexion therewith, col-

lected by virtue of the most favourable opportunities of daily

observation for the last eighteen years, and continued without inter-

mission with a view to this report, for the last two 3'ears of that

time, beginning the 1st July, 1846, and ending 30th June, 1848
;

comprising a series of notations and calculations of the quantity

of water at the several stages of elevation and depression, during

the river's annual oscillations, between its mean high water and low

water lines, together with the quantity of detrital or sedimentary

matter with which it is charged, &c.

The quantity of water embraced in the respective calculations,

being agreeable to the mean of time and velocitj- for high and low

water ; and at eveiy intermediate space of twelve inches, between the

mean high water and the mean low water line, the several quantities

calculated for the respective stages, constituting the aggregate of

water passing the point of observation ; hence, necessarily, the annual

discharge from the valley of the Mississippi in the Gulf of Mexico.

Your Committee have deemed it highly essential to this report,

that it should be accompanied by a sectional diagram of the river

at the point of observation, accurately delineating the configuration

of its bed and banks, the better to enable the Association to per-

ceive the value of the data from which the respective calculations

and quantities have been deduced.

In furtherance of such a view, a sectional diagram is herewith sub-

mitted, together with a book marked " A," in which is contained the

specific quantities of square feet of water at the several stages of ele-
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vation, as per diagram, which constitutes the basis of calculations

for the several times and quantities at the respective stages. The

method for arriving at such facts will be better perceived on refer-

ring to the book, in which are noted all the important data for obtain-

ing the accurate and aggregate quantity of water, discharged by

the river for each twelve months ; such being the mean of the above

specified two 3'ears. Without such a detailed system of observa-

tions and calculations, as your Committee have thus adopted, they

might have failed to find, with the same accuracj^, the required

quantities ; for they were unable to perceive by what other method

the facts could be more sureh' approximated ; and should the tedious-

ness of this report, together with the necessary inspection of the

accompanying documents, be a tax on the patience of this Associa-

tion, we flatter ourselves that a compensation will be found in the

unquestionable authenticity of the facts submitted.

It will readily be perceived, that although this report embi'aces

but one point in the whole of this long river, all the descending

waters must necessarilj^ pass each point on their wa}' to the ocean
;

consequent!}', the river at this point must be in corresponding depth

and velocity-, to enable the waters to effect such a passage.

The velocity assumed for the waters at the several stages of eleva-

tion, as per calculation in book " A," and which constitutes so impor-

tant an element in these calculations, is not that of the central current,

but is the mean of the lateral quantit}^ obtained bymany and repeated
experiments and computations, which gave an amount very sensibly

less than the central current, and which is variable under varying cir-

cumstances, but it may be observed, that while these sensible varia-

tions of current exist in the lateral expansion of the river, we have

been altogether unable to detect any appreciable difference of current

in the vertical quantity, and that, too, after having made many expe-

riments with regard to that particular. What may be regarded as

almost, if.not altogether, conclusive evidence of that fact, is the cir-

cumstance that it is no very unusual thing for tall trees to float down
the deepest part of the river, in a perfectly perpendicular attitude,

caused by their butt ends being of greater specific gravity than water,

while their tops or small ends are so buoyant as often to project many
feet above the surface of the water. Such vertical trees are, at times,

transported with the same velocity as the surface current where they

exhibit themselves ; and while such trees are thus floating in a per-

pendicular attitude, it often occurs that their lower ends are in such

close proximity with the bottom, as to come in contact with its pro-
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tuberauces, which throw them down at such angles as often to make

their tops disappear below the surface, until the}- have got over the

obstruction ; and when such is the case the}' at once erect themselves

as before. We have had many opportunities of witnessing the de-

scent of vertical timber, and frequentl}' when their coming in contact

with the projecting parts of the bottom manifested itself; and it is

otherwise well ascertained, that the bed of the river projects many

protuberances above its general surface, some of which rise to and

even project above extreme low water—as, for instance, that repre-

sented on the diagram—so that thc}- very much endanger river naAi-

gation at the low water stages. The}' constitute obstructions, with

which trees descending in a vertical attitude often come in contact,

and by which they are so tossed and agitated, that no particular form

of any tree could make its projecting part seem to be perpendicular,

while its submerged portion was inclined, comformable with a cur-

rent which was not uniform in its whole depth ; for were the under

current more sluggish than that on the top, the lower end of the

tree would be correspondingly impeded in its progress, so as to give

to the tree an inclined attitude ; but the observed circumstance shows

that there can be no such inclination, for when agitatedby striking

against the projecting parts of the bottom, they turn freely round

in every direction, and present their several sides to the direction

of the current, without any seeming preference as to position.

Our observations induce in us the conviction, that in a descending

aqueous current, there is no appreciable difference of velocity

thi'oughout the vertical quantity ; and unquestionably for the rea-

son, that the superincumbent pressure urges forward the under

stratum to the point of least resistance, with the same velocity that

it may itself have acquired.

Governed by the foregoing considerations, and estimating quan-

tities by the method adopted in book -'A," your Committee have

found the aggregate annual quantity of water discharged by the

Mississippi river, to be 14,883,360,636,880 cubic feet, or 551,235,-

579,143 cubic yards. 101.1 cubic miles^lOlyij.

Now the fact being notorious, that the Mississippi river is the

only visible outlet for all the surplus waters of that vast valley,

through which it passes on its way to the ocean, there are involved

considerations of no little importance ; for the Mississippi valley

has been found to contain an area very little, if any, short of four-

teen hundred thousand square miles.

What then is the relative difference between the quantity of rain
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water falling annually in this vallej', and that discharged by the

river ?

We find by examination of the meteorological register of the late

Dr. H. Tooley, of Natchez, kindly furnished by his family, that the

mean quantity of rain water, which falls annually at Natchez, is

between fifty-five and fifty-six inches ; but, as such is the quantity

for the southern extremity of the valley, it may be regarded as over-

estimating, if taken for an average of the whole area, we will there-

fore assume the mean quantitj' to be 52 inches, and then we will have

for the whole valley, 169,128,900,000,000 cubic feet, which is about

11| or 11.363G times the quantity which is discharged by the river.

There can be but two ways by which this immense quantity of

water can make its escape from the valle}^ ; one is by the course of

the river, and the other bj^ evaporation. Plence, we perceive that

there is but one relative portion of this quantity passing off by the

river, for ever}' lOf parts which are exhaled into the atmosphere,

or 5^ parts are carried off by the river, and ^f parts by evaporation.

Thus we arrive at a fact of the most momentous importance to

the planting interests of Louisiana and Mississippi ; for it will be

at once pei'Ceived, that the more exhalations are promoted, the less

liable will the low or bottom lands of these two states be to the

periodical inundations bj^ the river.

If it be asked, by what process it is expected that evaporation

can be promoted, over such an extensive area as the Mississippi

valley, so as visibly and permanently to affect the planting interests

of the above named States, the answer will be found in the fact,

that the process has been, and is now, in the most rapid and suc-

cessful progress, and of that kind which is the best calculated to

produce so desirable a result, viz : the clearing of such large por-

tions of the vallej' of its forests for the promotion of agriculture,

and the consequent exposure of the lands to the action of the sun

and wind«, the very best promoters of the evaporating process,

particularly on a large scale.

It will not be difficult to perceive the great difference there must

necessarilj' be in the evaporation from a surface of country exposed

to such action, and that which is covered by the primitive forests and

their almost impervious undergrowth, through which neither sun

nor wind can penetrate but with difficulty.

So rapid is the progress of this increased exposure and its con-

sequent evaporating tendency, and so visible has been its effects on

the Mississippi river, that we may hazard the assertion with safety,
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that there is not now, bj' twenty or twenty-five per cent., as much

water passes down the Mississippi as there was twenty-five j-ears

ago ; for at and prior to that time there were annual inundations of

man}' feet, and long periods of submergence of almost all the bot-

tom lands, from the bluffs or highlands on one side of the river bottom

to those on the other side. Such lands were at that period in a great

measure accounted valueless : and to such a degree, that but little or

no hopes were entertained of the practicability of their redemption by

an}' artificial means, that is, on any general scale ; but such has been

the diminution in the annual quantity of water discharged from the

valley, that those lands have been progressively and rapidh' redeemed

from overflow, until very great portions of them are now in the very

highest state of cultivation, and with but comparatively slight assist-

ance from art in the way of embankments, and these such as could

not have been at all available against the overwhelming effects of

floods, and the length of time of their continuance ; for then there

were annual inundations, both deep and expansive, of the waters, over

almost all the bottom lands ; but now the river seldom rises to the

same elevation as formerly, and Avhen it does, it is of much shorter

duration, and the waters are almost exclusively confined to the

channel of the river, in place of being spread over almost all the

bottom lands the whole spring and early part of the summer.

These changes in the quantity of water discharged are so progres-

sive, that they fail to excite general notice ; so that the lands which

are at one time considered to be of little or no value, are subse-

quentl}' taken up, occupied and improved with success, without any

consciousness that such an important change is in progress, the

opinion being prevalent, that in nature there can be but little change,

and that the annual quantity of water descending the river at one

period must approximate very nearl}^ to the quantity that descends

at eveiy other, there being no visible cause for suspecting it otherwise.

All the advantages are progressive!}' but rapidly extending them-

selves while the cause remains unsuspected or overlooked, but none

the less sure. As a farther evidence of the altered condition of this

river, we may mention the circumstance, that in former tiines, and

in the spring of the year particularly, steamboats ascending or de-

scending the river were detained about half their time by dense

fogs, while now hardly any such obstructions prevail ; so that steam-

packets succeed in making their trips to an hour, with no fear of

such retardation.

Assuming that the diminution of the waters will continue in some-
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what the same ratio they have recently done, the time cannot be very

far distant when all apprehension from inundation will have in a

great measure passed away.

We will further remark, as an evidence of change, that the quan-

tity of floating timber or driftwood passing annually down the river,

has diminished in a far greater ratio than that of the water ;
for the

di'ift now passes at longer intervals, in smaller quantities, and for

much shorter periods than it once did, so that the aggregate quantity

cannot now be over fifty per cent, of that which formei'ly passed

down. The cause of the diminution is similar to that of the other,

and is to be found in the circumstance of the banks of the river and

its tributaries being denuded of their timber for steamboat fuel,

and as a process preparatorj* for agricultural pursuits, the immediate

banks being the location at first usually selected for such purposes.

Second Section of Report.

This section will be found to contain a further statement of facts

in relation to the quantity of solid matter, with which the waters of

the Mississippi are annnall}- charged, together with its effects in

the formation of lands, or filling up of depressions.

In order to arrive at these required facts the following methods

were adopted :—First, a series of glass vessels, of a cj-lindrical form,

were procured, to one end of which (that being the section of a cyl-

inder), there was attached a tin tube of the same C3-lindrical diam-

eter as that of the glass vessel to which it was attached ; in this tin

tube, immediately above its junction with the glass cjiinder, there

was inserted a small brass cock, b}' which the tin tube could be

conveniently discharged of its contents at pleasure, without caus-

ing any disturbance to the contents of the glass vessel below ; this

attached tin tube was in length, aboA'e its lower opening, 48 inches.

This tube was charged with water from the Mississippi river, and

that watei' allowed time to deposit its contents into the glass vessel

below ; that being accomplished, the water was drawn off, and the

tube recharged b}' more water from the river, each particular change

being carefully noted ; this process was successively repeated for the

different conditions and stages of the river's height and velocity,

which ver3-materiall3'aflrected the quantity in suspension. Thus, by a

succession of such changes and dischargingsof the tin tube, amount-

ing in all to four hundred and eighty-four times, or, in the aggre-

gate, to a column of water of 1936 feet, there was deposited a column

of sediment or solid matter of 46] inches (such column of sediment
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herein submitted), enclosed in three of the respective glass cj-linders

above named, and in Tihich the same was deposited from the water

in the attached tin tube. But this sediment still seems to evince

some slight disposition for further settlement, and with a knowledge

of its former habits, we would say that it would be unsafe to decide

on its final quantity being more than 44 inches
;
greater certainty

would have been obtained by giving it another year ; but as the most

of it has been long collected, it cannot now, we think, shrink to less

than 44 inches. Assuming that, therefore, to be the true quantit}", and

the product of a column of river water of 23,232 inches, it necessarily

follows that, as 44 is to 23,232, so is the quantity of solid or sedi-

mentar}' matter contained in the water, to the volume of the river ;

or, in words and figures, the mean proportional quantity' of sediment

to the river is as 1 to 528. "We have, therefore, already ascertained

the quantity of water annually discharged by the Mississippi river to

be 14.883,360,636,880 cubic feet ; there must then be deposited from

that quantity of water, 28,188,053.892^- cubic feet of solid matter.

In collecting the test-water, from which the above 44 inches of

sediment was obtained, much care was taken to procure it from that

part of the current where it was sufficiently agitated to prevent, in

any measure, a subsidence of such matter as should be held in sus-

pension. It was fully decided, after many trials, that there was no

sensible difference of quantity contained in an}' part of the water

throughout its whole depth, or from the top to the bottom of the river,

provided it was in the main current, for where agitation was equal

and effective, there also the suspension of sedimentary matter was

found to be equal.

There can be no question but that much matter, in the character of

coarse sand and gravel, is transported by the river current ; of the

cjuantity of this j'our Conunittee could have no possible opportunit}-

of estimating the value, or even ascertaining its existence, only that

the many sand and gravel bars visible at low water stages of the

river are composed, to a considerable extent, of such matter, and

thej' are subject to a perpetual change of position, and consequent

tendency- of their matter to the river's mouth.

Being in possession of the data, by which may be computed with

some approximation to certainty, the effects of the Mississippi de-

posit in the formation of land, or in filling up tlie gulf into which it is

emptied, we will avail ourselves of such data, and endeaA'our to pre-

sent the quantities deducible therefrom. In estimating the delta of

the Mississippi we have adopted for it the designation and superficies
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assumed by Mr. Lyell, in his investigation on this subject, and will

saj', with that gentleman, that the delta of the Mississippi river com-

prehends all that great alluvial plain which lies below or to the south

of what, until recentlj", was the first branching off or highest arm of

the river, called the '-Achafalaya." This delta is computed to con-

tain a superficial area of 13,600 square miles. In deciding on the

depth of this quantitj- we will adopt that which was assumed b}^ Prof.

Riddell, on this subject, and say that it is of the average depth of

one-fifth of a mile, or 1056 feet, inferred from that being the average

depth of the Gulf of Mexico, from the Balize to the point of Florida.

We find, by computation, agreeablj- to the above data, that it would

require a quantity not less than 400.378,429,440.000 cubic feet, or

2720 cubic miles of solid matter to constitute this "delta." Having

ascertained the quantit}' of solid matter, annually brought down by

the Mississippi river, to be 28,188,083,892 cubic feet, which would

be equal to one square mile of the depth of 1056 feet in 381-^ da3's,

or one cubic mile in five years, eight3'^-one days, it therefore follows,

that it would require a series of 14,203^ years for the river to effect

the final formation of the present "delta."

We are not disposed to consider that great alluvial plain, stretch-

ing with the river, from the above designated delta, as far up as Cape

Girardeau, in Missouri, as any part of the delta proper, nor can it

ever have been any continuation of the Gulf of Mexico, or arm of

the ocean, as is usiTall}- supposed ; the evidences are vastly against

any such conclusions, inasmuch as the diluvium which constitutes the

highlands bordering on each side of this alluvial plain, by its general

distribution, would have been equally deposited in such gulf or arm

of the sea, which, in realit}', could not have been the case, for the

river has excavated through this diluvium, and exposed it in man^^

places, resting on what is evidently of another formation ; and such

is not only found to be the case at the base of the diluvial hills, but

the same formation is found also to constitute the bed of the river at

many other points, detached for verj'' considerable distances from any

high lauds. On reference to the reported diagram, right hand side,

will be perceived the true position of the formation and base of the

diluvial bluflTs, which are in depth, to high water line, at this point,

179 J feet ; and it will be seen, that they extend almost as low as the

bottom of the river, making their whole depth about 220 feet.

There have been no excavations or perforations through the allu-

vial matter in an}- ptfi-t of this vast plain, excepting those which have

been effected bj- the river itself ; but it would seem that it does not

G
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exceed, in any part, the depth of the river, whose high-water line

maj^be regarded as the average lev-el of the plain, and from that to

the bottom of the river is about 117 feet. This bed of the river is

a substance of entirely different character from the composition of

any j^art of the diluvial bluffs.

In building a breakwater, your Committee had occasion to quarry

much of this substance, and found it to possess all the characteristics

of a well formed rock, which had to be acted on by wedges, crowbars

and pickaxes to effect its reduction ; but, on exposure to the weather,

it gradually pulverizes and becomes an adhesive blackish cla}', but

veiy different from the tenacious clay of the alluvium or diluvium.

From the above observations, should they truly represent the char-

acter of the plain, the influence is irresistible, that the Mississippi

river has excavated the whole of this valle}^, and denuded the upper

tertiary of all its incumbent diluvium, from the high lands on one

side to those on the other, of wdiich every indication is confirmatory
;

and there are ver^- evident traces of the river having occupied every

part of this bottom, for its ancient beds are found at intervals in the

form of lakes and depressions throughout the whole extent of it.

The superficial area of this great valley has been found to be about

16,000 square miles, bounded by high lands on either side, ranging

from 50 to 250 feet above the level of the plain. Should this space,

therefore, have been reduced or excavated by the river, as we assume,

it must have trans})orted the diluvial matter, and caused it to form-

part or portion of its delta. Now assuming the average height of

.

the high laud above the plains to be 150 feet, we will therefore obtain

4541 cubic miles, or 06.908,160,000,000 cubic feet of matter, as its

proportional contribution, in the formation of the delta, the balance

required being333,471,269,440,000cubicfeet,tobe derived from the

reduction of other lands, the two sources being to each other as 1 to

5.98 ; or, by giving another expression to the same quantities, there

is, in the "delta," 2720 cubic miles of matter ; 454| of which would

be derived from tlie diluvium in the excavation of this valley ; the

other portion would consist of 2265^ cubic miles, to be derived from

other sources, or the reduction of other lands.

We have now traced this great river through a period of 14,204

years ; but how it was occupied before that time, or what was the

condition of the country over which its waters passed, is more than

we can safely venture to say ; but. on particular examination of the

bluffs, or cliffs, which bound its present plain, it will be very difficult to

resist the conviction, that the river has had great agency in depositing
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the upper or loamy stratum, which varies from a few feet to up-

wards of fifty feet in thickness, in all of which stratum there is

abundance of land and fluviatile shells, such as those now found

in the present deposite from the river. On receding from the river

bluffs, we find that the clay, or other diluvial matter, which under-

lies the loam bed on the top of the bluffs, crops out, very clearly

indicating an ancient valle}^ or depression in the diluvium, which

constituted the more primitive bed of the river, on whose sloping

flanks, and, more particularl}^, in their depressions, this fluviatile

matter, or ancient alluvium, was deposited.

Any variation of its character, from that which is now deposited,

may be very readily accounted for, by the varying condition of the

ground over which the waters have had to pass, for it may be safely

inferred, that tliey then had to make their way over the face of a

country A'er}' different in its character from the present ; for they have

gone on, progressively, to abrade the high lands of their lighter

matter, and to cut deep channels in the valleys, down through the

more primitive rocks, whose detrital matter must necessarily assume

a somewhat different character from that which it formerly had, par-

ticularl}' that on the top of the blufts. ^Ye have found the age of

that deposite to be not less than 14,204 years, tjn'ough all of which

time the waters have been activel}^ engaged in changing the face

of the country, and transporting 2720 cubic miles of its matter to

a far distant location.

The above may be said to comprehend all the required particulars

with respect to the waters of the Mississippi river or its deposite,

which your Committee are at this time prepared to submit
;
j^et they

cannot permit this opportunity to escape them of continuing their

remarks with respect to some incidental circumstances in connexion

therewith, or inferrible therefrom.

We found, in the incipient stages of the depositing process, a very

decide'd want of uniformity to take place in the deposition of the sedi-

mentary matter in the glass tube, which, in place of settling level,

was, on the contrary, found to be settling in such a manner as to give

it a very inclined upper surface. The cause of this unexpected peculi-

arity was inquired into, and at once suspected to proceed from the un-

equal distribution or action of light ; one side of the tube being more

exposed to that influence than the other. To verify this conjecture,

the tube was turned round in an opposite direction to that influence,

when the low side not only recovered itself, but ver}^ soon had an

inclination upwards ; and, as often as the turning round was resorted
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to, the same effect was produced ; for most sediment would persist

in settling on the dark side of the tube, that being least agitated

b}'' the action of light. To render the cause of this phenomenon
a fact no longer to be doubted, a slip of black paper was procured,

in width about half the circumference of the glass cylinder, and to

one side of which it was applied in order to exclude thelight from

that side, while it had free access to the other ; the result was as

anticipated, for it caused a very much increased deposite on the

sides shaded bj^ the paper.

This variation, or inclined settling, progressivel}' decreased as

the lighter part of the tube, through which the particles had to fall,

became shortened by its filling up with sediment.

The above fact is here noticed under the supposition that it may
be something new, and that, by possibility, there may be connected

with it, something which may be found beneficial to science ; for it

is. to say the least of it, a very strong evidence of the action of

light upon delicate substances.

Having early perceived that tliis report would exhibit a series of

results, varying very much from those obtained by Prof. Eiddell, on

the same subject, and reported to this Association in 184(5, we have,

on that account, been the more careful that accuracy should attend all

our proceedings with respect to it. This has likewise enhanced

our desire to possess the Association with as many of the details of

the methods adopted to insure the proper results as should be the

best calculated to show the confidence that was to be placed on the

unquestionableness of their nature. By this report, the mean annual

discharge of water, by the Mississippi, is 14,883,360,636,880 cubic

feet ; the Riddell report gives 11,108,275,200,000 cubic feet. This

difference may be accounted for by the great uncertainty there must

be in obtaining any correct mean where conditions and velocities are

so changeable ; at leastthere cannot certainly be the same dependence

placed in quantities got by such a method, as there may be in that

more mathematical one adopted for this report. But the difference

in the two estimates, with respect to the solid matter held in sus-

pension by the waters, maj^ well seem the most extraordinary that

can be conceived, in any two estimates for the same thing. This

report gives to the solid matter, in bulk, in comparison with the bulk

of water, as 1 is to 528, the Riddell report gives it as 1 to 3000.

Why there should be any thing like this difference ma}- seem difficult

to determine, and is well calculated to abate the confidence to which

either report may be entitled. Agreeably to the Riddell report, it
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would require a column of water, 250 feet in height, to deposit 1 inch

of sediment ; were that so, it would have required that our tin tube

should have been filled 1750 times, in order to have produced the

quantity of sediment herewith submitted ; in which case we would

have contented ourselves with obtaining a much smaller quantity.

According to this report, there is 1 inch of solid matter deposited

from a column of water of 44 feet. Every one who has travelled on

the Mississippi, and seen the turbid condition of its waters, will be

able to decide between these two reported quantities. We will here

remark, so as to account for the discrepancy, that if the waters of

this river are not continually agitated by the force and turbulence

of the current, the suspended sediment very soon subsides consid-

erably below the surface ; and at, or opposite the Mint, in New
Orleans, is below almost all the wharves, and most of the shipping.

Where the waters are very still, and where deposition takes place

to a ver}- great extent, so as to make much land, after the water

has so parted with a portion of its sediment, it passes down past

the Mint without being but very slightl}^ agitated, the principal

current being altogether on the other side of the river, and but very

little on that side where Prof. Riddell procured the test-water for

his experiments, according to his own statement.

Thus, when the true conditions are known, the discrepancies will

cease to be so surprising ; but it is certainly very unfortunate that

they should have existed at all, or that the water opposite the Mint

should have been collected as au example to establish the propor-

tional quantities of solid matter held in suspension b}' the waters

of the Mississippi.

One more remark and we will have done : It has been elicited by

the circumstance of perceiving a very decided disposition in the

procured sediment to continue settling down into a more compact

condition by virtue of molecular affluity, or the arrangement of its

constituent particles, and consists in accountingfor the often noticed

circumstance, that in a large excavation made for the Gas Works,

at New Orleans, 18 feet deep, there were found embedded innu-

merable stumps of trees, buried at various levels, in an erect posi-

tion, with their roots attached, implying the former existence there

of fresh water swamps, covered with trees, over which the sediment

of the Mississippi river had been spread during inundations. The

site of the excavation is onl}' about nine feet above the level of the sea

;

therefore the lowest of the embedded stumps must be nine feet below

that level. No^v this need not be at all surprising, when we retlect that
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the first growth of trees, in this region, must have taken root on the

surface of new-made ground, deposited from the Mississippi, and

that ground, or deposits, of the depth of 1056 feet, with a con-

tinued tendency to settle into a more compact condition by incum-

bent pressure, molecular affinity, and arrangement of particles, as

we found it to be the case with the settling of our sediment.

Eveiy year's sinking down, in this case, would be t'uWy compensated

by ever}' year's deposite, for the lower it at any time sunk the longer

it would be subject to inundation by the subsequent overflow, so

that this sinking and compensatory process would go on together,

and continue about equal, which well accounts for the circumstances

of former forests being now found so far below the level of the sea.

Should this subsidiary- process be now, in any measure, incomplete

in that region where the City of New Orleans now stands, and which

we indeed very much question, in that case the compensatory equiv-

alent being cut off b}' embankments, or the levying out of the waters,

the time ma^^, by possibility, yet come, when the gi'ound on which the

City of New Orleans now stands, may sink to a level with the ocean

or even below it ; at least, should there be any further settlement at

all, it must, in the same ratio, approximate that level ; for the final ad-

justment of particles in a deposite of 1056 feet deep, that will preclude

any further settling, ma}- be expected to take an immensity of time.

ANDREW^ BROWN,
M. W. DlCKEbON,

Committee.

Table of Calculations made use of in the foregoing Report.

1. Quantity of water discharged by the Mississippi river, annually,

14,883,360,636,880 cubic feet.

2. Quantity of sediment discharged by the Mississippi river, annu-

ally, 28,188,083,892 cubic feet. •

3. Area of the delta of the Mississippi, according to Mr. Lyell,

13,600 square miles.

4. Depth of the delta, according to Prof. Riddell, 1056 feet.

5. The delta, therefore, according to 3 and 4, contains 400,378,429,

440,000 cubic feet, or 2720 cubic miles.

6. According to 2, it would require, for the formation of one cubic

mile of delta, 5 years 81 days.

7. For the formation of one square mile, of the depth of 1056 feet,

1 year 16^ days.

8. For the formation of the delta, according to 2, 3, 4, 14,203i years.
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9. The Valley of the Mississippi, from Cape Girardeau to the delta,

is estimated to contain 16,000 square miles, of 150 feet deep
;

it therefore contains GiJ,908, 160,000,000 cubic feet, or 454:J-

cubic miles.

Prof. Germain gave some views of his connected with this sub-

ject.

On motion of Prof. W. R. Johnson, it was recommended to the

Association that thanks be presented to the Committee for the very

able manner in which the}' have discharged their dut}^ in this matter,

and that the report be published in fall as early as practicable.

Dr. R. CoATES moved that this Section adjourn to meet to-morrow

at lOi A. M., which was agreed to.

R. W. GIBBES, SecWy.

September 22.

SECTION OF GENERAL PHYSICS, &c.

Second Meeting,

The Section met at 9 A. M. The following papers were read

:

On the Fundamental Principles of Mathematics. By Prof.

Stephen Alexander.

Prof. Alexander remarked, the object of all scientific research

was trnth; a term too valuable to be misunderstood, and yet too

general to admit of a ready definition. He proceeded, however, to

characterize it, in some of its various aspects, observing that while

each is applicable to its own object, that is true in mathematics,

which, under the existing system of things, is supposable ; that is

true in physics, which, under the existing s^'stem of things, has

been permitted to exist ; that is true in matters of taste which is

consistent with the laws of beaut}-, deduced from the observation

of things actual ; and that is true in morals (in the highest and

best sense in which it is good) which is consistent with what is

found in the Great Source of all Good.

He next proceeded to state that mathematics had not to do with

things, but the relations of things, and it was sufficient that those rela-

tions should be supposable ; and that the certainty of mathematical
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reasoning rested upon the fact, that those relations could be more

readily understood and completely- defined, than the properties of

the things themselves.

He stated moreover, that these were constituted relations, and not

mere figments of the human mind ; the things which we had to deal

with, being made, in certain respects, not merely rohat they were but

as the}' were. Thus, thattwo bodies did not occupy' the same space,

and that it was true that one day of the w eek must follow another,

were not true because his audience and himself might think so, but

because the Creator had made Ihem so.

He next commented upon the general term which was used to

designate that to which mathematical reasoning was applicable ; viz.

quantity; and said, that in so far as mathematics had to do with it,

it was that which admitted of the distinction of greater or less.

Moreover, quantities were of the sayne species when each in itself

exceeded its less in the self same respect in which the other in itself

exceeded its less ; whatever might be true of the boundaries or limits

of either. Tims, a straight line and a curve were of the same species,

since each exceeded its less in length ; so, also, an hour and a minute

were of the same species, since each exceeded its less in duration.

He remarked, that the only point of resemblance between quanti-

ties of different species was to be found in the fact, that the dis-

tinction of greater and less was admissible in the case of every spe-

cies ; and hence it was possible to compare the ratio of two quaur

titles of one species, with that of two quantities of. another species.

He proceeded to the more special consideration of the two great

relations of things, time, and space ; remarking, that space might be

described, as that wherein there was room for the separate existence

of material substances ; and duration, as that wherein there was

room in another sense for the separate, and therefore successive,

occurrence of events.

He next commented upon the nature of zero; showing that it

implied the absence of the species of quantitj'^ which happened to be

the subject of investigation, and not the absence of every other.

That, thus, the surface which bounded a solid quantity-, was not

someiohat in the same sense in which the solid was somewhat, \iz.

in the property of occupying space, but only somewhere, \\z. where

the solid terminated, and space met it ; the space without met it,

though that surface was still somewhat in superficial extent. That

the line which bordered the surface was not somewhat in this last

respect, but onl}' somewhere ; though still somewhat in length.
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Lastly, that the point which terminated the line was not sometvhat

in any respects^ but only someivhere ; viz. at the end of the line ; and

that the same was true when a point was otherwise situated ; e, g.

the centre of a sphere.

He remarked, that an instant also existed as the limit of duration
;

e. g. the midnight with wliich one daj' terminated and the other

began ; but this existed not where the one ended and the other began,

but lolien; or such a limit Avas not somewhere, but, if there were

such a word, someivhen. That rest, or the zero of motion, existed

ivheii and where a body came to rest, and that shadoio existed when

and ichere light was absent.

He moreover considered the subject of infinity, and distinguished

three sorts of infinity.

He remarlied that he should designate a quantit}'' as absolutely

infinite, if it were so great as to be destitute of any boundary or

limit; and gave the only two recognized examples of this, viz.

boundless space, and that duration which is made up of Eternity,

Past and Future. Eternity past was that which found its realiza-

tion in the Divine Pre-existence, and Eternity future was to be found

in the endless duration of the same ; and nothing less than the com-

bination of both of these, nothing short of it, constituted the ab-

solute infinity of duration.

He moreover remarked that he should designate a quantity as

being specifically infinite, if it were just as boundless as those last

described, but in certain respects only. He gave as examples :

—

1. A straight line without termination in either direction from a

point which might be assumed in that line, such a line would be

specifically infinite ; viz. in length.

2. A surface without border which would be specifically infinite
;

viz. in length, breadth," and superficial area. He drew the conclu-

sion, moreover, that an interminable line which was not straight

throughout, must be longer than that which was perfectly straight,

since the former not merely extended through space in its length,

but intruded somewhat upon the breadth of space.

He next remarked that he should designate a quantity as being in

comparison with another, relatively infinite, if its ratio to that other

were too great to be estimated ; that in this sense alone could we
speak of an infinite nnmber of things, or of an infinitely great

number in the abstract. The like must be true of velocity, and

also of mere mechanical force.

He next considered the subject of motion as applicable to mathe-
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matical quantities, and gave some illustrations showing, that when

bodies moved they forsook the positions in space which they at first

occupied, and that the position occupied by the centre of gravity, or

any specified point of reference with regard to the body, was in like

manner left behind, and anew position in space be so situated, as to

be the centre of gravit}', or point of reference of the body ; both the

space first occupied and the positions left behind having, themselves,

no motion. He therefore designated the motion of a matliematical

point, as being a pleasant fiction, and said that, were it otherwise, a

point, which was nothing, might, by motion, produce a line which

had length.

He next supposed a point (P) to be assumed in an interminable

line, and remarked, that all that portion of the line on the one side of

the point, must be regarded as being in effect the half of the line, and

all on the other side as being, in effect, the other half. But if a new

point (P') were assumed in the same line at any finite distance from

the other, the two portions, one on the one side, and the other on the

other side, must, as before, be regarded as being, in effect, the halves

of the line ; though all the intervening portion of the line (PP') had

(at the new point of division)been taken from the one half, and added

to the other. Hence, any finite straight line must be regarded as

good for nothing, in comparison with a straight line interminable in

only one direction ; or if the line thus interminable were used as the

measuring unit, its ratio to any finite straight line must be represented

by ^. An}' other finite straight line, however great or however small,

must in like manner be represented by zero in comparison with the

same measuring unit ; and the ratio of the one finite quantity' to the

other, be therefore represented by %. Hence % was a symbol of inde-

terminateness. In this case that indetermiivateness would be absolute.

Prof. A. also remarked with regard to another common case, in

which the value of § might enter ; viz. 1^
——^ which=^ when

X = a; that, in this case, the numerator and denominator both were

reduced to zero, because the multiplier in each case vanished, so that

710 process of multiplication was possible; and there was, in each

case, absolutely no result : insomuch, that vanishing fractions might,

in this point of view, be rather termed vanished fractions.

[Prof. A. next, incidentally, spoke of the reason why the radius in
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the investigation, of analj'tic trigonometry must be regarded as posi-

tive when measured from the centre outwards to any point on the

circumference.

He adverted for this purpose to the method employed for the de-

termination of the position of a point in space, showing that the dis-

tance from the origin in one direction must be regarded as positive,

to whichever of the three axes reference was employed, and that a

negative distance could, in every case, be obtained, by measuring

backward from (P) the farther extremity of the opposite distance

(P M), an extent (P P') greater than the positive distance, and thus

passing in the opposite direction to the other side of the origin.

He next supposed the angles made b}' some (or all) of the axes

with each other, to be so increased that those axes should all be

brought into the same plane. The three directions from the orio-in

outward would thus be found to be positive, while the opposite direc-

tions must be regarded us negative. As, moreover, any number of

groups of axes, three in each, might thus be clustered around the

same origin, all directions from the centre outward must then be

regarded as positive, and the contrary negative.]

Prof. Alexander then resumed the comparison of finite quantities

with the infinite, and in manner as before, proceeded to show that if

a plane were supposed to extend through all space, all the portion on

the one side of this plane must be regarded as being, in effect, the

half of all space, and that all on the other side, as being, in effect, the

other half. The like would, however, be true if another such plane

were to extend through space parallel to the first ; though to what

before constituted the one half, would be added all the space between

the two planes, and the same subtracted from the other. Hence,

reasoning in the manner as before, we must conclude that this inter-

vening space, though boundless in some of its dimensions, must be

regarded as good for nothing in comparison with the half of all

space ; i. e. the half in the sense already described.

For like reasons, any finite portion of time must be regarded as

nothijig, in comparison with either eternity past or eternity future
;

and thus we might, in some humble measure, discern how, in view

of a mind which could grasp the whole, "a thousand years" would

be "as one day, and one daj^ as a thousand years."

He lastl}' considered the question—whether, if the visible creation

were annihilated, space would still exist, and concluded that we had

not suflScientl}^ accurate ideas of such a state of things to determine

with regard to it ; but insisted that, in any event, space could not
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exist, independent of the Great First Cause, in whose existence, as

it was, and is, and is to come, was to be found the one, the absolutely

necessary truth, and that all others tcere contingent, just so far as

He had made them so.

On the Zodiacs of the Asteroids. Br Prof. J. S. HrBBARD.

Prof. Hubbard, of the Washinj^tou Observatory, stated to the

Association that he was then engaged in computing the Zodiacs of

the Asteroids. The term Zodiacs, as here applied, he defined as

referring to the zone or belt within which are included all possible

geocentric positions of the particular asteroid in question : and the

object in thus determining these belts was to facilitate researches

into the past histor}- of these remarkable bodies ; since in most cases,

the question of identity of a missing star, with any asteroid, may be

settled at once by a simple inspection of the Zodiacs. The method

of computation was that proposed by Gauss in the Monatliche Cor-

respondenz, Vol. X., from which Prof. H. quoted the plan of the

analytical investigation.

On the Decomposition of Eocks by Meteoric Agents, and on

THE action of THE MiNERAL AciDS ON FeLDSPAR, &C. Bt PrOFS.

W. B. AND R. E. Rogers.

[An abstract of this memoir may be found in the fifth volume of

the American Journal of iScience and Arts, p. 401.]

On the Decomposition of Rocks by Meteoric Water. By
Profs. W. B. Rogers and R. E. Rogers.

In presenting this communication, the fact was stated, that only

one or two observations have hitherto been made by chemists, to

test, in a direct and conclusive manner, the powder of water, at ordi-

nary temperatures, to decompose rocky substances ; at the same time,

the general fact of such a decomposition appears to have been as-

sumed in explaining the disintegration of mineral masses, and the

conveyance of inorganic ingredients into the substance of plants.

The experiments have applied to all the principal crystalline miner-

als, containing alkalies and alkaline earths, amounting to nearly forty

species—to the principal aggregates, such as granite, gneiss, &c.—to

the different varieties of glass—and to various kinds of coal and wood

.
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These experiments were also of two kinds with each specimen

—

the one with pure distilled water ; the other with water charged with

carbonic acid. The mineral, or other matter, being reduced to a

very fine powder in an agate mortar, was in small quantity' mixed

with the liquid, and transferred to a filter of purified paper. One or

more drops of the percolating fluid, received on a slip of platinum

was gently evaporated to dryness, and the tache resulting was then

examined bj'- delicate t^st paper. In all cases, the residuum from the

carbonic acid water, was greater than from the other ; but even in the

former, with most minerals, a decided alkaline reaction was obtained.

By heating the tache gently for a short, and then a longer time, and

again strongly by the blowpipe, unequivocal proof was furnished of

the presence of potassa or soda—or of lime or magnesia. The liquid

from calcareous or magnesian minerals, becomes milk}' after heating

—the tache from the potash and soda minerals, as for example, the

feldspars, lost its alkaline reaction bj'the first contact of the blow-

pipe fiame—that from the lime was greatly augmented by the first

calcination, in consequence of the removal of carbonic acid, and con-

tinued intensely alkaline after a prolonged exposure to the heat. The
tache furnished b}' magnesia minerals, such as the serpentines, was

much impaired in alkalinity by igniting, but continued to present a

decided reaction with the test paper, after long exposure to the heat.

In this way the behaviour of the tache was shown to be capable of

furnishing a useful auxiliary means of extemporaneous qualitative

anal3^sis.

Some expei-imeuts were introduced, in which these effects were

properly exhibited by powdered glass, mica, and feldspar.

The attention of chemists was especially invited to these phe-

nomena, as having ver}' important bearings, not only upon the decom-

position of rock}' masses bj- the action of the percolating rain, but the

subsequent introduction of various crystalline minerals in the rifts

and cavities of the strata, and as indicating the necessity of some new
and better method than that commonly emplo^'ed, for determining

the amount of alkali present in vegetable or other organic matters.

Experiments were also cited, disproving the opinion which ap-

pears to be received among chemists, that the feldspars, hornblends,

&c., are entirelj^ unacted upon by sulphuric or hydrochloric acids.

By exposing these materials in fine powder to prolonged digestion in

the acid, even at common temperatures, a partial solution was found

to result. Thus 30 grains of potash feldspar, by digestion for twelve

hours, in hydrochloric acid, at temperature 60 degrees, lost nearly
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one grain, and the liquid furnished chloride of potassium with

chloride of aluminum.

On the Absorption of Carbonic Acid by Leibig's Dilute Solu-

tion OF Phosphate of Soda. By Profs. W. B. Rogers and R.

E. Rogers.

Prof. R. E. Rogers gave the results of experiments made bj^ him-

self and brother, upon this subject, by a dilute solution of the

common phosphate of soda, containing one grain of the salt to

100 grains of water referred to in Leibig's work, entitled, "The
Chemistry of Food." By a peculiar form of apparatus, furnishing

veiy accurate results, this saline solution has been found to absorb

a far larger proportion of carbonic acid, than is attributed to it by

Professor Leibig. The amount given by the latter is 138 per cent.,-

while that found by the Professors R. for the solution at 60 de-

grees, was 207.9 per cent., and at blood heat, 153.05 per cent.

The Section then adjourned to meet to-morrow at 9 A. M.

B. SILLIMAN, Jr., Sec'ry.

Friday, September 22, 12 o'clock.

The Association met agreeably to adjournment ; William C. Red-.

FIELD, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Secretary of the Section of General Physics reported, that

the Section had been organized by the appointment of Prof. Joseph

Henry, Chairman, and Prof. Benjamin Silliman, Jr., Secretary,

and that a Standing Committee had been appointed for said

Section, composed of

—

Prof. Wm. B. Rogers, Prof. Benjamin Peirce, Prof. James H.

Coffin, Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., and Prof. John H. C. Coffin.

Also, that Prof. R. E. Rogers had been appointed Assistant

Secretary of the Section.

He also reported, that the scientific proceedings which had taken

place in the Section yesterdaj'' and this forenoon, were as follows :

—

Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., reported for the Section on General Ph}--

sics

—

That Prof. Coffin had read a Paper on Winds, being a report on
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that subject, compiled in conformity to an appointment made at a

previous meeting of the Association of American Geologists.

That a paper had been read by Profs. W. B, and R. E. Rogers,

on the Volatility of Potassa and Soda, and their Carbonates.

That Prof. Alexander had read a paper on Aberration of Light.

The Secretary' of the Section of Natural History reported the or-

ganization of that Section by the appointment of Prof. Louis Agassiz

Chairman ; Dr. R. W. Gibbes, Secretar}' ; Dr. A. A. Gould, Assist-

ant Secretary' : and, in addition to the above. Dr. S. H. Dickson and

Prof. James Hall, as members of the Standing Committee.

Dr. Gibbes also reported the scientific proceedings had in the Sec-

tion of Natural Histoiy, during yesterday and to-da}^, as follows :

—

Theory of the Geological Action of the Tides, by Lieut. C. H.

Davis, U. S. Coast Survey.

On the Local Disti'ibution ol Marine Animals, by M. Desor.

On the Fishes of Lake Superior, by Prof. Agassiz.

On the Foraminifera, derived from deep sea soundings, in the

Coast Survey, by Prof. J. W. Bailey.

On the Tracks of Mollusca, as an evidence of Beaches in the

Silurian period, by Prof. J. Hall.

On the Geographical Distribution of Coleoptera, by Dr. J. L.

Leconte.

The reports made by the Secretaries of the Sections were sev-

erally adopted.

A coranmnication from the officers of the Universit}^ at Cambridge

was received, inviting the Association to hold its next annual session

in that cit3^ Action upon the adoption of the proposal was post-

poned, and the invitation was referred to the Standing Committee.

A motion was made, that the proceedings be published in the

form of -a Journal, wdiich proposition, after a discussion, partici-

pated in by Messrs. S. W. Roberts, Dr. M. W. Dickeson, Prof.

W. R. Johnson, Prof. L. Agassiz and others, was finally referred

to the Standing Committee.

The Chairman of the Standing Committee nominated for mem-

bership in the Association Dr. J. B. Lindsley, of Nashville, Tenn.,.

and the vote being taken, the nomination was confirmed.

A communication was received from the Philadelphia Athenoeura,.

inviting the members of the Association to visit the rooms of their

Institution during the session, which was, on motiou, accepted.
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On motion, adjourned, to meet again at half-past 4 o'clock, this

afternoon.

Friday, September 22, 4^ o'clock.

The Association met pursuant to adjournment, William C. Red-

field, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Chairman of the Standing Committee reported a resolution

accepting the invitation of the officers of the University at Cam-

bridge to hold the next Annual Meeting of the Association in that

city, and recommending that the 14th of August, 1849, be the day

set apart for such assembling. After a short discussion, and an

explanation of the reasons for adopting that as the period of meet-

ing, the resolution was adopted.

Lieut. Madrt, of the U. S. Navy, then presented a communica-

tion On the Winds and Currents of the Ocean, of which the

following is an abstract :

—

Lieut. Maury reminded the Association of its having appointed a

committee, in 1844, to represent to the Secretary of the Navy the

importance of the information which our public cruisers might col-

lect with regard to the Gulf Stream, and other subjects of general

interest.

It was scarcely necessary to say, that the Secretarj?^ who had sig-

nalized his administration of the Navy b}' the most enlightened and

liberal policy, with regard to the true interests of science, and of

which the National Observatory and Dead Sea Expedition were

monuments, gave to the representations of the committee the most

respectful consideration.

It was owing to an impulse which was thus given, that Lieutenant

Maury had been enabled to carry into effect a favourite idea, long

entertained, of constructing a series of charts, which should give to

each navigator, who would consult them, the benefit of the experi-

ence of all who had gone before him. as to the winds and currents,

and the like, in any given part of the ocean.

Charts of the North Atlantic, upon this plan, were exhibited be-

fore the Association. The}^ are so constructed as to show at a

glance the prevailing winds, currents, temperature of the water, &c.,

for every month in all parts of the ocean. The characters or sym-

bols for the winds are so contrived, that they show, at once, both

the direction and strength of the wind.

To obtain the results thus exhibited, involved immense labour

:
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many thousand old log-books had been overhauled, and the records of

each, as to winds, temperature of the sea, variation of the compass,

and force and set of currents, compared with all the rest. The re-

sults, so far, were of high interest and great value. They show that

the trade-winds, in the North Atlantic, blow with more regularity on

the American than on the African side of the Atlantic, owing, proba-

bly, to the fact, that in the latter case the sands and deserts which

heat and rarify the air, are to windward ; while, in the former, they

are to leeward. It was also shown that the so called north-east trade

winds prevail more from the northward, on the American than they

do on the African side of the ocean, and that calms are much less fre-

quent on this, than on that side of the ocean.

By a peculiar manner of grouping the statistics, with regard to

winds, these charts have led to the discover}^ of a region near the

equator, and extending midway the Atlantic, from the shores of

Africa, within which, instead of a N. E. trade-wind, as there is be-

tween the same parallels, in other parts of the ocean, there is a regu-

lar s^'stem of monsoons.

The usual route of vessels, in the Atlantic, from the northern to

the southern hemisphere, passes through this anomalous region. To
get to it, vessels from the United States are in the habit of sailing

nearly across the Atlantic, passing down near the Cape de Verds, and

so on, under the impression that when they get within it, they should

find the winds favorable for a S. W. course, to enable them to re-

cross the Atlantic, loith fair icinds, and so pass down the coast of

Brazil ; whereas, the chart showed, that of all courses, the winds

were there most unfavourable for a course t« the southward.

This discovery, with others, developed by the chart, has led to the

suggestion of a new route, nearer, and through a region of better

winds, to the equator. Seven vessels, which had tried this new route,

had returned their log-books to the National Observatory, at Wash-

ington-; and the result w^as, that the mean of the seven passages was

11 daj's, or about 25 percent, less than the average length of passage

by the usual route.

The manner in which the charts were cut up, by the tracks of ves-

sels, enabled him to speak confidently as to the existence of a number

of vigias, and other dangers of doubtful position, which disfigure our

best and most accurate general charts. Many of these were pro-

nounced to have no real existence.

Mam- curious and interesting facts were also exhibited concerning

the temperature of the ocean. Among these was pointed out, otf the

I
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shores of South America, between the parallels of 35° and 40° S., a

region of the ocean, in which the temperature is as high as that of our

own Gulf Stream ; whereas, in the middle of the ocean, and between

the same parallels, the temperature of the water was not so great b}'

22°.

This region of warm water was noted for gales of wind. It is the

most stormy that the charts, which are only partially completed for

the South Atlantic, had as yet indicated.

The habitual neglect of the use of the water-thermometer among
navigators, generally, had been felt as a matter of serious inconveni-

ence in this undertaking. It is one of the most useful instruments

in navigation. All mariners, especially those sailing out of New
York and New England should bear in mind the importance of

ascertaining the temperatures of the ocean ; for New York owed
her commercial prosperity, in a great degree, to a discovery that

had been made with the water thermometer.

At the time when Dr. Franklin, with this instrument, discovered

the Gulf Stream, Charleston had more foreign trade than New York
and all the New England States together. Charleston was then the

half-way house between New and Old England. When a vessel,

attempting to enter the Delaware or Sandy Hook, met a N. W. gale,

or snow-storm, as at certain seasons she is so apt to do, instead of

running off for a few hours into the Gulf Stream, to thaw and get

w^arm, as slie now does, she put off for Charleston or the West In-

dies, and there remained till the return of spring, before making an-

other attempt.

New York now has»more direct trade in a week than Charleston

has in a year. Perhaps Dr. Franklin, with his water-thermometer,

and Jeremiah Thompson & Co., with their packet-ships, may be

regarded as the two most powerful agents of the many concerned in

this revolution in the course of trade. A beautiful instance this of

the importance and bearings of a single fact, elicited bj'' science from

the works of nature.

The frequent and general use of the water-thermometer, by navi-

gators, seems to be the only means by which we may hope to arrive

at a proper knowledge of the aqueous circulation of the globe—of

the currents and isothermal lines of the ocean.

The Secretary of the Navy had authorized copies of these charts

to be given to every navigator who would return to the National Ob-

servatory, according to foi'm, an abstract of his voj'ages. Several

thousand sheets of the chart had already been distributed upon these
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terms ; and there are now engaged, in all partsof the ocean, hundreds

of vessels making and recording observations for this work. Never,

before, was such a corps of observers known ; and never, before,

could the commercial marine of any country boast of such a body of

navigators as are those of America.

The importance of simultaneous observations, in all parts of the

ocean, cannot be overrated. They would enhance the interest of the

work, and greatl}' add to the value of the results. The field is as

wide as the ocean, and there is room in it 3"et for multitudes of labour-

ers, thousands of whom are wanted for simultaneous observations.

The work is not exclusively for the benefit of any nation or age ; and,

in this view of the subject, it was suggested, whether the states of

Christendom might not be induced to co-operate with their navies

in the undertaking ; at least so far as to cause abstracts of their

log-books and sea-journals to be furnished to Lieut. Maury, at the

National Observator}', Washington.

A communication was received from Dr. Hare, inviting the mem-
bers to a conversazione at his house on Monday evening next, which

was, on motion, accepted.

Prof. "Vy. B. Rogers offered the following resolution :

—

Resolved^ That a Committee of five be appointed to address a

memorial to the Secretary of the Nav}'^, requesting his further aid in

procuring for Lieut. Maury the use of the observations of European

and other foreign navigators, for the extension and perfecting of his

charts of winds and currents ; which resolution was adopted, and the

following appointed said committee, viz. Prof. W. B. Eogers, of

Virginia, Prof. Joseph Henry, of Washington, Prof. B. Peirce, of

Cambridge, Mass., Prof. James H. Coffin, of Easton, Pa., and

Prof. Stephen Alexander, of Princeton N. J.

On motion of Prof. Agassiz, seconded by Prof. W. B. Rogers,

Resolved^ That the thanks of the Association be tendered to the

Committee on the Sediments of the Mississippi river, for the report

this day rendered to the Geological Section, and for the able and

satisfactory manner in which the duties of said Committee have

been performed.

Resolved^ That it is highly desirable that immediate steps be

taken to publish entire the series of valuable observations and

important deductions made by the above Committee.

On motion adjourned, to meet at half past 7 o'clock this evening,

at which time it was announced that the annual address by the Chair-
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man of the last annual meeting would be delivered, and that com-

munications would be made by Prof. B. Peirce and Prof. L. Agassiz.

Friday, Sepi. 22, Evening general and public Session.

The Association met agreeablj' to adjournment, President "Wil-

liam C. Redfield, Esq., in the chair.

The President announced the annual address, when Prof. Wm. B.

Rogers rose and delivered an extremely' interesting and spirited

discourse, which we regret that ill health has prevented his writing

out for publication.

Prof. Benjamin Peirce next read a paper " On the General
Principles of Analytical Mechanics." [Not received.]

Prof. Louis Agassiz followed with a paper "On the Classifi-

cation OF the Animal Kingdom." [Not received.]

The Association then adjourned to meet to-morrow morning at 4

o'clock, P. M., in the Chemical Lecture Room of the University.

WALTER R. JOHNSON, Sec'ry.

September 23.

SECTION OF NATURAL HISTORY, GEOLOGY, &c.

Third Meeting.

At the meeting this morning Prof. W. B. Rogers was called to

the chair.

Prof. Agassiz then proceeded to give his views upon

—

The Terraces and Ancient River Bars, Drift, Boulders, ant>

Polished Surfaces of Lake Superior.

He said that the remarks he was about to present upon this sub-

ject wjere more of a practical kind than made in reference to the

theory which he thought likely to explain these phenomena. He
would insist upon the facts, in order, if possible, to arrive at just

conclusions. The hypothesis he presented was derived from an

investigation of the Swiss glaciers. He went on to explain the

identity of these phenomena with the appearance of those regions

where the glaciers occur.

It was his conviction that two distinct causes had produced these
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appearances upon Lake Superior. He had observed evidences of

the action of water, but there were other phenomena for which he

claimed another agency, viz. the terraces around the lake ; which

he believed indicated the shores of former water basins, showing dif-

ferent levels of the lake—some of these being at its present margin,

others higher and higher—giving evidence of former elevated stages

of the water. Hence he had little doubt, that the relative level be-

tween dry land and water had changed, to the amount now existing

between the highest terrace, and the margin of the lake, which is

some three hundred feet. He here illustrated his position by the

black-l)oard. He thought they presented evidences of parox3^sms.

Let me, he said, give a few illustrations.

He then proceeded to represent, by diagrams, successive grada-

tions of cliffs and beaches, until we come to the present actual margin

of the lake, showing that tlie lower basin was formed by the action

of water upon the earlier deposits of matter. It is now a question

whether these changes of level have been produced by a subsidence

of the water, or an upheaval of the land. Facts have been brought

forward to show that the water has sunk, but Professor A. inclined

to the theory, that the land has risen, caused by a paroxysm or up-

heaval. It would be ditflcult, he thought, to account for the action

of the water, in producing these basins, three hundred feet above the

level of the lake, if there had been no change in the formation of

the laud. If the water had had a free outlet, as now, through the

Sault St. Marie, he did not see how it was possible for the water to

have risen so high as the summit of the highest of these beaches.

Hence, he leaned to the geological theory of the upheaval of the land.

There was another point to which he wished to refer—the appeai'-

auce of the mudd}^ drifts and polished surfaces of the lake. He
could not see that the polished surfaces were owing to the action of

water, for it i.s characteristic of the action of that element, on a great

extent of land, to groove or channel out all the softer portions, by

which means, the harder portions of the veins were left projecting.

But here, all were ground down equally to one uniform level.

We have scratches upon this surface, indicating pressure from

above, and it was his impression, that these phenomena of the

North have been produced by causes identical with those which

have produced the glaciers. If we can find whether these glaciers

move alwa3^s in an inclined plane, or by some other cause, we shall

have settled a great point.

Professor A. then went on to define the climatic difierences which
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occur in different regions of our own and other countries, with the

alternate changes of freezing and melting—or larger and smaller

masses of water ; and these changes he thought would be sufficient

to move any masses of snow and ice over the flattest surface—even

over hills and mountains, if the mass possessed sufficient momentum.

Now where do we observe these scratched and polished surfaces ?

On the tops of mountains, and the highest hills
;
yes, on their very

summits. He then attributed these effects to the agency of ice—
although, to a great extent, there are other phenomena which must

arise from the action of water.

Prof. Agassiz also made remarks upon

—

The Black Banded Cyprinid^.

He observed that the markings (the black bauds), usually consid-

ered so characteristic of the species, go for nothing, when we find

that these bands are only observable in the young, and that they are

graduall}^ obliterated.

He next proceeded to say, that it was necessary to separate from

the family of Cyprinidse, those which he denominated Cyprinodonts.

He illustrated his meaning by the black-board. The difference was

—that the former had an additional tubercle behind the cerebellum
;

but in the Cyprinodonts, Ave have a simple brain without the tu-

bercle.

The next subject was a few observations by Prof. Agassiz, on the

Monograph of Garpikes.

He said, it would be recollected, that in the Pliocene, or New
Red Sandstone of Connecticut, great numbers of fossils have been

found, in various stages of preservation. He had thought it expe-

dient to examine monographically the present existing species of

fishes, which closely resemble these fossils. The only types living,

which bear a particular resemblance, are the Garpikes. These have

been distinguished by several different species, but he had divided

the genus Lepidosteus (the Garpikes,) into two types— the sharp-

nosed and the flat-nosed. Yet he thought he had found three species,

in this investigation, of the former, and also two or three of the lat-

ter, or flat-nosed. The details of these investigations, he continued.
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would be of very little interest. He hoped, however, that they

would soon be sufficiently developed to bring the attention of paleon-

tologists to bear upon the subject. He referred to the structure of

the Cruioids—that is, those star fishes which, in their earlier stages

of life, rest upon a stem. He demonstrated his meaning by the

black-board. The star fishes, he said, when full grown, show appa-

rently a quite different animal, caused by the formation of loose

plates, arranged variously on the surface, and we notice a calcareous

centre, whence the different rays diverge. The only difference dis-

coverable was, that instead of these plates forming a series of loose

particles (as in the 3'oung,) they are united, in the full-grown ani-

mal, into hard developed ra3's,aud the creature assumes its perma-

nent form of a single star, instead of its former branched appearance.

Dr. R. W. GiBBES next presented a remarkable fossil, which he

desired to refer to Prof. Agassiz for examination. Prof. A. being

thus called upon, said he thought it extremely interesting, and that

it seemed to bear a close resemblance to the great group of carti-

laginous fishes, and thought it likely to indicate a new family, in-

termediate between the Saw fish (Pristis) and the Cestracionts.

The locality, in the far west, is not certainly known, but it is most

likely- from the cretaceous.

Mr. T. Green exhibited and described some new forms of

Rhamnus lanceolatus.

Prof. Hunt read a paper "On Acid Springs and Gypsum Depo-

sits OF THE Onondaga Salt Group," which has been published in

the American Journal of Science and Arts, March, 1849, p. 175.

Prof. J. C. Booth next presented a paper

—

On THE Physical Geography and Geology of the Northern
Portion of the State of Mississippi. By Richard Bolton,

Esq.

The region between the Mississippi bottom and the Tombigbee
valley, presents ranges of hills of nearly uniform height, from 80 to

150 feet above the adjacent water-courses, the principal streams be-

ing about 18 miles apart. It may, therefore, be regarded as nearly

level land, denuded by these water-courses. The water-courses have

an upper or dr}' bottom ; a lower wet bottom, subject to overflow in

winter, and heavily timbered, and are usually from 1 to 200 feet

wide. The valleys and broader hill-tops offer rich arable land to the
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planter. Few rocks are visible on the surface, and gravel is rare
;

hence the streams have neither falls nor rapids.

Two lines, drawn from north to south, crossing the streams one at

the distance of 50 miles from the eastern boundary of the State, and

the other 60 miles farther west, will divide the upper part of Missis-

sippi into three belts, which may be denominated the calcareous

arenaceous and alluvial formations. The first embi-aces the Tombig-

bee valley and Prairies, including a small portion of the carbonif-

erous series, in the N.E. corner of the State ; the second, the hilly

region, where sand-rock occasionally appears, and through which

the water-courses, flowing west, suddenly turn south, ^nd enter the

third, or the Mississippi bottom.

1st Division.—A low ridge, striking off westward from the carbo-

niferous hills, sweeps around the head of the Tombigbee valle}^, and

turning south, bounds this vallc}^ on the west, and is tlie source of

the streams flowing through the other divisions. To the east of

the Tombigbee river the soil is red, and no rock is visible ; nearer

to the river, and partly on its west side, the soil is sandy and grav-

elly, and may be ascribed to the detritus of the carboniferous rocks

in which the branches take their rise.

West of this, and reaching to the ridge just mentioned, is the Prai-

rieregion, of slight elevation, but sufficiently undulating for drainage,

characterized by its rich, black soil, varying from 2 to 20 feet in

depth. Commencing near the north limit of the State, and with an

average width of 18 miles, it strikes south, about 200 miles, and then

turns eastwardly into Alabama. It is underlaid by Rotten or Prai-

rie limestone, which, near the town of Aberdeen, in N. Mississippi,

has a thickness of 1 to 200 feet ; but 12 miles further west, and in

S. Alabama, attains a thickness of 900 feet or more. It appears

to dip slightly towards the south. The limestone is white, soft

and amorphous, and crumbles readily on exposure to the air ; where

it appears on the surface it constitutes a "bald Prairie," destitute

of herbage. Springs are rarely found issuing from this rock ; and

wells dug down to it, merely collect the rain-water, which, by per-

colation through the black soil, has a strong and disagreeable taste.

To obtain pure water, artesian wells are sunk through this rock to

the subjacent sand, and the water then rises to within 40 or 50 feet

of the surface. In similar wells, in S. Alabama, it rises even to

20 feet above the surface.

To the west of the Prairie region lies the ridge first mentioned,

which, with its spurs, has an average Avidth of 10 miles. It is com-
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posed of a red loam, 25 feet deep, 13'iiig upon sand of 30 feet thick-

ness ; and this, again, reposing upon a hard, light gra}^ limestone.

The rock contains about one quarter sand, burns readily to lime, and

seems to be almost wholly composed of gr3'ph0ea. It also contains

an abundance of echinus and spatangus. The region abounds with

springs of pure water, issuing from the sand above the limestone.

Spurs, running south-east from the ridge, diminish in height, and

occasionally show the rotten limestone near the surface. Their uni-

formity of slope is remarkable. The streams run south-east, and, in

crossing them from south to north the ascent, to the summits of the

spurs, is very gradual, but then the descent is very abrupt to the

next stream. The springs occur chiefly on this abrupt slope.

2d Division.—Following the streams issuing from the red loam

ridge, in their west course, the first strip, of some 8 miles width, is.

a kind of A'alley between the red ridge and the following sandstone

ridges. Its soil is a grayish, sometimes sandy clay, and mostly

covered with post-oak, and unproductive, excepting in some rich

black bottoms. It see?iis to be on a level with the hard limestone,

is destitute of springs ; its streams are sluggish, and water can

rarel}'^ be obtained b}' digging.

The next belt, of 10 miles width, consists of broken, intricate,

sand}' ridges, frequent!}' capped by red sandstone, and covered with

pine trees. Fresh water springs abound in the hollows ; a feeble

chalybeate is sometimes found, and, more rarely, a sulphur spring.

Petrified wood and coal (lignite ?) occur, the latter in thin strata.

The following belt, of 20 miles width, is arable, and characterized

by long, level, dry sandy valleys, by numerous springs and free

flowing streams of pure water. The soil is a light vegetable mould.

The tops of the ridges, more or less level and fertile, are composed

of a light coloured loam, of 10 to 20 feet depth, resting on a quick-

sand of unknown depth (over.100 feet).

The last belt has an ash-coloured soil, approaching that of the

Mississii)pi bottom, with compact sand and some gravel, and a

sandstone rock, showing itself here and there. Springs are scarce,

and wells on the ridges are often sunk to the level of the Missis-

sippi river. The ridges of this belt subside by steep descents of

80 or 120 feet, to the Mississippi bottom.

This dd Division, or the Mississippi bottom, extends from Mem-
phis to Vicksburg, 180 miles in length, and is 60 miles wide in the

middle, tapering towards each end. Its features are too well known
to requii-e description.

K
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The divisions and even the subdivisions, given above, are not

only cliaracterized by tlieir topograpliy, geology and soil ; but, as

might be inferred by the peculiar kind of forest covering them,

bickoiy, pine, and various kinds of oak. We are struck with the

complete and regular system of drainage ; the size of the streams

and their valleys being alwajs proportional to the extent of coun-

try drained. It is evident, from this fact, conjoined with the

character of the formations, that the w^hole has been quietly and

simultaneously elevated, and has not materially suffered by subse-

quent subterranean action. It appears farther, that the Prairie

belt, east of the red loam ridge, and the clay belt west of the

same, were two marine valleys, and that the remainder of the coun-

try constituted a great level, probably with a very gentle southern

slope, which, as the land rose, was scooped into hill and valley,

with the peculiar features which are its present characteristics.

The Section then adjourned till Monday.

R. W. GIBBES, Secretary.

September 23.

SECTION OF GENERAL PHYSICS, &c.

Third Meeting.

On motion, Lieut. M. F. Maury, U. S. N., was called to the chair.

A paper was read " On Chemical Philosophy." By Mr. T. S.

Hunt.

This paper has been published in the American Journal of Sci-

ence and Arts for May, 1849.

A paper was read by Prof. James H. Coffin " On the Mean
Values of different Powers of the Radii Vectores of the

Ellipse," in which he showed

—

1st. That the mean value of their first powers is equal to the

semi-transverse axis.

2d. That the mean value of their squares is equal to the square of

the semi-transverse axis, plus half the square of the eccentricity.

3d. That the mean value of their cubes is equal to the cube of

the semi-transverse axis, plus the square of the eccentricity, mul-

tiplied by three-fourths of the transverse axis.

Prof. M. H. Boye's paper, " On the Composition of Bittern,"

was now read. It has been published in the American Journal of

Science and Arts for January, 1849.
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The next communication was by Mr. Sears C. Walker, through

Prof. Alexander—

On the Opposition of Neptune of 1848.

Mr. Sears C. "Walker communicated to the Section the compari-

son of his Ephemeris of Neptune, for the opposition of 1848, with

the observations received from Hamburg and Cambridge, England.

After applying tO the Ephemeris a correction published by Mr. W.
in the American Journal of Science, the differences between the

computed and observed places of Neptune, are as follows :

—
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Juniata river, aud has no grade greater than 21 feet per mile. The

curvatures are easy, and tlie road adapted to high velocities. The

mountain is ascended on the eastern side by 12y=V miles of a grade of

80 feet per mile, similar to that on the Western Rail-road of Massa-

chusetts. The summit of the mountain is then passed by a tunnel

700 3'ards long, and the line from the summit to Pittsburg is 106

miles long, with a maximum grade of 52 feet per mile.

The rail-road distance from Pittsburg to Cincinnati will be 330

miles, by the way of Massillon, "Wooster, and Columbus, while

the distance by the Ohio river is 495 miles, or one-half longer than

the rail-road ; and the rail-road may be traversed in about one-

fourth of the time required by steamboats on the river. The rail-

road in Ohio for the greater part of its length will traverse the

elevated table lands of that state, which are very favourable for

rail-road construction.

The speaker described the principal topographical features of the

States of Pennsylvania and Ohio, aud exhibited a profile of the

crest line of the Alleghany mountain for a distance of 44 miles.

In conclusion, he explained that the best and shortest rail-road

route fi'om Cincinnati to New York and Boston, passed through

Pennsylvania and Philadelphia ; and that the same was true of a

road from St. Louis. And also that from Cleveland on Lake Erie

to New York, the distance b}^ the rail-road through Pittsburg and

Philadelphia, will be 80 miles shorter than by the way of Dunkirk

and Piermont.

A communication was read on

—

Definitions and Discriminations respecting Matter, Void

Space and Nihility. By Prof. Robert Hare.

In what respect does a void space resemble nihility ?

Either implies a negation of matter.

In what do they differ ?

Space can hold either matter or spirit, nihility neither. Nothing

can hold nothing.

Space implies the capacity to hold something, whether corporeal

or spiritual, and differs from nihilit}' as a mathematical solid differs

from a mathematical point. It is unitj' in imagination, multiplied

three times by any number representing imaginary length, breadth,

and thickness, whence results an imaginary solid.
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How does space differ from matter ?

Matter is capable of any degree of motion, space utterly immova-

ble. Yet to remove matter requires a force, and to stop it wlien in

motion, force is requisite. The ability to retain its actual state,

whether of rest or motion, has been designated as the power of

indolence, "vis inertise," and the consequent motive force Avhen

in motion as momentum. Of the vis inertia?, either as consti-

tuting momentum, or resisting it, space is, of itself, as destitute

and insusceptible as nihility.

The most minute portion of matter avails as something ; the

largest portion of space is, per se, equivalent to nothing.

Agreeably to Newton, the atoms of matter are bodies endowed

with inertia and gravitation, and each occupying, exclusively, a

commensurate portion of space, must have the cohesion necessary

to perfect hardness or impenetrability.

. According to Farady and others, it is only necessary to suppose

atoms to consist of certain forces acting from their respective centres.

But if the supposed centres be mathematical points, they must

emanate from nothing, since, pbj^sicall}', a mathematical point has

no existence. Out of nothing, nothing can come. Besides, one

mathematical point being precisely similar to any other mathemat-

ical point, an}' forces emanating from any one such point, must

equally belong to all such other points ; and since mathematical

points must be infinite, both as to number and as to ubiquity, the

universe would be a plenum of inseparable and undistinguishable

forces, instead of those which actually exist as appertaining to the

various parts of space, casually and trausientl}- occupied by what we

call matter. But if, instead of assuming the centres of forces to be

ideal mathematical points, it be supposed that the centre of each

force is concentric with a minute globular space, which it casually

occupies, evidently the globule thus suggested must have essential

attributes of a material particle. It can have no association with

the containing space, since space is immovable matter, susceptible

of any degree of motion. That of which our planet consists re-

volves about the sun with inconceivably swift motion, rendered

extremely complicate by diurnal rotation, and revolutionary reac-

tion with the moon. No matter in this planet, or in any other,

can exist in the same space for more than an infinitesimal of time.

Hence, as neither mathematical points nor minute spaces existing

about them, can be endowed with the forces and properties usually

attributed to matter, these forces and properties must belong to some-
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thing existing about the centres whence the}^ proceed, and within

the spaces whence they act.

When any space is found to be the seat of a force, it follows,

inevitably, that there is a material body or bodies therein, which

causes it to differ from any like space which is vacant, and of

course destitute of any power.

It follows, that whatever is susceptible of motion, and capable

of exercising any force or reaction, is a material body according

to science, as well as common sense.

It follows, from the preceding reasoning, that spiritual existence

involves that of kind of matter ; spirits must be endowed with the

power of locomotion, and cannot be confounded with mere space,

any more than other bodies.

The Section then adjourned.

B. SILLIMAN, Jr., Sec'ry.

Saturday, September 23, 4 P. M.

The Association met agreeably to adjournment—President, W.
C. Redfield, in the chair.

The Standing Committee reported, that it did not deem it neces-

sary to fill the blank in the 18th rule of the Association ; but that

for the present year the annual subscription of -one dollar, together

with such voluntary subscriptions as the members may severall}^ feel

able or inclined to add, will, in all probability, be found sufficient

to meet the expenses of publishing the proceedings. It was there-

upon resolved, that the said blank shall for the present remain.

The Standing Committee also recommended that a complete cata-

logue of the members of the Association be prepared by the Secre-

tary, and that the Treasurer call npon the members to pay their

annual subscriptions, together with such voluntaiy contributions as

thej^ may be inclined to make ; which recommendation was adopted.

Prof. Peirce having resigned his place as a member of the Stand-

ing Committee, on motion of Prof. "W. B. Rogers, Lieut. Maury
was appointed to fill his place for the remainder of the session.

On motion. Resolved, That the Secretary of the Association be

authorized to procure separate books for the minutes of the Gen-

eral Association, and for those of the separate Sections.

On motion of Solomon W. Roberts, Esq., it was—
Resolved, That the Standing Committee be requested to memo-
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rialize the Legislature of Penusylvania, in favour of the publication

by the State of the final report of the geological survey of Penn-

S3dvania.

On motion of Lieut. Maury, it was

—

Resolved, That the Committee on the sediment of the Mississippi

river be requested to continue their Investigations, with a view of

ascertaining and reporting the probable effect which the reclaiming

of the drowned lands of that river would have upon the improve-

ment of its navigation, and the health of the country in the vicinity

of the drowned lands.

Prof. Agassiz read a communication

—

On the Origin of the Actual Outlines of Lake Superior.

He stated that along the entire northern shore of the lake, and for

some distance inland, as well as in the islands on that side of the lake,

six distinct sj^stems of dykes are exhibited, each consisting of nu-

merous broad parallel beds of igneous erupted matter and that the

direction of the islands and successive parts of the coast line, were

seen to conform themselves to the bearing of these d3'kes, as pre-

sented in each part of the coast. Thus it appeared that the phj^sical

outline of the shore of the lake was determined by the geological

structure of the adjoining land. He adverted to the enormous

magnitude, as well as the great number of these great igneous beds,

and to the vast extent to which metaraorphic phenomena are wit-

nessed in the structures and other sedimentary matter lying adja-

cent to the igneous masses.

In relation to the subject of Prof. Agassiz's communication

—

Prof. ."W. B. Rogers remarked, that from his observations on the

southern shore of Lake Superior, and from those of other observers

in that region, it was apparent that the east and west d^'kes, lying ad-

jacent to that margin of the lake, had in like manner determined the

chief peculiarities in the configuration of the coast. He also called

attention to the fact, of the remarkable correspondence between the

igneous and metamorphic masses, described by Professor Agassiz

as existing on the northern side of Lake Superior, and the great belt

of the Blue ridge in Virginia, extending from the Potomac to some

distance south of the James river. The immense extent of epidotio

trap, and other masses abounding in epidote, and the various mineral
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masses containing Ibis mineral along with feldspar, as well as the

infusion of epidote into the adjoining sandstones, which are presented

in different stages of igneous alteration, form a feature of striking

analogy between the Lake Superior district, and the Blue Ridge of

Virginia. The analogy between the rocky masses, is augmented by
the fact, that the epidotic rocks of the Blue Ridge, like those of the

northern shore of the lake, abound in some localities in thin fibres

and threads, and grains of metallic copper. Professor R. farther re-

marked npon the analogous geological position of the igneous and

metamorphic rocks in the two cases, by stating, that the oldest of

the Appallachian rocks, which lie on the west flank of the Blue

Ridge, are also found contiguous to the igneous rocks on the

northern shore of Lake Superior.

Peter A. Browne, Esq.. followed with a communication on the

subject of Meteorites, of which the following abstract will make
known the most important points :

—

Mr. Browne observed that there were fourteen tbeories of the

origin and formation of these meteors ; seven of these suppose that

the materials of which the}- are composed belong to either this earth

or its atmosphere ; in six of these seven they are said to be generated

in the air, and in the seventh, to be thrown therein from the earth.

Mr. B. here described the first six theories, and then proceeded as

follows : If solid meteors are generated in our atmosphere, ought not

the materials of which they are composed to be found therein ? The
aerolites contain always iron, nickel, and silex ; often magnesia, lime,

sulphur and manganese ; and rarely a trace of chrome, cobalt, tin,

copper, potash, or soda ; but neither of these forms a component part

of our atmosphere, nor has anj- one been detected therein, except in

these meteors. Mr. B. here enumerated the constituents of the air,

and after showing the discrepancy- between them, and the materials

of solid meteors, he went on to show that the}' could not exist float-

ing in the air. Native ii'on (says Mr. B.) weighs more than five

times as much as water, and the air is 282 times lighter than water,

—how then can native iron be suspended in the atmosphere ? Profes-

sor Soldani says, that the materials have risen from our earth, but

howis it possible that a substance could have risen through a medium
more than 4000 lighter than itself ? To get rid of this difficulty, it

is supposed that the materials are first transformed to a gas ; but it

requires 800° of F. to raise iron to even a red heat, and 150° of
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"Wedgewood's pyrometer, to make a white heat, then whence comes

the heat necessary to reduce it to a gas ? The heat of a tropical sun

imparts to iron only 200° of F, But suppose these materials, by

some unknown process, to be transformed into a gas and raised in

the air, would they not lose all their caloric long before they arrived

at the height at which these meteors have been seen. At the height

of only 1000 feet this gas would have passed j\ of the atmosphere,

at 10, GOO feet it would have passed i of the atmosphere, and at 28

miles, the height at which the Ohio meteor was seen, it would have

passed |^-|th of the atmosphere !

If these meteors are formed of materials derived from our earth,

how comes it that they alwaj's contain native iron and native

nickel, not found together therein.

These meteors are sometimes of great size, the one seen in Ohio

was estimated at | of a mile ; now, if this meteor was formed in the

air from materials derived from this earth, how came it to be sus-

pended in the air until it attained this immense size, rather than

have fallen to the earth in small particles like rain, hail, and snow?

If solid meteors are formed in our atmosphere, there is no rational

way of accounting for their inertia force, nor for their horizontal

direction as regards this planet. Nor can their great velocity' be

ascribed to any known or reasonable cause. And lastly, if they had

emanated from this earth, the}^ ought, according to the law of com-

pensations, to have returned to the earth again, and not to have

been seen travelling through space in every direction.

Mr. B. next proceeded to show that these meteors could not have

proceeded from the moon.

In regard to the opinion of Mr. Ferguson, that solid meteors are

portions of a disrupted planet, Mr. Browne remarked, that there was

an objection, which was conclusive, viz. that no particles of the

planet which is supposed to have exploded, could have come in sight

of this earth, except those that had originally that course and di-

rection ; and then as the projective forces were equal, and they had

to travel over equal spaces, they ought to have arrived in sight of

this earth in nearly the same time ; whereas, the first of these meteors

noticed was in the 78th Oh'mpiad, and if the disruption of the

planet had then taken place, how are we to account for the reten-

tion of other fragments until the present 3'ear.

Mr. Browne, in conclusion, suggested that these meteors might

possibly emanate from the Sun ; and if that were the case, it was

L
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probable that the planets of our system are composed of the same
mineralogical materials.

The next communicatiou was presented by Prof. Joseph Henry,
on the —

Organization of the Smithsonian Institution.

Professor Henry presented to the Association an account of the

organization and progress of the Smithsonian Institution. He stated

in the commencement of his remarks, that he hoped the communica-
tion he was about to make would not be considered irrelevant to the

objects of the Association, since the plan which had been adopted

for the organization of the Institution contemplated co-operation

with the Historical, Literary, and Scientific Societies of our country.

James Smithson, of England, left his property, upwards of

$500,000, in trust to the United States ofAmerica, in his own words,

"to found at Wasliington, uncl'er the name of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, an establishment for the increase and diffusion of knowl-

edge among men."

The trust, it is well known, was accepted b}- our Government

—

the money was paid to an agent appointed to receive it, and by him
deposited in the United States Treasury, in British gold. The Gov-
ernment therefore became responsible for the faithful discharge' of

the obligation incurred, viz. that of carrying out the intentions of the

donor. After a delay of eight j'ears, an act of Congress was passed

August 10, 1846, constituting the President, and the other principal

Executive officers of the General Government, the Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court, the Mayor of Washington, and such other per-

sons as they might elect honorary members, an establishment under

the name of the Smithsonian Institution, for the increase and diffu-

sion of knowledge among men. The members and honorary mem-
bers of this establishment are to hold stated and special meet-

ings for the supervision of the affairs of the Institution, and for

the advice and instruction of a Board of Regents, to whom the

financial and other affairs are intrusted.

The Board of Regents consists of three members, ex-officio, to the

establishment, namel}^ the Vice President of the United States, the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and the Mayor of Washington,

together with twelve other members, three of whom are appointed by

the Senate from its own body, three by the House of Representatives
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from its members, and six citizens at large, appointed by a joint

resolution of both Houses. To this Board is given the power of

electing a Secretarj' and other officers, for conducting the active

operations of the Institution.

Much diversity of opinion existed as to the plan of organization.

The act of Congress establishing the Institution, directed, as a

part of the plan, the formation of a library, a museum, and a gallery

of arts, together with provisions for physical research and popular

lectures, leaving to the Regents the power of adopting such other

parts of the organization as they might deem best suited for the

promotion of the purposes of the testator.

After much deliberation the Eegents resolved to divide the annual

income, thirty thoitsand nine hundred and fifty dollars, into two

equal parts : one part to be devoted to the increase and diffusion of

knowledge by means of original research and publications ; the

other half of the income to be applied, in accordance with the re-

quirements of the act of Congress, to the gradual formation of a

librar}', a museum, and a gallery of art.

They were led to this distribution and the adoption of the an-

nexed progT'amme by the following considerations, principally de-

duced from the will of Smithson :

—

1. The bequest is for the benefit of mankind. The Government

of the United States is merely a trustee to carry out the design of

the testator.

2. The Institution is not a national establishment, as is fre-

quentl}- supposed, but the establishment of an individual, and is

to bear and perpetuate his name.

3. The objects of the Institution are—first, to increase, and

second, to diffuse knowledge among men.

4. These two objects should not be confounded with one another.

The first is to increase the existing stock of knowledge by the

addition of new truths ; and the second to disseminate knowledge

thus increased among men.

5. The will makes no restriction in favour of any particular kind

of knowledge ; hence all branches are entitled to a share of attention.

G. Knowledge can be increased by different methods of facilita-

ting and promoting the discover}' of new truths, and can be most

efficiently diffused among men by means of the press.

7. To effect the greatest amount of good, the organization should

be such as to enable the Institution to produce results in the way of
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increasing and diffusing knowledge which cannot be produced by

the existing institutions in our country.

8. The organization should also be such as can be adopted provi-

sionall}'-, can be easily reduced to practice, receive modifications, or

be abandoned, in whole or in part, without a sacrifice of the funds.

9. In order to make up for the loss of time occasioned bj' the delay

of eight years in establishing the Institution, a considerable portion

of the interest which has accrued should be added to the principal.

10. In proportion to the wide field of knowledge to be cultivated

the funds are small. Economy should therefore be consulted in the

construction of the building ; and not only the first cost of the edi-

fice should be considered, but also the continual expense of keeping

it in repair, and of the support of the establishment necessarilj^

connected with it. There should also be but few individuals per-

manentl3' supported by the Institution.

11. The plan and dimensions of the building should be deter-

mined by the plan of the organization, and not the converse.

12. It should be recollected that mankind in general are to be

benefited by the bequest, and that, therefore, all unnecessary ex-

penditure on local objects would be a perversion of the trust.

13. Besides the foregoing considerations, deduced immediately

from the will of Smithson, regard must be had to certain require-

ments of the act of Congress establishing the Institution : namely,

a library, a museum, and a gallery of art, with a building on a

liberal scale to contain them.

The following are the details of the two parts of the general

plan of organization provisionally adopted at the meeting of the

Regents, December 8th, 1847, and is now in the process of being

carried into execution

:

DETAILS OF THE FIRST PART OF THE PLAN.

I. To increase Knoioledcje, it is proposed to stimidate research by

offering reivards, C07isisting of money, medals, etc., for original

memoir's on all subjects of investigation.

1. The memoirs thus obtained to be published in a series of

volumes, in a quarto form, and entitled Smithsonian Contributions

to Knowdedge.

2. No memoir, on subjects of physical science, to be accepted

for publication, which does not furnish a positive addition to human
knowledge, resting on original research ; and all unverified specu-

lations to be rejected.
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3. Each memoir presented to the Institution, to be submitted for

examination to a commission of persons of reputation for learning

in the branch to whicli the memoir pertains ; and to be accepted for

publication only in case the report of this commission is favourable.

4. The commission to be chosen by the oflQcers of the Institu-

tion, and the name of the author, as far as practicable, conceded,

unless a favourable decision be made.

5. The volumes of the Memoirs to be exchanged for the transac-

tions of literary and scientific societies, and copies to be given to

all the colleges and principal libraries in this country. One part

of the remaining copies may be offered for sale, and the other care-

fully preserved, to form complete sets of the work, to supply the

demand from new institutions.

6. An abstract, or popular account of the contents of these Me-

moirs to be given to the public through the Annual Report of the

Regents to Congress.

II. To increase Knoioledge, it is also jyrojjosed to appropriate a por-

tion of the income^ annually^ to special objects of research under

the direction of suitable persons.

1. The objects and the amount appropriated to be recommended

by counsellors of the Institution.

2. Appropriations in different j'ears to be made to different ob-

jects, so that, in course of time, each branch of knowledge may

receive a share.

3. The results obtained from these appropriations to be pub-

lished, with the Memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.

4. Examples of objects for which appropriations may be made :

(1.) System of extending meteorological observations for solv-

ing the problem of American storms.

(2.) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological,

magnetical, and topographical surveys, to collect materials for the

formation of a Ph3^sical Atlas of the United States.

(3.) Solution of experimental problems, such as a new determina-

tion of the weight of the earth, of the velocity of electricit}'^, and of

light ; chemical analyses of soils and plants ; collection and publica-

tion of articles of science, accumulated in the offices of government.

(4.) Institution of statistical inquiries Avith reference to physi-

cal, moral, and political subjects.
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(5.) Historical researclies aucl accurate surveys of places cele-

brated in Americau history.

(6.) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the

diflferent races of men in North America ; also, explorations and

accurate surveys of the mounds and other remains of the ancient

people of our country.

I. To diffuse Knoivledge, it is proposed to publish a Series of Re-

ports, giving an account of the netv discoveries in science, and

of the changes made from year to year in all branches of Knowl-

ledge not strictly jyrofessiojial.

1. Some of these reports may be published annually, others at

longer intervals, as the income of the Institution or the changes

in the branches of knowledge ma}"" indicate.

2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in

the different branches of knowledge.

3. Each collaborator to be furnished with the journals and pub-

lications, domestic and foreign, necessary to the compilation of

his report ; to be paid a certain sum for his labours, and to be

named on the title page of the report.

4. The reports to be published in sepai'ate parts, so that persons

interested in a particular branch, can procure the parts relating to

it without purchasing the whole.

5. These reports may be presented to Congress for partial dis-

tribution, the remaining copies to be given to literary and scien-

tific institutions, and sold to individuals for a moderate price.

The following are some of the subjects which may be embraced

in the reports.

I. PHYSICAL CLASS.

1. Physics, including astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry,

and meteorology.

2. Natural history, including botan}^, zoology, geology, &c.

3. Agriculture.

4. Application of science to arts.

II. MORAL AND POLITICAL CLASS.

5. Ethnology, including particular history, comparative phi-

lology, antiquities, &c.

6. Statistics and political economy.
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7. Mental and moral pliilosopli}'.

8. A survey of the political events of the world, penal reform, &c.

III. LITERATDRE AND THE FINE ARTS.

9. Modern literature.

10. The fine arts, and their application to the useful arts.

11. Bibliography.

12. Obituar}^ notices of distinguished individuals.

II. To diffuse Knowledge it is proposed to publish^ occasionally,

separate treatises on subjects of general interest.

1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs

translated from foreign languages, or of articles prepared under

the direction of the Institution, or procured by offering premiums

for the best exposition of a given subject.

2. The treatises should, in all cases, be submitted to a commis-

sion of competent judges, previous to their publication.

DETAILS OF THE SECOND PART OF THE PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

This part contemplates the formation of a library, a museum, and

a gallery of art.

1. To carry out the plan before described, a library will be re-

quired, consisting, 1st, of a complete collection of the transactions

and proceedings of all the learned sciences in the world ; 2d, of

the more important current periodical publications, and other works

necessary in preparing the periodical reports.

2. The Institution should make special collections, particularly

of objects to verify its own publications. Also a collection of in-

struments for research in all branches of experimental science.

3. With reference to the collectionof books, other than those flaen-

tioned above, catalogues of all the different libraries in the United

States should be procured, in order that the valuable books, first

purchased, may be such as are not to be found in the United States.

4. Also, catalogues of memoirs and of books in foreign libraries,

and other materials, should be collected for rendering the Institution

a centre of bibliographical knowledge, whence the student may be

directed to any work Which he may require.

5. It is believed that the collection in natural history will increase

by donation as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make

provision for their reception, and, therefore, it will seldom be nec-

essary to purchase any articles of this kind.
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6. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of arts casts

of the most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.

7. The arts may be encouraged by providing a room, free of ex-

pense, for the exhibition of the objects of the Art Union and other

similar societies.

8. A small appropriation should annually be made for models of

antiquities, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, &c.

9. For the present, or until the building is fully completed, be-

sides the Secretary, no permanent assistant will be required, except

one, to act as Librarian.

10. The Secretaiy and his assistants, during the session of Con-

gress, will be required to illustrate new discoveries in science, and

to exhibit new objects of art ; distinguished individuals should

also be invited to give lectures on subjects of general interest.

11. When the building is completed, and when, in accordance

with the act ofCongress, the charge of the National Museum is givep

to the Smithsonian Institution, other assistants will be required.

Prof. Henry next proceeded to give an account of the various

operations in progress for carrying into effect the principles of the

foregoing programme.

A number of original memoirs have been accepted for publication
;

the first volume of the contributions is now in the hands of the binder,

and will be ready for delivery to public institutions in the course of a

few days. It consists of a single memoir on the antiquities of the

Mississippi valley, by Messrs. Squier and Davis. The manuscript

was submitted to the American Ethnological Society, and had been

pronounced by a committee, appointed to examine it, a highly inter-

esting addition to knowledge, resting on original research, and fully

worthy of a place in the Smithsonian contributions. In order to re-

munerate the authors for the expense which occurred in the investi-

gations detailed in this work, the Institution allowed them to strike

from the same plates and type an edition which they might sell for

their own benefit. No expense has been spared on the mechanical

part of the volume; the best artists have been emplo^ved, and the ex-

ecution Avill bear comparison with any book of the kind j'et published

in this country or Europe. Preparations have also been made to

commence the second volume, which will consist principally of a

series of original miscellaneous papers on diff"erent branches of

ph^'sical science.

The Librarian has been engaged in collecting statistics of libraries,

and in forming collections of catalogues and other works, required in
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carrying out the plan of rendering the Smithsonian a centre of biblio-

graphical knowledge, where the student may be directed to any

work which he may require.

In order to facilitate the study of American History, the Institu-

tion has agreed to publish and distribute to our public institutions,

a work comprising a description of all books relating to America,

prior to the j-ear 1700, which may be found in the public and private

libraries of Europe and America, or which are described in other

works, together with notices of many of the more important un-

published manuscripts. The names of the different libraries, both

in this couutr}- and in Europe, in which the books are to be found,

wmU be mentioned.

The expense of preparation of this work will be defrayed by sub-

scription, and such is the estimate of its importance, as well as the

confidence reposed in the gentleman (Mr. Henry Stevens) who has

engaged in this enterprise, that subscriptions to the amount of

$5,000 have already been made by several public institutions and

liberal individuals. Mr. S. has just sailed for Europe to com-

mence his labours, and intends to employ a number of assistants

in England, and in different parts of the continent.

Under the head of Original Researches, preparations are making

for the establishment of an extended system of meteorological ob-

servations, embracing, as far as possible, the whole American con-

tinent. It is believed that the co-operation of the British govern-

ment will be obtained, as Avell as that of several States of our

Union. Also, a series of explorations have been established with

reference to terrestrial magnetism, and other subjects connected

with the physical geography of the United States.

It is intended to introduce, graduall}' and cautiously, the other

parts of the plan ; and, indeed, according to the present arrange-

ment, tha programme could not be carried into full operation until

after three years from next March. Up to that time one-half of

the whole income is to be devoted to the building.

The professor stated that almost everyday furnished him with new

evidence of the importance to the science and literature of our coun-

try which might be made to result from a judicious expenditure of the

income of the Institution. He regretted that in order to make provi-

sion for the accommodation of the Museum of the exploring expedi-

tion, as directed by the Actof Congi-ess, so large an amount ofmoney

was required for the erection of the buildings. The evil, however,

M
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which would result from this is, in a measure, obviated by the

plan proposed by Prof. Bache, and adopted by the Regents, viz.,

that of deferring the time of completing the building, so that it

might be erected, in considerable part, by means of the interest of

the $240,000 which had accrued in interest on the original fund

previous to the j-ear 1846. B}' a rigid adherence to this plan, it is

calculated that at the end of a 3^ear from next March, after paying

for the building, $150,000 will be added to the original fund, mak-

ing the whole $650,000.

In conclusion. Prof. H. had much pleasure in announcing to the

Association, a munificent gift to science, by one of our members,

Dr. Hare, of Philadelphia. This gentleman having resigned the

chair of chemistry, in the medical department of the University of

Pennsylvania, has presented to the Smithsonian Institution the in-

struments of illustration and research, collected and used by him-

self during his long and successful career. The gift is of high

importance, not only on account of the value of the instruments,

jnauy of whicli are the invention of the donor, and connected with

the history of the science of our daj', but also on account of the

example of liberality which it affords, and which, we trust, will be

frequently followed by others.

Prof. W. B. Rogers, from the Standing Committee, mentioned

that P. A. Browne, Esq., from the same Committee, would report

the resolution as modified by .that bod}?^, relative to the death of

Professor Lardner Vanuxem, which resolution had been unani-

mously adopted by the Committee, and hoped the same would be

as unanimously concurred in by the Convention.

Whereupon Mr. Browne reported the following', prefaced hj a

preamble of his own, relating to the character and eminent quali-

ties of the deceased :
—

^^ Resolved, That the Association learns with deep regret and

sorrow, the death of Professor Lardner Vanuxem, a member of

the Association, and one of its most active founders ; that Prof.

Hall be requested to draw up an obituary to his memory, and that

a committee of three be appointed to address a letter of condol-

ence to his family and friends, as the expression of sympathy of

this Convention."

In advocating this resolution Mr. Browne remarked, that the late

lamented Professor Lardner Vanuxem was educated at the School

of Mines, in France, and that his whole life was devoted to science.
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He belonged, therefore, to his whole country, but he had been par-

ticularly identified with three great States ; 1st, Pennsylvania, who
gave him birth ; 2d, South Carolina, where he made the first State

Geological Survey ; and, 3d, New York, where he was one of a

small band who had produced a geological survey, the maps and

descriptions of which had commanded the admiration of the world.

Mr. Browne would also add, that Mr. Vanuxem and Col. Long

were associated with him in making to the Legislature of Penn-

sylvania the first proposition of a geological survey of this State.

After some impressive and eloquent remarks on the character

of the deceased, b}' Dr. R. AY. Gibbes—
The following letter from Prof. Hall, in relation to the character

and services of Mr. Vanuxem, was also received, read, and ordered

to be entered at length, in the proceedings of the Association.

Pkiladelphia, Sept. 21, 1848.

To the Chairman of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

Sir,— I observe, by the published proceedings of yesterdaj', be-

fore my arrival in the city, that the attention of the Association

was called to the fact of the decease of one of our members (Lard-

NER Vanuxem) during the last year. Had I been present, I would

have offered some remarks as a tribute to the character and worth

of a friend and colleague, whom it has been my happiness to know
for twelve years. A friend, whose kind acts were never ostenta-

tious, and who was willing to be forgotten while doing good and

aiding the cause of science.

At this time, as we are met for the first time under our new or-

ganization, I cannot forbear recurring to the origin of our Associ-

ation, with which Mr. Vanuxem was so intimately connected, and

to whom is due, above all others, the honour of being the first man
to propose such an organization.

The geological survey of New York was commenced in 1836.

At the end of each season of field labgur, and on one or two occa-

sions previous to the commencement of our summer labours, all those

engaged in the work met, by arrangement, at Albany, for the purpose

of comparing observations and acquiring knowledge of each other.

At the end of the second year, the want of some geological nomencla-

ture began to be seriously felt, more particular!}' as we found that the

same rock was well developed in two or more districts of the State,
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and consequently some language must be devised to enable us to un-

derstand each other. We had, moreover, no means to make ourselves

understood among our friends in other parts of the country. In the

autumn of 1838, Mr. Vanuxem proposed that an invitation be given

to the geologists of Pennsylvania and Virginia particularly , tojoin us,

and that this invitation be extended to the geologists of other States,

to meet at Philadelphia for the purpose of devising and adopting a

Geological Nomenclature which might be acceptable to all those then

engaged in the State Surveys, and thus become the nomenclature of

American Geolog3'. The first meeting was to have taken place in the

spring of 1839, but from want of concurrence among those widely

separated from each other, it was not accomplished till 1840. This

meeting, having for its object the expression of our views and the

adoption of a general Geological nomenclature, was the first meeting

of what we then termed the Association of American Geologists.

That meeting, and the subsequent one, of 1841, held also at Phila-

delphia, the subjects discussed Avere all of a geological character.

The first objects of this Association were not accomplished at that

time, for the reason that, in some States, the investigations werestilf

in progress, and regarded as too incomplete to found a nomenclature.

Thus the subject was finall}^ dropped, since, in 1842 and 1843, the

geologists of New York were compelled to publish their reports,

adopting a local nomenclature till a better can be framed.

The special science for the advancement of which this Association

was formed has been merged in more important considerations, and

is now almost forgotten. The Association now embraces in its objects

the investigations in all the physical sciences ; but while we are thus

enlarging our boundaries, and increasing our numbers, we may not

forget our humble beginning", or the man who was the instrument

in bringing together, in this reunion, his fellow labourers in science.

I have the honour to be,

"With great respect,

Your obedient servant,

JAMES HALL.

The resolution, as amended, was unanimously adopted.

The Standing Committee reported, through its Chairman, the

nomination of a list of officers for the ensuing year, as follows :

—

For President—Prof. Joseph Henrt, of Washington.

" Secretary—Dr. Jeffries Wyman, of Boston.

" Treasurer—Dr. A. L. Elwyn, of Philadelphia.
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Local Committee—Messrs. Nathan Appleton, J. A. Lowell,

Jacob Bigelow, M. D., George B. Emerson, Prof. H. D. Rogers,

A. A. Gould, M. D., Enoch Hale, M. D., Boston ; Lieut. C. H.

Davis, Asa Gray, M. D., Prof. Benjamin Peirce, Prof. E. N.

HoRSFORD and Prof. Louis Agassiz, Cambridge.

These nominations were, on motion, unanimously confirmed.

The Chairman of the Standing Committee reported the following

resolution, which was, on motion of Lieut. Maury, unanimously

adopted :

—

Resolved, That the committee on the sediment of the Mississippi

river be requested to continue their investigations, with the view

of ascertaining and reporting the probable effect which the re-

claiming of the drowned lands of that river would have upon the

improvement of its navigation, and the health of the country in

the vicinity of the drowned lands.

On motion, adjourned, to meet this evening at half-past 7 o'clock.

Saturday Evening, September, 23, 1^ P. M.
Association met agreeably to adjournment—W. C. REDFiELD,Esq.,

in the chair.

Prof. W. R. Johnson presented a communication

—

On SOME Recent Improvements in Recording Magnetic Tele-

graphs.

He first exhibited apparatus, illustrative of the difference be-

tween indicating and recording telegraphs, and explained the

several ways in which it had been found practicable to produce

permanent impressions by galvanic agenc3\ The plan of Morse,

which employ's the force of temporary magnets to produce inden-

tations on paper, in^'olves the necessity of using, at each tele-

graphic -station, a local battery, solely devoted to the working of

the marking apparatus. This local battery is brought into action

by the current of the main line, which had been found too feeble

to effect the mechanical action necessary for impressing the paper.

The use of a local battery is both expensive and inconvenient,

and many efforts have been made to dispense with its emploj''-

ment, while attaining all the advantages of the system of perma-

nent marking. The means of accomplishing this have been at-

tained by Mr. "Winegar, a telegraph operator, of Cayuga count}',

New York, who, instead of marking with a pen set in motion hy the

current of the main line, as first attempted b}^ Mr. Morse, or of im-
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pressing the paper by the aid of the local batteiy, as now practised

by the same iuventor, employs the main line current to give a slight

oscillatory motion to the paper, bringing it alternately into and out of

contact with the point of a stationary pen. His invention embraces

also, a mechanical arrangement for supplying the pen with ink, ac-

cording to the exigencies of the work, and another arrangement for

adjusting the position and movement of the paper. His claim ex-

tends to the use of the main telegraphic current for the purpose of

giving motion to the paper, on which the marking is to be performed.

Prof. Henry alluded to the improvement of Mr. Bain, lately intro-

duced into this country, as affording another means of working a

recording telegraph, but remarked, that as the invention had not

yet been made public here, he could only say that he regarded it

as a highly ingenious and beautiful application of science to the

purpose for which it was emploj'ed.

Prof. Agassiz next presented a communication " On the Fossil

Cetacea of South Carolina." [Not received.]

Prof. William B. Rogers followed with a paper

—

On Acid and Alkaline Springs.

In this communication, after referring to the principal classes of

mineral springs, thermal and of ordinar}- temperature, and compre-

hended under the terms acidulous, saline, sulphuretted and chaly-

beate, Prof. R. entered into a particular account, geological and

chemical, of two very distinct classes of springs of very frequent

occurrence in the Appallachiau region, particularly in Virginia and

E. Tennessee. The one is remarkable for containing a considerable

amount of free sulphuric add, along with sulphates of iron and

alumina, the other is distinguished by containing a small quantity

of carbonate of soda, along with carbonate of lime and magnesia,

much silica and some carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen.

These springs are of very common occurrence in the slates and

shales, known as the IMarcellus, Hamilton, &c., in the Xew York

series, and designated in the nomenclature of the Profs. Rogers, as

the post meridial, older and newer slates and shales respectively. In

those parts of these formations which abound greatly in decomposing

bisulphuret of iron, and which are not interstratified with calcareous

beds, the springs which occur belong to the former of the two classes.

Such, for example, are the celebrated Alum Springs and Briukley's
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springs near the eastern base of the great "Warm Spring mountain in

Virginia. At these and similar localities, the crumbling slates are

imbued with the products of the decomposed pj'rites, and j'ield to

the infiltering waters a portion of free acid, as well as sulphates of

iron and alumina. But what is specially remarkable in the com-

position of these waters, is the fact, that the proportion of free

sulphuric acid present often very greatly exceeds that which the

oxidation of the bisulphuret could furnish. This excess Prof. R.

proposed to explain in the following way :—While the bisulphuret is

subject to oxidation, as above mentioned, a part of the sulphates

thus formed, reacting with the organic matter, always present in

these rocks, gives rise to sulphuretted hj'drogen gas. This again,

as recently shown by Dumas, in the presence of air and organic

matter, gives birth to sulphuric acid—and thus the additional supply

of this acid, formed at the expense of the sulphates, will be im-

parted to the percolating water.

Of the second, or alkaline springs, Prof. R. stated, that they were

found in the same general slat}'^ belt with the others, but always in

connexion with those parts which contain more or less carbonate of

lime. Instances of these springs are seen in the Grey Sulphur and

Dibbrell's springs, as well as man}- others in Virginia and Tennessee.

The absence of sulphuric acid in these waters is an obvious con-

sequence of the reaction between the carbonate of lime and the acid

in passing into the mass. The same reaction giving rise to the evo-

lution of a great amount of carbonic acid, would, as it were, saturate

the pores of the slate with this substance, which, in virtue of its large

excess, would have power to decompose the sulphuret of sodium, and

perhaps other salts present, and thus give origin to the small amount

ofcarbonate of soda, which imparts alkalinity to these waters. The

great proportion of silica, in the solid residuum of these springs, may
doubtless be ascribed to the solvent power of the alkaline carbonate.

Professors W. B. and R. E. Rogers read a paper

—

On the Comparative Solubility of the Carbonate of Lime and

THE Carbonate of Magnesia.

In presenting these results, reference was made to the statement in

the standard chemical and geological works of the much greater solu-

bility of carbonate of lime than carbonate of magnesia. This assumed

fact has been made the basis of a theory of the origin of the large pro-
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portion of carbonate of magnesia in the magnesian limestones. It

has been supposed that, in a mixed limestone, containing both the

carbonates, the relative amount of carbonate of magnesia would be

augmented by the action of the percolating water, in consequence of

the more rapid removal of the carbonate of lime, and in this way it

has been proposed to explain the curious fact of dolomization.

The experiments of the Profs. R., prove that, in water impregna-

ted with COo, carbonate of magnesia is more soluble tlian carbonate

of lime. Thus, by allowing the slightly carbonated water used in

these investigations to filter through a mass of finely powdered mag-

nesian limestone, and collecting the clear liquid, it was found to

contain a much larger proportion of carbonate of magnesia in com-

parison with the carbonate of lime, than corresponded with the

amount of these substances relatively in the powdered rock. Again,

by agitating briskly a quantity of the powder with the carbonated

water in a glass vessel, and then separating the liquid by filtration,

it was observed that a larger relative amount of the carbonate of

magnesia had been taken up, than of carbonate of lime.

From these experiments, it is inferred that the infiltering rain water,

with its slight charge of carbonic acid, in passing through or between

strata ofmagnesian limestone, will remove the carbonate of magnesia

more rapidl^^than the carbonate of lime, and that thus the rock will

gradually become relatively less magnesian, instead of being made
to approach the condition of a dolomite, as has been maintained.

Profs. R. called attention to the fact, that the stalactites in caverns

ofmagnesian limestone contain only minute quantities of carbonate

of magnesia. An examination of those in Wey er's cave, in Virginia,

had proved that onl}^ the milky Avhite opaque stalactites contain a

marked amount, and that the sparry transparent kinds are almost

destitute of magnesia. It would thus appear that the carbonate of

magnesia, in virtue of greater solubility, is carried off by the liquid

from which the carbonate of lime is in part deposited.

Prof. W. B. Rogers appended some remarks upon the connexion

between the mode of stratification of the impending rocks, and some

conspicuous features of the stalactitic masses. In caves formed in

horizontal limestone, without numerous cross fissures, the stalactites

are comparatively infrequent and of small extent. Such is the case

in the great Mammoth cave of Kentucky. In those which arc placed

in axes, or in the midstof steeply dipping strata, as is the case with

Wej^er's cave, the infiltering waters finding innumerable points of

access in the roof along the lines of bedding, give rise to an abundant
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accretion of stalactites which depend everywhere from the roof, and

clothe the walls in rocky drapery. In the cave in question, vast

sJieets of stalactite are seen stretching from the roof to the floor.

These thin parallel plates have the same direction with the divisional

planes of the overhanging beds of limestone. Profs. R. traced theic

formation to the production, in the first place, of a line of stalactites,

along the seam or division in the roof. By farther accretion from

the water trickling over their surfaces, these would be made to

coalesce, and thus the shape of the whole would at length become

that of a sheet, or thin mass gradually extending to the floor.

After the conclusion of this paper, the Association adjourned till

Mondaj' morning next at 9 o'clock.

WALTER R. JOHNSON, Secry.

. Monday Morning, September 25, 9 d'cloclc.

The Association met agreeably to adjournment, Wm. C. Redfield,

Esq., President, in the chair.

The first business in order was a report of business by the Stand-

ing Commmitte, who, through their chairman, proposed:—
1st. That Asa Whitney, Esq., be admitted to membership in

the Association, which was adopted.

2d. That Lieut. M. F. Maury be added to the Committee on the

Sediment of the Mississippi river, which was likewise adopted.

3d. That an abstract of each communication submitted to the

Association during its sitting, be furnished, by its author, for pub-

lication in the proceedings. Adopted.

4th. That a committee of ten be appointed to memorialize the

President of the United States, the Heads of Department, and Con-

gress, upon the promotion of science, by adding to each public expe-

dition which may be organized, a number of scientific men, whose

observations may tend to this end.

On this last proposition, remarks were made by Dr. Hare, Prof.

Agassiz, and others.

Professor Hare observed, that our government was more ardent

after military renown, than the great mysteries of scientific truth, and

that any aid from that source would be extremely difficult to secure.

The object of power, it would seem, was to imitate the silken non-

N
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sense of courteous Europe ; and that if gentlemen in station could

acquire a knowledge of this, their great aim was accomplished. Our
central government was extremely remiss, and had, instead of giving

to our people an example, upon all occasions, of dependence upon

self, its greatest pride was to copy from the stated and almost obso-

lete theories of the old world, all that pertained to government, as

well as that which related to national habits and the advance of

science. It was, what he styled, borrowing a mirror to reflect back

our own character ; and he hoped the day had arrived when this prac-

tice would be put an end to. If in nothing else, let us at least be

original in our scientific structures. We have the material, and it

should be our pride to build up our own academies. But we were

too much wedded to foreign flattery, he feared, to effect this purpose

without a struggle. If France, for instance, passed upon us her no-

tice— that is, by faint praise damning us— we were intoxicated in a

moment, and all our promises to rely upon ourselves, levelled without

exception. He admitted that it was necessary to keep up a Navy
and a " Standing Army," but he thought that in peace, if the oflScers

must needs receive an academy education, that they should not be

encouraged in idleness. Let them be usefully employed. West
Point turned out yearly a number of well taught, scientific men ; and

for what purpose? To guide a rudder, or point a gun? He hoped

not. Let these, then, be detailed for the service mentioned in the

resolution. What else was their education fit for ? He trusted that

the committee would be importunate in their memorial, and not rely

upon the effect of a mere formal application.

Professor Agassiz was under the impression that we should rather

depend upon our own energies and exertions, than the patronage

of government. Science, from time immemorial, was an object

of neglect, and if in other countries, where power, revelled in a

different element, it should be forgotten, why should it not here?

Men of science, to succeed in their operations, must, on the con-

trary, be entirely' unknown to what we call the "world." Patron-

age of government is not worth the time consumed in imploring it.

We must stand alone, and while enduring neglect, labour the harder.

All the governments upon earth will not, in one year, develop as

much scientific knowledge, as one humble individual, whose lot is

cast in a garret. After some further discussion, the proposition

was adopted, and the following gentlemen were appointed by the

Association to constitute the committee on said memorial :

—

Dr. RoBEKT Hare, of Philadelphia ; Prof. Benjamin Silliman,
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Senior, of New Haven ; William C. Redfield, Esq., of New York
;

Prof. Benjamin Peirce, of Cambridge, Mass. ; Prof. Stephen

Alexander, of Princeton ; Dr. Robert "W. Gibbes, of Columbia,

S. C. ; Prof. Henry D. Rogers, of Boston ; Prest. Edward
Hitchcock, of Amherst, Mass. ; Prof. Louis Agassiz, of Cam-

bridge ; Dr. Samuel G. Morton, of Philadelpliia.

The Secretaries of the Sections of General Physics and of

Natural Histoiy, severally, made reports of the doings of those

Sections on Friday and Saturday last.

Dr. R. W. Gibbes, from the Natural History Section reported

the following papers, read and discussed before that Section on

Friday last :

—

On the Forces which have caused the Rupture, Contortion, De-

pression, and Upheaval of the Superficial Strata of the Earth, by

Prof. L. J. Germain.

On Phacops Hausmani, by Prof. S. S. Haldeman.

Report on the Sediment of the Mississippi river, by Dr. M. W.
DiCKESON.

Also the following, read on Saturday, 23d inst :

—

On Terraces and Ancient River Bars, the Drift, Boulders, and

the Polished Surfaces around Lake Superior and Lake Huron, by

Prof. Agassiz.

On the Black Banded C3^prinid0e, b}'^ Prof. Agassiz.

On the Cyprinodonts, by Prof. Agassiz.

On Acid Springs and Gypsum Deposits of the Onondaga Salt

Group, by Mr. T. S. Hunt.

On Rhamnus Lanceolatus, by Dr. T. Green.

On the Geography and Geology of the Northern Mississippi,

by R. Bolton.

Prof. Silliman, jr.'s, Report for Friday and Saturday morning

was not received.

The following communication was received from the Society for

the Development of the Mineral Resources of the United States :

—

Philadelpliia, June 10, 1848.
To the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

It becomes our duty, as it is our pleasure, to announce the forma-

tion of a Society, in this city, which has been denominated, ^'The

Society for the Development of the Mineral Resources of the United
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States." "With unabated admiration for all that part of geology

which is strictly scientific, we devote ourselves particularly to its

economical department.

We propose to collect and expose, gratis, to public view, speci-

mens of all the rocks and minerals of the Union which are useful

in architecture, agriculture, manufactures, or the meclianic arts,

with a view to make them more generalh' known, and to increase

their consumption in this our much favoured land. We desire to

open and maintain, with your Institution, a frank and free corre-

spondence, to exchange sentiments upon all subjects connected with

our pursuits, and to give and receive, upon the most liberal terms,

duplicate geological and mineralogical specimens, and, generally, to

co-operate with 3-ou in all measures that may tend to increase the

mineral wealth and consequent prosperity of our beloved country,

or to elevate the mental character of its inhabitants.

"With our best wishes for your advancement, we have the honour

to be

Your obedient servants,

PETER A. BROWNE, President.

]M. W. DiCKESON, Cor. Sec^ry.

The invitation given in the above letter, was, on motion, accepted.

The following communication, from Mr. Desor, relative to a de-

posit of drift shells in the cliffs of Sancati Island, of Nantucket,

was read, and ordered to be entered in the proceedings :

—

W. C. Redfield. Esq., President of the

Amei-ican Scientific Association in Philadelphia.

Dear Sir :—In visiting last summer, in companj' with Lieutenant

Davis, U. S. N., the neighbouring islands and shoals of Nantucket,

we discovered a most remarkable deposit of Drift Shells in the cliffs

of Sancati. These cliffs, which form the eastern boundary of the

island of Nantucket, are nearly 100 feet high. The shells are found

in two distinct strata, at a height of 30 feet above the cliffs. One of

these strata, is a regular oyster bed, 3-4 feet thick, in which not only

the 03'ster, but also the venus, nya, and other bivalves are found iu

their natural position, both valves together, showing that the animals

died in the place in which they lived, and that they have not been

disturbed b}' any violent action, although they liave been considerably

raised, since there is 50 feet of sand deposite above them, as maj' be

seen in the following section. From the annexed list of species that
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have been fouud, both by my friend Edw. Cabot and by myself, you

will perceive that they are the same species that occur near Brooklyn,

and also, although in a ver^- broken state, at Point Shirle}', near

Boston, and that they constitute a thorough littoral fauna, exactly

similar to that of the shores of Nantucket and Long Island, actually.

The second stratum in which shells are found rests immediately

on the oyster bank, being separated from it in some places by a

stratum of serpula that belongs to the oyster bank. This second

stratum, one and a half to two feet thick, is quite different in its ap-

pearance from the o^-ster bank below it, although the species that are

found in it are the same. The shells are all bleached and more or

less worn ; the barnacles are disintegrated, and the bivalves have very

seldom the two valves united, showing that they have been exposed

for a certain time to the action of the waves, before they were buried

by the sand laj'ers above them. These sand deposites, like the sand,

clay, and gravel strata that underlie the shell strata, are entirely des-

titute of fossil animals. The onl}" organic remains I discovered was

a fragment of wood, in a white sand la3-er below the 03"ster bank. At
first these strata seem to be horizontal, but Mr. Cabot has since ascer-

tained that the}^ all slip somewhat to the west, their inclination vary-

ing from 6° to 15°. At the top of the cliff is found a laj-er of fine

sand, quite irregular in its outline, being formed by the winds that

cany the fine particles of sand from the beach to the top of the cliff.

The basis of the cliff is totally' different from all the strata men-

tioned. It consists in a deposite of dark sandy clay, without any dis-

tinct stratification in its interior, but its upper surface being very much
inclined to the west, and therefore quite unconformable with the sand

and shell strata that rest on it. Although no fossil has yet been

found in this clay, I feel inclined to consider it as identical with the

lower strata of Gayhead, being probably the eastern outcropping of a

tertiary basin that underlies \he island of Nantucket and Martha's

Vineyard, and extends to the north till at Cape Cod. It will be

shown in a special paper, on this subject, that this tertiary formation

has been deposited in form of a bank or shoal in the ocean of the ter-

tiary epoch, according to the laws of tidal action, that are so satis-

factorily pointed out by Lieutenant Davis, the materials of this ter-

tiary shoal being the detritus of the chalk or green sand formation

that is fouud on the shores of the middle States of the Union.

Believe me, my dear Sir, yours, most sincerel}',

E. DESOR.
Boston, I8th Sept., 1848.
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Mr. Redfield remarkecl, in relation to the subject of the hast

communication, that he had found at Brooklyn and on the coast of

New Jersey, similar deposites of drift shells.

Prof. Agassiz also submitted some observations in regard to the

discoveries of M. Desor.

Messrs. Robert E. and W. B. Rogers now read a paper, contain-

ino; the results of investigations on Acidimetry and Alkalimetry.

[Not received.]

Mr. Stephen P. Andrews then gave, b}' chart illustrations and

verbal statements, the analogies between the Chinese written and

spoken language.

He exhibited the signs and characters used by the Chinese, to

distinguish the same words which occur in the English language, as,

for instance " wright," 'right," '' write," &c. The word '-'ting" in

the former language, indicates the same sound, and, by an additional

affix or prefix, the intelligence meant is conve^-ed.

Prof. Johnson communicated the following report, by J. H. Alex-

ander, Esq., on Geographical Explorations during the year 1847

and a part of 1848. The paper is entitled

—

Brief Notice of Geographical Explorations and Researches

during the year 1847 amd a part op 1848.

1. Africa.

The most important exploration actually going on in this continen t

,

is that of Mr. Anne Raffenel ; both as regards the amplitude of de-

sign, the aids and connexions under which it is being prosecuted, and

the probable fitness of the individual explorer himself. Prepared for

the undertakingby special preliminary studies and exercises, and hav-

ing already approved himself by the experience of travel in 1844, in

Upper Senegambia, he takes with him now the necessary apparatus

for scientific researches, instructions from the Academy of Sciences

and the Geographical Society of France, and funds supplied, in part

at least, by the French Government. How far the recent changes in

that government will affect this last particular, and alter the semi-

official aspect, which his mission wears, is not yet known. The orig-

inal design is no less than to cross the entire continent, in general

along the 15th parallel of N. lat. In fact, ascending the Senegal,

his course would take him into the valley of the Jolibah, by Sego and

Timbuetoo (at the former of which places he most probably winter-
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ed), through Central Soudan. The Qiiorra, in part, the Yeon, and

•then some eastern tributary of Lake Tchad, are supposed to point

and facilitate the route through to Darfur and Kordofan ; whose

yet unknown territories once passed bring the traveller to the com-

paratively friendly waters of Nile. Not the extent of the journey

onl}^— though from Cape Verd, for instance, to Shendy, on the

Nile, is, along the parallel, nearly four thousand miles, while the

actual track will be much longer— but the perils and difficulties,

phj-sical, moral and spiritual, which environ and beset every inch

of the way, from Sego to the Nile, constitute the drawback to this

superb design ; whose execution will leave the achievements of

preceding travellers, on that continent (alread)'' watered with blood

as high as ever flowed in manly veins) quite in the shade, and will

solve one of the great problems of Nortli African geography.

Connected with this exploration of Soudan, may be mentioned the

publication, in 1847, by Dr. Rosen, interpreter attached to the Prus-

sian Legation at Constantinople, of a Germ*^n translation from the

Turkish Narrative of a Journey made about 1800, in the negro king-

dom of Uaz-Zaleh or Wadai (between Begharmi and Darfur, in the

easternmost part of Soudan or Nigritia) , by Scheich Zain el Abidin,

a Mohammedan of Tunis. The original narrative in Arabic has not

come to the hands of Dr. Rosen. It is much to be desired that some

traveller in Tunis would make research to recover the text. The

territory of Wadai is in Mr. Raffenel's route ; but, except some vague

information of Brenne, Seetzen and Burckhardt, it was before Dr.

Rosen's publication quite unknown to Europeans. It is true, that

there exists in MS., and in the hands of Mr. Jomard (who caused to

be published, in 1845, a French translation of the part relating to

Darfur), the narrative, more recent, of another Tunisian, Scheich

Mohammed el Tounsi, who also travelled in Wadai. This may be

expected- to be published ; and although, from the religion and

education of both travellers, not many important additions to our

knowledge are to be looked for, still it would be both piquant and

instructive to read and compare these two accounts in advance of

the more important and reliable one w-hich we may hope is re-

served for Mr. Raffenel to afford.

It is reported, very recently, that, under the stimulus of this pub-

lication of Dr. Rosen, the King of Prussia is about to send a scien-

tific commission to explore the architectural remains signalized by

El Abidin. It is probable, however, that the present unsettled state

of European affairs will contribute to retard this desirable measure.
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In conclusion of the subject of Nigritia, may be meutionecl the re-

cent publication under the sanction of the British Colonial office, and

of the Admiralty, b}' Messrs..Allen and Thomson, of the jS^arrativje

of the Expedition to the Niger, in 1841, under Captain Trotter.

On the eastern coast of the continent, an exploration is going

on under the auspices of the East India Company-, and in charge of

Mr. Parker, one of their marine, to ascend the Jub, a riAer of Zau-

guebar, falling into the Indian ocean, about the latitude of the

equator. Should this prove to be identical with the Godjeb, part of

whose course only is known, there would be opened an easy com-

munication with the southern part of Abyssinia ; a route of high

importance in a commercial point of view, but which, although it has

furnished, since a long time, plausible grounds of entertainment,

was never serioush' taken up until a few j-ears ago, by the lamented

missionary, Krapft". The current of recent investigations, however,

it must be said, is against the identity mentioned ; and Dr. Behe, one

of the first to assert it, is now, upon the results of the exploring

expeditions, sent by the Viceroy of Egypt, inclined to regard the

Godjeb as one with the Telfi or Sobat, a confluent of the Bahr-el-

Abiadh or White Nile. But it does not follow, even upon this,

that the route contemplated may not be substantially obtained.

Another traveller, Mr. Leigh, has been sent, by a London com-

pau}', to Quiloa, on the Zauguebar coast, more south ; in order to

penetrate by the Mozimba or some other stream, westward, to the

great Lake N'Yassi, the Maravi or Zambezi, of our older maps.

Apart from the commercial importance of success in this exploration,

it has, just now, an additional scientific interest, in connexion with

the opinion advanced by one of the best informed and most com-

petent Abyssinian travellers—Dr. Behe, just mentioned—that this

Lake Marair is the true head of the Nile.

The annunciation of this opinion, to be sure, has been followed by

an expression of dissent, on the part of another distinguished travel-

ler, if he is not rather to be called a resident in Abyssinia, Mr. d'Ab-

badie, whose grievous silence, protracted through nearl}' two years,

had given rise to most sorrowful forebodings. Far from allowing to

the Nile such an extension as would cause its source to be found south

of the equator, Mr. d'Abbadie supposes its real fountain to be that of

the Gibe in Jwaiya (about 7° 49' N. lat.), wiience, with a semi-circu-

lar sweep under various names of Omo and Uma and Bagno, it makes

a Chersonese of the territor}' of Ivaffa. The developments of our

ordinary maps do not allow this course to be traced with iutelligible
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precision ; and these opposite opinions of the two travellers cannot,

in the present state of our knowledge, be rested upon higher grounds

than conjecture. The return of Mr. Antony d'Abbadie, which may
now be looked for, will, no doubt, add vastly to our definite informa-

tion upon the region generall3% and may even afford the elements for

a decision of this very question. In the meantime, it is unfortunate

that two travellers, so eminent in their opportunities for information,

and to the opinion of either of whom alone so much would justly be

conceded, should be found coming to such opposite conclusions ; and,

still more, that they should allow themselves to introduce irrelevant

personalities into a discussion, characterized, on the one side, by

something bordering on flippant contemptuousness, and, on the

other, by a not more agreeable though more decorous asperity.

The brothers d'Abbadie will be remembered by those who recall

the account, some years ago, of the British Embassy to Shoa, as

having been mixed up in the diplomacy of Combes and Tamisier,

and, somehow, cognizant of the steps which led to the unceremonious

ejection of the English Missionaries, Irenberg and Krapff. A sym-

pathetic feeling on these events has, therefore, not unnaturally, cre-

ated an unfavourable impression in England against the d'Abbadie;

and the elder, Antony, in particular, has been charged, at any time

in the last eight years, with having affected the externals of science

in order to procure opportunity for carrying out certain designs in

which real devotion to that goddess had no share. It is to be re-

gretted that such charges should have been made, even if entirely

without colour ; they cannot be taken as proved by geographers

here in America, where no such prejudice, as has been alluded to,

exists ; and, finally, all that need be said in this regard is, that

the d'Abbadie have shown an amount of long and patient daring in

apparently scientific pursuits, which has been rarely equalled ; and

that, if they have, in reality, all the while been but agents of the

French government, in the prosecution of secret designs, worthy or

unworthy, either their taste is singularly perverted, or they have

allowed themselves to be used up for very small consideration.

The rumours of the friendly detention of the d'Abbadie, by some

Galla chief, who could not bear to part with them, which wex-e cur-

rent from Cairo about the middle of last year, have turned out to be

too favourable a version of the fact. It appears from Mr. d'Abbadie'S •

own narative that in the latter part of the year 1844, having become

dissatisfied upon a discussion and assemblage of his materials, with

the conclusion he had hitherto taken up, as to the origin of the White
o
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Nile, he resolved upon no less an undertaking than to retrace his

steps to Jnarya for fresh observations—an operation of from four to

six months. While at this last mentioned place, his brother Arnauld

had become involved in the anti-European odium following the ill-

reflected, as far as intelligible, achievements of Messrs. Bell and

Llewden, who took active part in some of the Oalla campaigns or

bush-fights. The result was that the brothers did not meet for more

than twelve months ; and their position in Damot, for nearly as long

afterwards, although one of armed defiance, was practically a quasi

captivit}' . Although, however, shut out in this manner from the prin-

cipal object, their time maybe understood not to have been fruitless
;

and the narrative of this episode alone may be expected to furnish a

rich and lively repast for other than merely geographical inquirers.

A similar narrative from the unfortunate Krapff is now no longer

to be looked for. Unheard from since January, 1845, when he ad-

dressed his very interesting letter upon the Ethnology of the Eastern

African Coast, from Cape Guardafui southwards, there is every rea-

son for the melancholy conviction that he has fallen a victim to the

climate, to the anger or cupidity of the tribes among whom he was

risking himself, or to accident, from which none are exempt. With

him it will be admitted that the promotion of science was only a sec-

ondary aim ; but this, though it serves to palliate our regrets, will

not diminish our esteem ; for the service of religion leads to a

higher throne than that of human intellect, and the love of souls

passes, in all regards, far beyond the love of knowledge.

In connexion with what was just now said of the Galla tribes,

should be mentioned the opinion advanced by Dr. Behe, in a learned

paper before the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

on 5th July, 1847, touching the locality of their origin. This he

places, on comparison of information by Krapff and Coolcy, and oral

traditions gathered by himself in the country of the Meremiugao,

about two months' journey west from Mombay, and north of the

Meno Moezi, or Kingdom of the Moon, in which, as already said,

he finds the sources of the Nile. Of course the Galla hypothesis

blends itself for proof, with that of the Nile ; the letters of Mr.

d'Abbadie content themselves with \'ery summarily rejecting the

former—the latter has been discussed very recently in a paper be-

fore the English Geographical Society, by Mr. Frederick Ayrton,

a friend and correspondent of Mr. d'Abbadie.

, An addition to our ethnographical knowledge of these latitudes,

and farther south, Zanguebar, Mozambique and Matapa, has been
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made by Mr. Eugene de Froberville in the collection of specimens

and documents, as well as in a memoir to the Geographical Society

of France. These researches he was enabled to make, not in the

territories themselves, but during a residence of several 3'ears in

the Isle of Bourbon, the colonial slaves in which are originally

from the continent opposite.

Yet farther south, the territor}' of Natal and the country of the

Caffre tribes, up to the tropic of Capricorn, have been illustrated in

the publication of the six years' travels (from 1838 to 1844) of Mr.

Adolphe Delegorgue ; while immediately west of these districts, Mr.

Lemne, a French Protestant missionary here, the first of Europeans,

penetrated and introduced to our knowledge, in an excellent mon-
ograph, the country of the Kalagari, a Beehnan race, with inter-

esting details upon the natural history of the region, and the civil

and social state of its people. To enable the reader to identify the

Kalagari region upon a map, it may be stated to extend between

the 21st and 27th parallel of south latitude, and in longitude from
22° to 28° east of the meridian of Greenwich.

The order that has been pursued has brought us now to the com-
paratively civilized, and at least long-occupied Cape Colony—the

southernmost termination of the African continent. And if, under

this head, the Journal of Mr, Banbury, and the notes of his excur-

sions into the interior, with its accessories of natural history and

ethnology, should still be too miscellaneous to admit of being

classed strictly as a scientific contribution, and the results of Sir

John Herschell's observations during 1834-1838, should be claimed

as a peculiar monument for astronomy, the former must neverthe-

less be referred to bj' all who wish to post up their information,

upon this important locality in Indo-European communication, and
the latter will justly be considered as a precious addition to the

treasury of mathematical geography.

From this point, the Cape of Good Hope, the steps of the conti-

nental traveller must be turned northward, to trace an unfrequented

and inhospitable country and climate— enough to deter the most
adventurous. Except a letter from Mr. de Saillet upon the coast of

Cimbebas there is no illustration of the great stretch from the Cape
to the Congo, except by Mr. Daniell, whose return to England, after

multitudinous and perilous adventures was announced about the

middle of last year, and who has since published a part of the infor-

mation he has collected. It is particularly valuable for the means of

comparison which it affords between the negro tribes of Angola and
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the Western Coast, with the savages of the more northern districts.

Its details upon the slave trade, which appears to be on the in-

crease, are very interesting to the legislator and philanthropist,

but do not enter within the domain of geography.

To be taken in conjunction with the work of Mr. Daniell, is an

account that may be expected shortly in more copious detail, if it

has not already assumed that shape, by Mr. Mequet, an officer of

the French marine, of the river Gaboon (which joins the Atlantic

about the latitude of the equator) and the regions adjacent.

Farther up, but yet within the limits of Mr. Daniell's observa-

tions, comes the territory of Dahomey, into which, in 1845 and 1846,

Mr. Duncan penetrated more deeply than any other European travel-

ler, and of which he has recently given an account. Nothing damped

by the misfortunes of the Niger Expedition, from which he was one

of five who survived, nor by his own phj'sical sufferings during and

after his escape, he offered his services to the English Geographi-

cal Society, to scale the Kong Mountains from the S. W. Coast.

Under such auspices he accomplished his undertaking, and the

scene of his explorations derives fresh interest from his narrative.

A communication, early last year, to the English Geographical So-

ciety', by Mr. Ingram, an officer of the British marine, upon the river

Gambia, and describing his ascent of that river to nearly the Falls of

Barraconda, is principally interesting in its diplomatic relation.

The object of Mr. Ingram, in his official capacit}- , was to make ar-

rangements with the native chiefs along that river, both for the ad-

vancement of commerce and for the suppression of the slave trade.

This brings us back to nearly the point whence this notice started,

the theatre of Mr. Raffeuel's departure. Northward, for many a

weary mile, the arid waste of the Sahara repels the sailor from its

coast ; seen from the mast-head, or trodden by the foot, it looks a

restless sea of sand, or the impress of that ocean which bathed long

ago the bases of Atlas. Yet it is crossed, and in its widest part,

though swiftly and with trembling, by anxious caravans ; thus Tripoli

keeps up a rude commerce with Ashantee, and the traders in slaves,

of Tunis and Morocco, meet in Timbuctoo. But the circumstances

of such a transit are unfavourable to the patient investigations of

the scientific traveller ; and, indeed, nature seems to have left

nothing there except a few stray oases to be investigated at all.

Our knowledge of Morocco has received no addition, except in the

publication of the journey there in the spring of 1845, of the Prince

of Lowenstein-Wertheim : the exploration of the Atlas chain—one of
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the most attractive fields to those who would delight in verifying

ancient traditions by existing memorials—still remains unfinished.

The French establishments in Algeria have been recently noticed

and explained in a compendious Memoir by Mr. Roux de Rochelle ;

a French officer, Mr. Pricot de Saint Marie, has continued his re-

searches into the topographical antiquities of Tunis ; and, finally',

Mr. Richardson has published his Travels during 1845 and 1846 in

the Great Desert of the Sahara, including descriptions of Ghadamis

and Mourzouk, and the oasis of Fezzan. But what has been so

far given to the world is properl}' the miscellaneous part of an in-

tended work ; the scientific portions, the maps, and the geograph-

ical discussions, are j-et to be looked for.

The immense scientific exertions in Egj'pt, during the few past

years, seem to have been followed by a sort of lassitude, at least

a cessation. It onlj' maj- be mentioned, that the classical work of

Mr. Bunsen, Egj'pt's Place in the World-Historj', has lately been

made accessible to English readers in their own tongue.

Such are the chief particulars belonging to the geographical

notices of the continent of Africa.

2. America.

This continent has been now for many years the theatre of efforts

to discover a northwest passage through the ice-bound Polar regions,

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans. But during the present pe-

riod, the existing Arctic expeditions have been rather for ?*ecovery

than discover}^. The one that sailed under Sir John Franklin and

British auspices in 1845 has not been heard from since its departure
;

it is impossible to say whether it should be classed among existing

explorations or not. At the time of its going out, its commander

did not expect to communicate with his friends at home, even in the

event of full success, before Oct., 1847; but six months before that

time the public speculations about his fate began to wear the aspect

of alarm, and various unauthorized rumours found their wa}' into the

channel of the press, as to new expeditions under the authority of the

Government to search for, and if possible rescue him. Anxious per-

sons were still further dissatisfied with there having been no official

announcement of Sir John Franklin's instructions, as to the route he

was to pursue ; the absence of information on this point, which with-

out doubt was an oversight, gave wider scope to the activity of con-

jecture ; and the stimulus of curiosit}' perhaps as often animated cor-

respondents of the public prints, as did the pangs of fear or regret.
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So effective, however, were such correspondents, that in June, 1847,

a party of fifteen picked men were despatched from England, with

suitable supplies, to winter on the Mackenzie river, and an author-

ized assurance was given, that if doubt still existed in 1848, that

veteran explorer, Sir John Richardson, would join them with an

additional part}'^, and lead the search.

It is not within the scope of the present notice, nor does the want

of an accordant map of the real or supposed Arctic discoveries,

allow us, with intelligible precision, to state the various localities

assigned by different authorities as the probable scene of Franklin's

failure or despair, and the grave even (for such was the emphatic

language unsparingly used,) of the 125 men under his command.

Two of the most competent judges, Sir John Ross and Dr King,

appear to agree in regarding the western coast of North Somerset

as the most probable locality.

And the various views as to the character of the new expedition,

all of which came under two general classes, viz. by water or over

land, were met, or at least comprehended in the adopted plans of the

Admiralty, as announced about the close of last year. 1st, A vessel

was sent out Immediately (December, 1847) to Behring's Straits :

parties from which, in boats and on the ice, are expected fully to ex-

plore the tract from the Straits (say Icy Cape), and the mouth of the

Mackenzie. 2d, Two vessels have, in this year, been despatched,

under Sir James Ross, to the eastern side of the continent ; one of

which, stationed in Lancaster Sound, will send out parties northward

and southward towards the Greenland coast and North Somerset,

while the other, passing through Barrow's Strait, and sailing as far

west as Banks' Land, will, in like manner, send out parties in all

feasible directions. One of these parties going southward, will, it is

expected, intersect with the remaining expedition under Sir John

Richardson, which, 3d, composed in part of the picked men already

mentioned, whose safe arrival at York Factory on Hudson's Bay, and

subsequent departure for the interior, to winter at Cumberland House

or on the Saskatchewan river, was known at home ; and in part of an

additional force and supplies, constitutes the over-land expedition.

Their purpose is to track the coast to the eastward of the Mackenzie,

to examine Wollaston land, and of course to collect, among the native

tribes of Esquimaux, all information of either immediate or perma-

nent interest. In June last there was intelligence that the second

detachment, and the leader of both, had reached Lake Superior, and

departed to overtake and join the first. When the season closes.
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their winter-quarters will be at Great Bear Lake, on the Coppermine

river ; and should their research be fruitless, then, and perhaps in

any event, they are to resume, in the spring of 1849, the exami-

nation of WoUaston and Victoria lands.

Such are the details of the plans proposed, and so far executed for

the rescue of the unfortunate navigator. No expression will be ex-

pected here as to the pi'opriety or probable success of these compre-

hensive but rather long-delayed and cumbrous measures. As the

carr^'ing out of the instructions will be something very like the solu-

tion of the problem of a northwest passage, we may hope that these

united exertions, though the^^ may come too late for the relief of the

gallant and unhappy Franklin, will yet contribute materially to the

map of our Arctic geography. There appear to be many, however,

who yet believe that such contribution will be made by the adven-

turous officer himself.

In connexion with the question just now alluded to, between the

relative merits of marine and over-land expeditions for polar dis-

covery, must be mentioned a very interesting and luminous paper

iDefore the Geograpliical Society of England, by Admiral Wrangel,

on the best means of reaching the Pole.

As a member of the over-land expedition under Sir John Richard-

son, went Dr. Rae : whose explorations, between Jul}^ 1846, and

August, 1847, of Melville Peninsula and part of North Somerset,

have acquired for him a just reputation, and furnish a prominent item

for a notice like the present. The main point alleged to be establish-

ed by this expedition, under Dr. Rae, is the continuity with the main

land of Boothia Felix, and the peninsularity of North Somerset.

Even if this, in consequence of the season and methods used, should

not be held conclusively settled as yet, the work itself will still re-

main as a remarkable monument of how much maybe accomplished

by the resolution and exertions of a few, and as a pattern in many
respects of the plan best to be pursued in future Arctic examinations.

Mr. Wyld, of Charing Cross, London, is the publisher of a sheet

sketch of Dr. Rae's route and results ; which will serve as an inter-

esting mor^eau for geographers, until the discoveries themselves

are allowed to take their place in authentic and permanent maps.

Expeditions like these are absorbing enough, to cause other and'

less exciting portions of territory to be overlooked. Hence, except

a memoir by Mr. Wittich, on the peninsula of Garpi, which is the-

northeastern part of Lower Canada, north of New Brunswick, and
lying between the St. Lawrence and the Ristiquiche, and concerning
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which our knowledge has been both scanty and vague, we are with-

out additional information as to British North America.

The S}- stematic operations, which have been carried on for many
years in the survey of the coast of the United States, and which, both

in the plan adopted for their development, the combination and crea-

tion of means for their execution, and the skill and success in the use

of those means, may justly be regarded as among the most important

contributions ever made to scientific geography, have been regularly

continued. At the date of the last report, Oct. 1847, sixteen maps
of different i^ortions of the coast had been issued ; to which seven

more ma^^ probably be added in the count at this moment. Every

State bordering on the Atlantic or Gulf of Mexico is now the

theatre of some portion of these operations ; and the entire line of

coast, from Maine to Texas, with the exception of the peninsula

of Florida, is involved in some one or other of the steps of the

group. The use of steam for the vessels of the hydrographic par-

ties, and for others, is vastly accelerating the execution of tlie

work which is so dependent upon easy and prompt change of

place ; and the electro-magnetic telegraph has been made to wing

from point to point the news even of their longitudes.

The additional extent of coast on the Pacific which the United

States have obtained under recent arrangements with Mexico, is of

too recent acquisition to have been placed, as yet, under similar aus-

pices. A scientific commission, only, composed "of oflJicers of the

army and navy, is about to be despatched to the coast of California

and Oregon, to examine its capabilities for attack and defence. A
member of such a commission could avail of its occasions for making:

very valuable contributions to our geographical knowledge. How
far such avail is contemplated, or provided for in the selection of

suitable associates, if need be, from civil pursuits, is not known.

In point of fact, it is to a similar avail of incidental opportunities,

that we owe nearly all the information at present possessed about the

interior of this territory, and its practicable connexions with the

eastern portions of the continent. Three reports have been recently

made of this sort, by officers of engineers ; one by Mr. Abert, con-

taining valuable details on the natural history of part of the region,

accompanied by a map of the course of the Rio del Norte, between

the 34° and 37° parallel of N. lat. ; and the two others respectively

by Messrs. Emory and Fremont. The former of these will shortly be

despatched to execute the demarcation of the new boundary line be-

tween Mexico and the United States ; in the course of which may be
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expected the development of fresh geographical facts : and the latter

is already en route to connect and continue, under the authority of

the Senate of the United States, and with suitable scientific assis-

tance, the explorations which in past j^ears he so faithfully com-

menced and carried on. Should the government see fit to add to this,

or to some other commission, suitable means of inquiry into the

agricultural, mineral, and other statistical resources of the region,

which is not improbable in view of the great popular interest which

would be in such manner so directl3' promoted, geography also may
be expected to realize immediate and important advantages.

Such advantages have been realized, for instance, in the official

explorations carried on for geological purposes on Lake Superior

;

where the development of immense deposites of copper, besides en-

hancing the price of the soil, has also given a great stimulus to

works of that metal : and so on the Pacific side, it is highly proba-

ble, especially since the discovery of coal on Vancouver's island,

for the Hudson Bay Company, that the researches of surveyors

would be rewarded in finding that fuel within the American terri-

tory, and accessible from tide-water.

The writings of Coulter and of Ruxton, giving account of their

respective adventures among the Rocky Mountains and in Mexico,

whatever they may be in other respects, are too miscellaneous to

come properly ^within the catalogue of geographical researches,

nor can we include it in the numerous books upon Texas, with

which the German press has literally groaned : but the volumes of

Mr. Dunlop, upon Guatemala and Central America— a region

whose antiquarian richness Mr. Stephens first opened to us—are

strictly within that category. A melancholy interest attends their

perusal ; in that the author hardly survived to see his printed pages,

or to enjoy the good opinions they had won.

The geography of the Isthmus of Panama has been treated of in

a short but satisfactory article by Mr. Hopkins, an English engi-

neer, resident in New Granada ; and almost at the moment of

writing, the public news conveys the intelligence of the authoriza-

tion, under that Republic, for the construction of a railway by a

compan}', whose agent is Mr. Klein, from Porto Bello, or the Bay
of Limen, to Panama.

South America has been illustrated by the journeyings, since 1842,

of Mr. Castelnau, who returned to France in 1847, and whose im-

mense collections are reported to attest at once his activity and suc-

cess. The publication of his researches, in a permanent and acces-

p
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sible shape, may be expected as soon as the affairs of France allow

business to revert to its ordinary and habitual channels. There

was a rumour, which, however, has not been full}^ confirmed, that

some at least of the papers of the unfortunate D'Oserj', one of the

engineers accompanjing Mr. Castelnau, whose assassination, by

the Indians, excited so much regret, had been recovered.

Another traveller, under the auspices of the same government,

Mr. Demersay, has also returned from South America, after explo-

rations carried on there extensively for several 3'ears. More fortu-

nate than Mr. Castelnau, Mr. Demersay has succeeded in entering

Paraguay ; and brings back with him, among other things, the.

piquant results of nearlj^ a 3-ear's study of that region, whose state

and government has been so long an inaccessible problem.

The return of Mr. De Saint Crieg, still another French traveller,

cotemporaneously with Mr. Castelnau, and at one time attached, we

believe, to the same expedition, is also announced ; and the fruit of

his researches is looked to confidentl}'^ as a rich harvest for science.

Among the explorations of special districts may be mentioned

those of Mr. Schomburgk, executed between 1840 and 1844, in

British Guiana, and just now published. The missionary labours

of Mr. Bernau bring down the scene to a j-ear later ; but in a book

of its title we naturally would not look for much scientific classifi-

cation or research. ,

Brazil has been unfortunate. Besides the recent account of the

travels there in 1836-1841, of Mr. Gardner, in which considerable

scope is allowed for zoology and other branches of natural science,

Mr. Auguste de S. Hilaire has given to the world the third and com-

plementar}' part of his work on the scientific history of that country.

With these particulars may be closed the account of this continent.

3. Asia and Oronesia (the Indian Archipelago).

The explorations in this continent are so extensive that, to give

to each of them a notice, proportionate to their aim, the interest

that they inspire, or the probable value of their results would

swell too much the brief sketch which is at present designed.

They must, therefore, be grouped together hastily-, and, perhaps,

with a want of apparent connexion.

Entering by the classic land of Anatolia, we find Mr. Tchihacheff

penetrating the hill districts of the ancient Phrygia, which bound the

valley of the Meander, and where European travellers have hardly

reached before, and about to complete his three years* labour by a
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geological map of the peninsula. Farther south, the coasts of Tyre

and Sidon, and the adjacent mountains, have been made the subject

of examination, by Mr. Newbold ; and the sacred waters of the Jor-

dan, and the m3'sterious bosom of the Dead Sea, have been visited

and floated on by no less than two enthusiastic explorers. The ear-

lier, Mr. Molyneux, an officer of the British Marine, confirms, in a

measure, the general idea, long existing, of the mephitic character of

the Lake of Sodom ; but he did not survive his episodical expedition

long enough to edite a full account of his observations. The last,

Mr. Lj'nch, likewise an officer, but of the American navy, has as yet

only had opportunity tQfurnisli to friends at home the generalities of

his results. Among the most striking of these is the remarkable dif-

ference of level of the two districts, so to speak, of the bottom of the

Dead Sea ; and the occurrence at Usdom, near the ancient Sodom, of

a pillar of rock-salt, which, tiled and hooded with a layer of limestone,

has been able to resist atmospheric influences, and to preserve, for

thousands of years, the awful memorial of disobedient curiosity.

Another American, Mr. Thomson, who does not disdain to lighten,

sometimes, his missionary labours for the spread of religious knowl-

edge, b}' interest in, and observation of, the surrounding localities,

has been rewarded by the discovery at Rubla (the former Riblah),

near the source of the Nahr el Asi or Orontes, of a remarkable mon-

ument, covered with well-executed figures, and perhaps inscriptions,

which is supposed to belong to the Assyrian period of history.

Should this be verified it will result in giving a still farther western

extension to that s^^stem of monumental remains which has been de-

veloped, as occurring in the valley of the Tigris, and even into East-

ern Persia ; and which, first detected by Schultz, at Van, has been

confirmed by the exhumations of Botta and Hector at Khorsabad,

and of Layard at Nimroud, and by the brilliant decipherment of Raw-

linson at Bisutown. It is not within the scope of this notice to dilate

upon the philological labours and successes of Silvestre de Sacy, of

Burnouf, and of Westergaard,Grotefendand Lasren, in communica-

tion of these discoveries. We cannot, however, but pause to admire

the acuteness which, out of s^-mbols, at first sight so arbitrary and

impracticable, has discerned and demonstrated the expression of at

least three great languages, and with more than Amphionic skill has

made the rocks themselves to utter the speech of Darius. All these

inscriptions are in one similar cuneiform character ; but those at Van,

it seems probable, belong to still a fourth tongue. The architectural

reliefs and incrustations recovered by Mr. Botta, are lodged safely in
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Paris, whence a magnificent publication, under the auspices of the

French government, is progressively illustrating their design. Those

of Mr. La3'ard, whose disinterment, due at first to the zeal and libe-

ralitj' of Sir Stratford Canning, has been prosecuted, subsequently,

under British national authority, as well as the gleanings which Mr.

Hector made, more recentl}', from the harvest field at Khorsabad,

have reached the British Museum. Of these last, onlj' occasional,

short notices have been given bj^ Mj. Benorin : but a satisfactory re-

sume may be shortly expected under the same auspices through

which they were acquired ; and, very recently, the immediate publi-

cation has been announced, on the private njotion, we may suppose,

of Mr. Layard, of fac-simile drawings of some objects of the collec-

tion, whose material has exfoliated or disintegrated under the influ-

ence of the new atmosphere to which, after 2500 years of uniform

seclusion, they have been exposed. It may be remarked, that the

slabs upon which the reliefs and figures occur, and which, in their

normal position, had been encrusted upon unburnt bricks, are, al-

though in the usual notices, called marbles, more properly alabaster
;

at least they are sulphate (not carbonate) of lime, a much more

perishable material than marble. When the decipherment, now in

brilliant progress, shall have been completed, and the consenta-

neous harmonj'^ of the sculptured and painted emblems demonstra-

ted, which there is every reason to anticipate, the next generation

will enjoy a light upon ancient history and ethnology, which, at

the beginning of this, it would have been hopeless to expect.

The mathematical and physical geography of a district, neigh-

bouring on these localities (Kurdistan), has been recently illustra-

ted by a diligent and competent observer, Mr. Hommaire de Hell;

who, in the latter part of 1846, passed through, on his way to the

scene of more extended and systematic explorations, W'hich he pur-

poses making in Independent Tartaiy, east of the Sea of Aral ; and

in which ho is actually engaged. His researches will hardly reach

sufficientl}' northward to connect with those of the Russian expedi-

tions, or of Mr. Castren ; so that, in the country of the Kirghis Tar-

tars, and in the upper valley of the Ob. there will still remain un-

explored districts, to tempt future travellers. The eastern slopes

of Caucasus, with Circassia, have been recently described, in part,

by Mr. Wagner, upon observations made by him, from 1843 to 1846.

The Russian expedition, just mentioned, is the earliest effort of

the new Geographical Society of St. Petersburg ; which came into

existence under the impulse given by the return of Mr. Von Medden-
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dorff, from Northern and Eastern Siberia. Under the presidency of

the young Grand Duke Constantine, and animated by the vigour of

the imperial government, it ma}- be expected to contribute much to

science. At present, an expedition, commencing about May, 1847,

under Col. Hofuiann, already experienced in Siberian tx'avels, sur-

ve3's the flanks and the crest of the Ural Mountains. Starting

from Serm, on the Kama, parties will simultaneously examine the

Patchura, toil along the presumed passable summit of the Range,

and explore the tributaries of the Ob ; thus binding up, in an au-

thentic and defined boundary, Europe and Asia. The season of

1847 was supposed to be sufficient for their reaching the 65th par-

allel, the northern limit of the excursions of Strajesski, who

accompanies the expedition as its second head ; and, in this year,

they hope to reach the Arctic Sea.

The explanations of Mr. Castren, a young and enterprising

scholar of Finland, not undertaken with so strict a view to mathe-

matical geography, may yet be expected to contribute to our knowl-

edge in this I'egard ; while, on their enormous theatre, will assemble

themselves most ample and valuable details and materials for

ethnology. Under the auspices of the Imperial Academy of St.

Petersburg, he has been engaged since June, 1845, in a series of

researches, and residences at favourable spots, more or less pro-

longed, which have embraced the basins of the Ob and the Jenisci,

and had carried him, twelve months ago, across the Altai chain,

and over even into the territory of China— the sources of the

great Siberian river, and of its population.

Within the domains of this empire, as in Corea, parts of Mau-

chouri, and even in Eastern Mongolia, geographical information has

been contributed by the labours and travels of the missionaries.

Among these, the achievements b}' two worthy fathers. Hue and

Gubet, are particularly to be distinguished, not only as distancing

all others, by comparison, but as in itself an immense and appalling

undertaking. Charged with the propagation of the faith westward,

in the course of 1844 to 1846, these intrepid preachers had pro-

ceeded in penetrating to L'Harra in Thibet, the sacred abode of

the Grand Lama himself. There, the religion and policy of the

natives, shocked at their assurance, and perhaps even moved by it,

sent them back safely to Canton. The detailed relation of this ex-

traordinary journey is promised shortly ; and, although unattended

by appliances for strictl}' scientific results, it can hardly fail to be

of great interest to physical geography.
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The great Thibetian plain of Central Asia, unknown to Europe-

ans, is now being assailed by other adventurous travellers, better sup-

plied with special scientific aid, from the side opposite to that entered

by Messrs. Hue and Gubet. Three gentlemen, one, Mr. Cunningham,

an officer of engineers, and son of the well-known Scottish poet and

artist ; another, Mr. JStrachey, also an officer in the service of the

East India Company, and alread}' distinguished by his successful ad-

venture, in 1846, to reach the Mausorawara Lake, the source of the

Sutledge ; the third. Dr. Thomson, a son of the emiiient chemist,

have been emploj^ed by the East India Compan}-, charged with in-

structions from the Asiatic societies of Calcutta and Bombay, and

furnished with requisite instruments and apparatus for exploring and

defining the topography, hydrograph}', climate and productions of

part of the Himalaya range. Leaving Simla in Aug., 1847, the com-

bined party were to ascend the Sutledge and enter Thibet through

the pass by which that river has pierced the mountains. Thence,

separating, Mr. Cunningham, with one party, was to proceed west-

ward, along the course of the Sinde or Indus, and following it through

the unexplored regions of Kaschmir, was to descend among the com-

paratively better known countr\' of the Punjab. Another party, un-

der Mr. Strachc}', would revisit the scene of his former labours, and

thence, crossing over into the valley of the Sanpoo, trace it along

the southern frontier of Thibet, and finally determine the question

yet unravelled, whether this last river is a continuation of the

Brahmapootra, or whether it does- not, perhaps, pour into the Ira-

waddy. The third party, under Dr. Thomson, is devoted to the

investigation of the natural history of the mountain range itself.

It is possible, that with this last, may intersect another expedition,

alread}' on foot, under a distinguished British naturalist, Dr. Hooker,

and supported by the British government. Sailing from England, in

Nov., 1847, in a steam-frigate, for Calcutta, Dr. Hooker is to spend a

few months after his arrival, in investigating the botany of Bengal,

and then to betake himself, with the same view, to the southern slopes

of the Himalaya. If time allows he will extend his excursion across

into Thibet. He is expected, in 1849, to return to Calcutta ; and

thence visit, upon a similar exploration, the newl}^ ceded British is-

land of Labuan, on the west side of Borneo ; and, finally, Borneo it-

self, in which the genius of Mr. Brooke has created a new State. It

will be observed, from this, that the scientific object of Dr. Hooker's

expedition is especially botanical ; but the opportunities he will have
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for observation will not fail to be utilized for other details of ge-

ography.

Before quitting this region, must be mentioned the quite recent

publication of Baron Hiigel—Kaschmir and the Empii-e of the

Sielvh ; and the name of Sutledge recalls the melancholy fate of

another traveller, who perished there, and whose reputation, like

that of Mr. Dunlop, already mentioned in the notice of the Ameri-

can continent, is, so far as rests on publication, posthumous. This

is Dr. Hoffineister, an attendant of Prince Waldemar, of Prussia,

whose Letters from India, not long published, cover an extensive

tour (even only so far as India is concerned), from Calcutta through

Bengal, into Nepaul, over the Himalaya, and thence by the pass of

the Sutledge to Simla, and only make us regret the more the issue

of the gallant day at Firozeschah.

The publication of the operations, from 1830 to 1843, for measur-

ing sections of a meridional arc in India, extending for the ex-

tremes, from about 18° to 29° 30' of latitude, by Captain Everest,

under the authoritj'^ of the East India Company, adds another to the

list of systematic geoderic works which the present century has

produced. Although it may not compare, in point of absolute accu-

racy of result, with some others—for instance, the American sur-

ve}', mentioned a little while ago— 3'et it is to be remembered, that

it encountered and overcame local and attendant difficulties from

which these others were exempt ; and the indefatigable ingenuity

of Capt. Everest, in adapting unfit instruments to his purpose,

and his remarkable dexterity in their use afterwards, raise him to

a verj' distinguished rank among geoderists.

Tlie territory of Assam, since the Birman war, has been so little

heard of, that it seems as if it had been wiped out by the elbow of

the Brahmapootra. In the return of Mr. Robert, a French travel-

ler, who, two years ago, was preparing to follow the course of the

Sinde, and examine the upper districts of the Punjab, but who
since returns to Trance, after revisiting Assam, we may expect some

valuable contributions to our knowledge. An interesting publica-

tion has, indeed, been recently made, of miscellaneous details relat-

ing to the geography, manners and customs and business statistics

of the region, with copious and curious sketches and traditions of

the hill tribes of Assam, by a military officer, on civil service, at

Burpetah, who, while he accepted a service that the terror ofjungle-

fever allows but few to take, has withheld his name from a publi-

cation in nowise tending to his discredit.
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The principal a.ldition to the geography of China proper has been

in the account by Mr. Collinson, of the royal navy, of the explora-

tion of the Yang-tse-kiang, by the squadron under Sir William

Parker, in 1840. Several miscellaneous narratives have also been

published, such as that of Mr. Fortune, in which, among a good

deal of solely personal adventure, occur also interesting notices

of the botany of south-eastern China ; and of Mr. Meadows, whose

apparently familiar knowledge of its peculiar language (or rather

languages), entitles to a good deal of weight, what he saj's about,

not onh' philological questions, but also the government and people

of that countr}^ however his statements may differ from those habit-

ually made and accepted. The account of the five years' residence

there, from 1842 to 1847, by Mr. Forbes, an officer of the British

navy, is without much accessory advantage of the sort ; and a

part of it links itself with other localities, in the narrative of the

occupation of Labuan and Borneo.

This last locality has, indeed, quite a literature of its own
;
grown

up out of the material furnished, and the impulses given by the Ra-

jah of Sarawah, whose destiny is as oriental as the climes to which

he has chosen to devote himself. In less than ten years from the time

he published the prospectus of his design upon the Indian Archipela-

go, Mr. Brooke has worked wonders, not so magically instantaneous

as those of the lamp of Aladdin, but more diffusive and enduring in

influence and eff"ect. His genius, if it find its sphere amid only the

heat and glare of an equatorial sun, is at least more under command,

more benevolent than the irresponsible soulless slave of the Arab's

dim and flickering lamps. Since the publication, in 1845, of Mr.

Keppel's expedition, we have a third edition, comprising recent intel-

ligence ; Mr. Mundy, a gallant and intelligent naval commander, has

brought the narrative of events down to the cession and occupation of

Labuan, and has given copious additional extracts from the earlier

journals of the future Rajah. The talented young Maryat, Avhose

unhappy fate struck down two lives, has transferred, in brilliant illus-

trations, some of the glow and richness of the Indian scenery ; Mr.

Low has given valuable information on Sarawah, its inhabitants and

productions, and has particularly enriched the science of botany with

new contributions ; and, finally. Sir Edward Belcher, in the narrative

of the surveys of the Samarang, during 1843 to 1846, while giving

authentic data for the reformation of our maps of the Indian Archi-

pelago, has also furnished important material for the ethnography and
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natural history- of the islands. Such, and so great are the results

that can be effected by the energy and patience of one man !

After an absence of very uearl}'^ nine 3^ears, Mr. Brooke returned

to P]ngland, and reached Southampton on the 1st October, 1847.

Honourabl^^ distinguished on every side, he made no long sta}', but

on the 1st of February following returned, in the Meander, to Sara-

wah and Labuan. The increased resources for civilized and Chris-

tian instruction, which have been promptly contributed by the

motlier country, cannot fail of producing the happiest effects ; and

the increased force at his disposal will enable him all the more

promptly to suppress the lUanun pirates, and render as safe as it

is beautiful, the navigation of the Indian Archipelago. Then only

may we expect to see definitively removed, the confusion and va-

cuities which embarrass and disfigure our maps of that region.

Tributary to this end, may be mentioned the recent reconnois-

sance of the Loo-Choo groupe off the east coast of China, by French

survejing vessels, under the direction of Admiral Cecille. Other

islands remain unexplored, with the exception of Java, where a

short visit, in a British surveying vessel, allowed Mr. Jukes, the

naturalist and narrator of the expedition, to land, and thus enables

us to connect the geography of Asia with that of the great assem-

blasre which follows— the continental islands of Australasia."o^

4. Australasia.
«

In this region, and especially in Australia, although it is hardly

sixty years since the first white settlements were made in New
South Wales, extensive explorations have been already' carried on,

and proportionate discoveries have accrued to reward them. The
last year, in particular, has been fruitful in interesting publications

of what had been executed not long previously.

For instance. Dr. Leichardt, an enthusiastic and energetic young

Prussian, geographer and naturalist, has given account of his over-

land expedition from Sj'dney, on the southeastern side of Australia,

to Port Essington on the north, a distance, in a direct line, of not less

than 2500 miles, passed over during 1844 and 1845. More recently,

Sir Thomas Mitchell, the surveyor general of the colony of New
South Wales, and the successful explorer of the Darling, has given

the journal of an expedition in the same direction, and of as great ex-

tent, whose aim was to discover a feasible route from the settlements

on the S.E. coast, to the Gulf of Carpentaria. Tiiis w'as successful

in discovering a large river, to which the name of Victoria was given,
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and which, doubtlessly, pours into the Gulf of Carpentaria. Ac-

cording to the latest intelligence, additional parties had been sent

out to explore the river to its estuary ; and strong hopes are en-

tertained of the ability to establish a direct line of travel and

traffic between Sydnejs through the Gulf of Carpentaria and the

Indian Ocean, and the frequented port of Singapore. Account has

also been given of the expedition of Captain Sturt into the inte-

rior, which, although not so fortunate in its results, was yet valu-

able to geography. The official examination of Spencer's Gulf has

resulted in details not less valuable to commerce.

It is hardly known whether a new and vast design of Doctor

Leichardt is to be spoken of as among existing explorations. This

was to pass over and determine the country, in a line as direct as

possible, between Moreton bay on the east side, and Swan river

on the west of Australia; an undertaking which, among all that

have been spoken of in any part of the world, is without parallel,

except in the instance of Mr. Raffenel, for Africa. The intelli-

gence at the close of 1847 was, that the cattle which the traveller

was employing, as well for the transport of necessary baggage and

provisions as for food themselves, had, when reaching the western

limit of civilized settlements and communication, become wild,

and escaped from their drivers ; thus postponing, at least, and

seriously perilling the whole undertaking.*

The researches of Burnett on the Boyne, of Campbell in the in-

terior, and of Gregory on the western side of Australia, do not

yet furnish definitive data for geography.

In southern New Zealand, Mr. Brunner is reported to have started

in December, 1846, accompanied by two natives, to attempt the pas-

sage from the south of Ilourib lake to the open country below. In

case of impracticability there, he purposed tracing the Buller river to

its mouth. " On reaching the coast, he was to proceed to Araura, in

lat. 43°, the termination of his journey along the west coast in the

winter of 1845, and thence to cross the island to Port Cooper, From
that point he would attempt to reach the heads of some one of the

great southern rivers, and to strike the coast again about the southern

boundary of the New Edinburgh settlement," However these de-

• Since this was written, the intelligence of the total wreck of the expedition

has been fully conflrmcd. Nevertheless, the indefatigable explorer only awaits

fresh means— the result of his own labours and exertions— to renew his under-

taking.
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signs may •work together, their partial execution cannot but create

large additional materials for the geography of a territory, whose in-

terior is yet for us almost a blank.

5. Europe.

As might be supposed, the researches in this old and thickly-settled

continent belong more to geology than to descriptive geography.

They would require, therefore, for their results, a more technical ac-

count thai; is designed or suitable here. Besides, confined to the de-

tailed examination of local and comparatively, ifnot absolutely ,small

districts, none of the results of 1847 have materially extended or al-

tered the general principles of physical geography, as already ac-

cepted before. It is to be hoped, however, that the present indica-

tion may serve to give rise, at future meetings of the American

Association, to a special assemblage of annual geological results.

6. Oceanica.

Under this head, which I propose to consecrate to the observations

and inductions concerning the tides, winds, storms, &c.—such im-

portant elements in the discussion of physical geography—there re-

mains to be mentioned, principally, the results of Captain Beechey,

R. N., from experiments made on the tides in the Irish sea. This

observer appears to have established not only the existence, but the

loci of certain tidal nodes, where the influence of attraction is neu-

tralized by the effect of accidental currents. As the explorations are

extended, these last will no doubt lose their epithet of accidental, and

come to be grouped in their proper systematic relation with a general

theory of the actual tidal phenomena of the ocean. To this, the

industrious and well-reflected efforts of Capt. Maury, of the National

Observatory, in furnishing charts and digested instructions, as well

for our commercial as naval marine, cannot fail materially to con-

tribute.

The reading of this paper was followed by a communication by
Dr. Martin H. Boye—

On the Composition of the Schuylkill Water.

1. I propose to offer to the Association a few remarks on the com-
position of the water of the Schuylkill river, as furnished for domes-

tic purposes to the inhabitants of Philadelphia. As known, this
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water is, for the above purposes, forced by the Fairmount Water-

works, in which the wheels are driven by the fall of the water itself,

up into reservoirs constructed on the top of the adjacent primary hill,

called Fairmount, and from these reservoirs, supplied, through iron

mains and leaden service pipes, to the inhabitants. Though the

water has thus, for a long time, been used not only for drinking, but

also for all the other purposes for which water is required in a large

cit}', we have of it, j^et, but two analyses, both called forth by the

agitated project of supplying our two sister cities. New York and

Boston, with water, and mainly with a view of settling the ques-

tion of the safety of leaden pipes for its conveyance. One of these

was performed by myself six years ago, and may be found in the

Report of the Board of Aldermen in New York, directed, I believe,

to the City Council. The other was performed three years ago bj^

Prof. B. SiLLiMAN, jr., and will be found in his report to Prof. W. li.

Johnson, one of the Commissioners appointed to consider the sub-

ject of supplying the city of Boston with pure water ; this latter

was performed, as stated, without a knowledge of mine, and is ac-

companied with many of the details of the anal^'sis ; it thus affords

an excellent opportunity for comparing the results, and to add a

contribution towards the question of uniformity in composition of

such waters at different periods, having between them an interval

of about three 3'ears. I shall, also, by this comparison, have an

opportunity of giving some of the details of my analysis, which,

being performed merely with a view of forming a professional

opinion in regard to the safety of the conduction of Croton water

in leaden pipes, the details were not given at the time. By now

doing so, the responsibility of its correctness will of course rest

entirely' with me, as the sole performer.

But before drawing any conclusion with regard to existing dif-

ferences, it becomes necessary to subject both analyses to an impar-

tial investigation, to examine the different methods by which the

results have been obtained, and ascertain on what side of truth the

probable errors, that might arise from their imperfection, will lie, and

if possible, to estimate their amounts, where other details afford a

check. No analysis should, therefore, ever be received in science, un-

less accompanied by such details ; because not only does their omis-

sion deprive us of the means of judging of their accuracy but it takes

from subsequent experimenters the means of avoiding the same er-

rors, and of improving by the experience of their predecessors. In

the present case, I cannot suflScieutly laud the candour with which the
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details of the analysis are given, which at once vouches for the care

bestowed on it, and without which it would not have afforded any

means of comparison. I hope that I shall be found to give the de-

tails of ray own with equal candour, and that, in the following, I

shall be considered to have had no other object in view than an im-

partial investigation of truth. I consider it also due to Prof.

SiLLi.MAN, to state that his analysis of the Schuylkill water was
performed, not by itself but at the same time with eight other spec-

imens, and the whole performed in an uncommonly short time, con-

sidering the difficulties of such analyses.

2. The following exhibits a tabular view of the results of the two

analyses :

—

Table I.

Analysis of Schuylkill Water.

M. H. Boye.

Alkaline Chlorides, 0.153

AlkaUiic Sulphates, O.oGO

Alkaline Carbonates, 0.185

Carbonate of Lime, 2.190

Carbonateof Magnesia, 0.484

Alumina and O.vide of

Iron (Phosphates?) 0.077

Silica, 0.3D5

Grains in In 100

1 gallon, residiis.

3.75

13.74

4.53

53. G7

11.87

1.88

9.G8

B. SilUmnn, jr.

Chloride of Sodium,

Chloride of Magnesium,

Suljihate of Magnesia,

Carbonate of Lime,

Carbonate of Magnesia,

Silica,

Grains in

1 gallon.

0.1470

0.0094

0.0570

1.8720

0.3510

0.0800

Carbonate of Soda from de-

composition of crenates

and nitrates, 1.G436

4.2G00

Organic matter, 0.036 0.88 Organic and other matter

volatile at red heat. 1.2400

Total residue.

By a separate experi-

ment, total residue, 4.421

4.080 100.00 5.5000

Carbonic Acid given of by boiling

from 1 gallon, 3.879 cubic inches.

Remarks.

Water taken from middle reservoir

on top of Fairmount, Oct. 4, 1842.

Amount operated on, residue from
one gallon 3i pints.

Slight alkaliue reaction on litmus

paper.

Water taken from the pool of Fair-

mount dam, Aug. 23, 1845.

Amount operated on, residue from

one gallon.

Neutral to tincture of litmus.
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By nitrate ofsilver, atflrstascarcely

perceptible turbiduess; after 24

hours a very minute purple pre-

cipitate.

By chloride of barium, no precipi-

tate. From solid residue esti-

mated 0.302 grains sulphuric acid

per gallon.

By acetate of copper, at first no

precipitate, after some time a

minute light greenish precipitate.

Lime water, minute precipitate after

some time.

Table

By nitrate of silver scarcely any vis-

ible cloudiness — by standing,

pink colour; after 24 hours, tur-

bid, by a violet pink precipitate

suspended in it.

By chloride of barium no precipi-

tate in cold.

By boiling, yielded precipitate, esti-

mated 0.0245 grains sulphuric

acid per gallon.

By heating of solid residue, a well-

marked deflagration from pres-

ence of nitrates.

By acetate of copper, no immediate

precipitate : after 24 hours a light

green precipitate of crenate of

copper.

By tincture of galls, but little efiect

at first; after 24 hours a well

marked efiect—brown colour.

Oxalate of ammonia; precipitate.

II.

3. The numerical results of Table I reduced to 10,000 parts of

water, and given, as obtained by analysis, without endeavouring to

arrange the ingredients in the manner in which the anal^'st may con-

sider them as combined in the water, will stand thus :

—

M. H. Boye.

In 10,000 part3.

Sulphuric acid, 0.051775

Chlorohydric acid, 0.01C275

Carbonic acid, 0.220195

Potassa and soda, 0.07G723

Lime, 0.211350

Magnesia, 0.040095

Alumina and oxide of iron

(phosphates?) 0.013200

Silica, 0.0G7710

Organic matter, 0.006170

B. Silliman, jr.

la 10,000 parts.

Sulphuric acid,

Chlorohydric acid,

Carbonic acid,

Soda,

Lime,

Magnesia,

Silica,

Organic matter,

O.0OC447

0.01C855

0.2SS098

0.178483

0.180658

0.033088

0.013710

0.212600

0.703493 0.929939
Deduct water in chlorohy- Deduct water in chlorohy-

drates, 0.004022 drates, 0.004174

Total residue in 10,000, 0.699471 Total residue in 10,000, 0.925765

4. Of the amount of solid residue and its relative proportions of

volatile and fixed matter, also of the relative amounts of this matter,
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soluble and insoluble in water, Prof. Sitximan made a separate

estimation. For these same, I find also an estimation by Prof.

HoRSFORD of Cambridge (see the report of the Boston Water

Commissioners to City Council, page 33), but it will soon be seen

that it is of no use, as it evidently contains some error. Accord-

ing to him, oOO cubic centimetres 3'ielded, by evaporation in water

bath, 0.3007 grammes of solid residue, of which 0.1032 were ex-

pelled b}' ignition, and 0.1975 left, of which again 0.0239 grammes

were insoluble in water. This estimation would yield 35.18 grains

of solid residue to the gallon.

The following exhibits a tabular view of the different amounts

of solid, fixed, and insoluble residue obtained by Prof. Siluman

and m3'self :

—

Table III.

Boye. SiUiman.

Grains in 1 gallon. Grains in 1 gallon.

Solid residue, 4-OSO
|
^^ ^.q, ^^ ^^.^^._

5.50 at 212».

Fixed at a red heat, 3.704 calculated 4.2G

from Table I. 3.69 by direct experiment.

Insoluble iu water, 2.89G
"

2. 145 calculated from Table I.

5. It may be remarked, that the accurate estimation of solid ingre-

dients in natural waters is very difficult, and in many cases impossi-

ble by direct experiment. This is the case when the waters contain

chloride of calcium and magnesium, and much organic matter. By
heating the residue of sucli waters in a water bath, before weighing

it, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to expel all hygroscopic

water from the organic compounds ; while, if we raise the heat around

the containing vessel much above the boiling point, we run the ri.sk

of expelling from them more than their hygroscopic water. When
the residue contains, beside organic compounds, chlorides of calcium

and magnesium, the water expelled at these temperatures is never

constant, but varies with the time during which the residue is kept

heated. The best method to estimate it by direct experiment, where

the balance allows of this method, I consider to be, to evaporate by

the aid of awater bathin asmall counterpoised porcelain or platinum

capsule or crucible, that will hold from 500 to 1000 grains of water,

this quantity several times ; then to expose the whole residue to a

temperature of about 250°, and having allowed it to cool unrler cover

in a receiver over sulphuric acid, to weigh it quickly. In the above

analysis of mine, the water, one gallon and one and a half pint, was
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evaporated in a moderate sized capsule over agas lamp, replenisliiiig it

asthe water evaporated, till a sufFicieiit quantitj- had been introduced.

It was then evaporated to perfect dryness, finishing the operation in

a water Lath, and then transferred into a crucible hy a platinum

spatula, having moistened it barely sufficiently to allow it to be re-

moved without flying. What then yet adhered to the capsule was

loosened by adding more distilled water, and rubbing it with the

spatula or a feather till it became perfectl}^ loose, then washing it

down into a corner of the capsule, again evaporating the water, and

transferring the residue ; repeating this same operation till the whole

residue was effectuall}' removed. It was then heated considerably

above the temperature of boiling water. This method is, however,

objectionable, for with the utmost care it is impossible to get all the

residue removed, and more especiall}^ the silica. This same objec-

tion applies still more to the method of Prof. Silliman, of evaporat-

ing the water in a number of glass flasks, transferring their contents,

as they became concentrated, into one, and from this into a small

counterpoised capsule, for some precipitate is always deposited dur-

ing the concentration. The second estimation of 4.421 grains to the

gallon was obtained by a separate experiment, performed by a single

evaporation in a small capsule, but having only a few hundred grains

left of the same lot of water from the analysis ; this circumstance

renders also this estimation less certain than it otherwise would

have been, though the balance employed was of a superior delicac}-

.

6. The difference of the two anrtlj'ses in the total amount of solid

residue of one (wine) gallon of the water, is 1.08 grains and 1.42

grains. As I heated the residue to a higher temperature, the actual

difference is less than this amount, and seems to be due mostly to the

amount of organic matter, which I have estimated at only 0*036

grain, while Prof. Sillijian's estimation, deducting the carbonic acid,

equivalent to all the magnesia, 0.207 (see §7), gives it 1.03 grains,

or a difference in organic matter of about 0.99 grain. I am under

the impression that my estimation is too low, as I, on the whole

from want of time, did not pay as much attention to the organic

matter as it deserved, and I have often observed that the organic

matter in the Schuylkill water at certain seasons undergoes a change

or kind of fermentation by standing in an open vessel, indicated by a

deposit of a green film on the bottom of the vessel. As the water

anal3'sed by me was filtered, the above difference would be somewhat

reduced, if Prof. Silliman did not first filter his, as small animalcules

and other very fine organic matters often remain suspended in the
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water without settling. Whether the remaining difference must be

explained by an actual difference of the amounts of organic matter

in the water, at the two different periods, I leave undecided.

7. The difference of the two analyses in the amount of inorganic

ingredients, taken as a whole, varies less than the whole residue, in-

cluding the organic matter. By direct estimation. Prof. Silliman

found the fixed ingredients (see Table II) to be 4.26. By calculation

from my analysis, for I did not ignite the residue before analyzing

it (deducting from the inorganic ingredients the carbonic acid 0.250

grain, of the carbonate of magnesiaO.484 grain), thefixed inorganic

ingredients amount to 3.794, making a difference of 0.4G6 grains to

the gallon. Calculated from the same data, in Prof. Silliman's anal-

ysis, the difference is still greater, but as this is evidently intended to

represent and make up the amount of 4.2G grains obtained by direct

weighing of the residue left after ignition (see his Report page xvii),

an oversight has been committed in reoresenting it to contain carbo-

nate of magnesia, which, by a red heat, loses its carbonic acid. An
error also exists in the summing up of the ingredients (see Table I,

or his Report, page xx ) , for instead of 4.26, the}' will be found, by ad-

dition, to make only 4.16. This difference (0.1 grain), together with

the equivalent carbonic acid (0.207) belonging to the carbonate of

magnesia( COo=0. 18 1 5), the chloride of magnesium (CO2=:0.0044),

and sulphate of magnesia (009=0.0207), (for these two latter can

certain!}' not exist at a red heat, together with carbonate of soda),

leaves 0.307 grain to be yet accounted for in the analvsis.

8. This difference of 0.307 grain, distributed on the different in-

gredients in proportion to their relative amounts, would raise the

amount of carbonate of lime, in Prof. Silliman's analysis to 2.010

grains, and that of the carbonate of magnesia (substituting also in-

stead of the chloride of magnesium and the sulphate of magnesia,

their equivalent of carbonate), to 0.521 grain, thus reducing the dif-

ference in the two analyses, for the carbonate of lime, to 0.18 grain,

and for the carbonate of magnesia, to 0.04 grain, rendering the

agreement in the total amount of these two main and most impor-

tant ingredients, constituting nearly two-thirds of the whole solid

residue, complete to within 0.14 grain, to the gallon (see also § 10).

9. The amount of alumina and oxide of iron has not been deter-

mined by Prof. Silliman. Their amount is, at all events, but incon-

siderable, but some importance attaches itself to it, as', if any phos-

phoric acid be contained in the water, it must be found in this

precipitate. The reason why I omitted to examine it for this sub-
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stance was, that I thought its amount too small to give satisfac-

tory results.

10. In the silica, the apparent difference in the two anal3'ses is

considerable. From tlie method employed, and subsequent expe-

rience from other waters, in some of which I have found as much as

50 per cent, of silica, I am convinced that ni}- estimation, if anything,

is too low. AVith all possible care, some of the silica will attach

itself so firml}' to the vessel during the evaporation, that it becomes

perfectly impossible to remove it completely by rubbing with water,

or even with acids. This same cause would act still more to dimin-

ish its amount in Prof. Silliman's analysis, where the portion pre-

cipitated, during the evaporation in the glass flasks, could not be re-

moved by any mechanical means. That the actual amount of silica

in the Avater analj'zed by Prof. S. must have been greater, can easily

be proved by his own experiments ; for if we, from Table I, add

together the carbonate of lime, the magnesia and the silica, they

ought, together, to make up all the fixed insoluble ingredients ; but in

this way we only obtain 2.145 grains, while his direct estimation of

the same (see Table III, and his Report, page xvii) yielded S.69

grains, adifference of 1.54 grains. Allowing a fair proportion of this

to be due to the too small estimation of the carbonate of lime and the

carbonate of magnesia (see §8), It leaves 3'eta difference for the silex

in the two experiments, which is too great to be supposed to have

been committed in that one ingredient, and shows" that part of the

difference must be due to the scpai-ate estimation of the whole insolu-

ble ingredients. The amount of insoluble fixed ingredients calcu-

lated in the same manner from my analysis gives it 2.9 grains. The
average of the two above numbers of Prof. S. will give it 2.92 grains.

11. It has already been seen that some great mistake must exist in

Prof. Horsfohd's estimations of the amounts of solid ingredients in

the different waters, making the Schuylkill water contain 35 grains

of solid residue to the gallon. From the foregoing, it appears that his

estimation of the relative proportions of fixed and insoluble matter is

equallv erroneous. The main ingredients of the fixed residue of the

Schuylkill water are fornjed of carbonates of lime and magnesia, with

some silica, constituting the insoluble and greater part of it (accord-

ing to the above analysis, at least more than 50 per cent.). How
Prof. HoRSFORD can make it to be only 12 per cent., (0.0239 out of

0.1975, see the Boston Water Commissioners' Report to the City

Council, page 33) is utterly inconceivable, more especially as it is

evident that he did not heat the residues to the expulsion of the car-
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bonic acid from the lime, or that he means, by " insoluble after igni-

tion," insoluble in acids ; for he states expressly, that these amounts,

" insoluble after ignition," " are, for the most part, carbonate of lime."

12. The amount of chlorohydric acid, and its equivalent of chlo-

ride of sodium, is almost identical in both analyses, the latter vary-

ing onl}^ 0.006 grain to the gallon.

13. The difference in the amount of sulphuric acid, though small

by itself, is nevertheless considerable, vrhen compared with its quan-

tit}'. As estimated by me, from a portion of the residue (the same

that was used for the estimation of the chlorohydric acid) , it amounts

to 0.302 grain per gallon. Prof. Silliman estimated its amount by

precipitation of the water during boiling, Avithout previous concen-

tration, to be 0.0245 grain per gallon, making a difference of 0.277

grain per gallon, and being less than one-tenth of the amount found

by me. Calculated from the analj'sis in Table I, the amount is a

little different (0.037G). It is therefore uncertain whether Prof. S.

also estimated it from a part of the solid residue, as he makes no

mention of it. If not, I should consider his method likely to give a

too small result, for as the gallon, or 58,330 grain, can contain only

.03 of a grain, the water contains only ^ y^fVija of its weight of sul-

phuric acid, which is rather too great a dilution for forming and col-

lecting, completely, a precipitate, of however insoluble a nature it

may be.

14. The amount of alkali in raj^ analysis is 0.448 grain to the

gallon, in Prof. S.'s 1.041 grains to the gallon, making a difference of

0.593 grain to the gallon. Prof. Silliman gives the whole as soda,

not mentioning whether he tested it for potassa. Though I did not

estimate its quantity, I convinced raj-self of its existence. Prof. S.

also considers all the carbonate of soda to have been formed from

the decomposition of crenates and nitrates, but I am confident that

the water contains free alkaline carbonates, and that if it be evapo-

rated to dryness in a water bath, and again treated with a small

portion of water and filtered, the concentrated solution, or the resi-

due obtained from it, will show an effervescence with an acid ; an

experiment which, though uncertain whether performed with the

residue from the Schuylkill water, I have performed with similar

waters from the neighbourhood of Philadelphia. The slight alka-

line reaction which I found on litmus paper seemed also to indicate

the existence of free alkaline carbonates.

15. In regard to the existence of nitrates in the Schuylkill water, it

is an important observation of Prof. S.,that b}' heating the residue, a
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distinct deflagration took place ; though this would undoubtedly tend

strongl\' to infer their existence, still it would be well to confirm this

by collecting or observing the nitrous oxide gas given off at the same

thne. To me no such deflagration occurred
;
perhaps I did not heat

the residue to a suflfielently high temperature, though I heated it con-

siderably above the boiling point of water, and I am under the im-

pression that it began to turn slightly brown on the edges.

16. It will thus be seen that, as a whole, the two analyses con-

firm each other considerably, and I believe that the following results

may be derived from them in regard to the composition of the

Schuylkill water, and the differences in it at the two different pe-

riods, having three years between them.

The Schuylkill water, when settled clear, is a water of superior

purity.

Its amount of chlorine and sulphuric acid is too small to produce

any sensible reaction nnder most circumstances.

Its main characters it derives from its carbonates, more especially

the earthy carbonates, which, if they were present in larger quanti-

ties, would give it the character of a hard water, and

—

In regard to a difference of composition, at the two different pe-

riods, that,

1. The amount of sulphuric acid varied less than 0.277 grain to

the gallon (§13).

2. Chloride of sodium, loss than 0.006 grain (§12).

3. The earthy carbonates less' than 0.4, perhaps not more than

0.14 (§8).

4. The silica less than 0.32 grain (§10).

5. Organic matter less than 1 grain to the gallon (§6).

6. Total amountof solid residue less than 1.4 grains to the gallon.

Dr. Gibbon, Dr. Hare and Prof. Johnson, also entered into some

explanations relative to the character and variability of the Schuyl-

kill water.

After the conclusion of these remarks, Prof.HENRY made a further

brief explanation of the objects of the Smithsonian Institution. After

which, the Association adjourned, to meet this afternoon at 4 o'clock.

Monday, September 25, 4 P. M.

The Association met agreeably to adjournment. President, Wm.
C. Redfield, Esq., in the chair.

The Standing Committee made a report recommending the appoint-
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ment of a committee to superintend the publication of the proceed-

ings of the present meeting, and nominated for that committee

—

Dr. RoBEKT W. GiBBES, of Columbia, S. C. ; Dr. Alfred L. El-

WYN of Philadelphia ; S. W. Roberts^ Esq., of Philadelphia ; Prof.

James B. Rogers, of Philadelphia; Wm. S. Vaux, Esq., of Phila-

delphia ; Prof. B. SiLLiMAN, Jr., of New Haven.

Which recommendation and nominations were on motion, con-

curred in. The Standing Committee also recommended that 1000

copies of the proceedings of the Association be published in pam-

phlet form, and placed at the disposal of the Chairman of the

Committee on Publication.—Adopted.

The following resolution, in regard to the publication of the pro-

ceedings, was also adopted :

—

Resolved, That copies or abstracts of all communications made,

either to the General Association, or to either of the Sections, must

be furnished by the authors, o.therwise only the titles shall appear

in the published proceedings.

The Standing Committee offered the followijig resolution, which

was, on motion, adopted.

Resolved, That this Association highly appreciate the object of

Prof. Germain, in collecting the fossils of the Greensand of New
Jersey, and that the Society will, by every means in its power, en-

courage him in the same.

The following gentlemen, having been duly nominated for mem-
bership, by the Standing Committee, were unanimously elected

members of the Association, viz :

Algernon S. Roberts, Esq., of Philadelphia ; Dr. B. B. Brown,

St. Louis, Mo. ; Dr. Gerard Troost, Nashville, Tenn. ; Lewis

Troost, Esq., Nashville, Tenn. ; Prof. A. Guyot, of Cambridge,

Mass., and John E. Thompson, Esq., of Philadelphia.

Prof. Henry, on behalf of the Standing Committee, offered the

following resolution, which was adopted:

—

Resolved^ That the thanks of the Association be tendered to Prof.

James B. Rogers, for his kind attention to the convenience of the

Association while holding its Sectional and General Meetings in

the Chemical Lecture room of the University.

On motion of S. W. Roberts, Esq., it was

—

Resolved, That the thanks of this Association are due, and are

hereby respectfully tendered to the Trustees of the University of

Pennsylvania, for the liberality with which the}'- have given to the
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Association, the use of the halls of both the Collegiate and Medical

Departments of the University.

Prof. W. R. Johnson 'offered the following resolution, which was

adopted :

—

Besolved, That the thanks of the Association be presented to the

Chairman of the last Annual Meeting, for the able and eloquent ad-

dress delivered before the Association at its present session ; and

that he be requested to furnish a copy thereof, for publication in

the proceedings.

The Secretary read the following letter from Prof. Tucker,

which was ordered to be entered on the minutes :

—

Philadelphia, September 25, 1848.

Sir,—Unable to leave my room, from an attack of bronchitis, I

beg leave to propose what I had wished to submit this morning in

person.

I have been long desirous of seeing a general Statistical Society

in the United States, and last year invited, through Hunt's Maga-
zine, a meeting in this city for that purpose. The plan was very fa-

vourably responded to b}^ some ; but their number was not sufficient

to justify the immediate formation of such asociet3^ It was then sug-

gested, that all the purposes of such a society might be attained by

a Section of this Association, appropriated to statistics and political

economy. I accordingly hastened on to the meeting, from Virginia,

where I was on a visit, for the purpose of proposing such a Section,

and, in my journey caught the cold which now disables me.

I will not waste the time of the Association in dwelling on the ad-

vantages of statistics. They are known to be auxiliary to all the sci-

ences that are not demonstrative, and to furnish materials for those

which are. They are particularly valuable in the United States, where

changes are more rapid than elsewhere ; and where, from the extent

of our country, enumerations are more difficult. It may further

recommend such a Section, that it will tend to make more of the pro-

ceedings of the Association intelligible and interesting to the pub-

lic generally, and thus further the liberal and patriotic views of the

Association ; and though I do not belong to the class of utilitarians,

but regard every species of knowledge valuable for its own sake, it

cannot be a matter of inditference, that the pursuits of science, as

those of statistics and political economy, have a direct bearing on the

common concerns of life— lastly, in favour of such a Section, the In-

stitution in England, which has served as our prototype, has a Section
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of statistics. I accordingly beg leave to submit the following res-

olution :

—

Resolved, That a farther Section of Statistics and Political

Economy be added to those already established in this Institution
;

but that the appointment of its members be postponed to the next

meeting, in August.

I cannot conclude this hasty communication -without congratulat-

insr the Association on the success which has attended its first meet-

ing. The papers that have been read to it appear to me to do great

honour to their authors and the Association, and afford a sure pres-

age that the fondest hopes of its founders will be more than realized.

I am, sir, with great respect.

Your obedient servant,

GEORGE TUCKER.

Prof. Wm. B. Rogers offered the following resolution, which

was adopted :

—

Resolved, That the letter of Professor Tucker, on the subject of

forming a Statistical Section, at the future meetings of the Asso-

ciation, be referred to the Standing Committee for consideration,

and report at the next meeting of the Association.

The Secretary also read the following report, by Mr. Kellogg,

made in obedience to a former request of the Association of Geol-

ogists and Naturalists.

A Remarkable Geological Development in Elizabethtown,

Essex County, N. Y.

During the period of the Geological Survey of the State of

New York, about six years since, when the writer of this article

resided in Essex county, he was requested by Prof. Emmons, who
was then prosecuting the survey in that county, and had not

himself then time to visit the spot, to send him in time for the

annual report of that year, a description of the phenomenon al-

luded to above, which is regarded as a pot hole of geological ori-

gin, and which is found in the valley of the Boquette, about four

miles south of the Court House, in Elizabethtown, above named.

Owing to other engagements, on the part of the subscriber,

whose residence was about twelve miles from the spot to be ex-

amined, it was neglected till too late for the object then contem-

plated ; and the thought has been suggested, that such description
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miiilit not be iininterestin2f to members of the Association for the

Promotion of Science, or inappropriate for the present occasion.

The Valley of the Boquette, known in Essex county, as Pleasant

Valley, lies on the west side of Lake Champlain, runs parallel to the

lake, and at the distance from it of about eiglit miles ; its southern

extremity is a little north of west from Crowupoint. In other words,

the whole valley lies directl}' west of the town of Westport, and is

from seven to eisiht miles in lens^th. At the southern termination it is

a mere gorge in the mountains, into which the river Boquette falls

from a rocky cliff on the west. From this point it gradually opens,

for the distance, perhaps, of three miles, liil it becomes, where the

development alluded to occurs, and which is about four and a half

miles from its northern extremity, about half a mile in width ; which

width it preserves nearly the same for that distance, except that it

widens out into a sort of basin at its base. At this north end, where

the village above named is situated, the valley is about six hundred

feet above the level of the lake, and, at the place just named, four and

a half miles above, it is probably two hundred feet higher. On the

east of the valley is a mountain range, some seven or eight hundred

feet high, and, on the west, one of perhaps twice that height.

Through this valley, from south to north, runs the river Boquette
;

and the whole valley has been regarded as having been probably once

filled with water, forming a pond, connected with Lake Champlain hy

a gorge in the mountains on the north-east.

At the distance before stated, from four to four and a half miles

from the lower extremit}' of the vallej- is an elevated plain, extend-

ing quite across the vallej' from east to west, and embracing an area

of some fifty or sixt^^ acres. It falls off, on both sides, by an almost

perpendicular bank ; that on the south being, perhaps, seventj'-five

or eighty feet in height, and that on the north somewhat higher ; the

river, which passes around, under the mountains, on the east, and on

which Bishop's mills are situated, making quite a fall at this place.

Immediate!}- above, and south of this plain, the valley becomes nar-

rowed to about half its breadth on the north. The banks, on both

the south and north, show very evidently that they were formed by

the river : that this river, at some former period, came in from the

south, along the western boundaiy of the narrow^ interval, above the

plain, veered around under this southern bank, easterlj' and south-

easterly, quite across the vallc}', b}' a sort of horse-shoe bend, to the

place where the river now runs, and then, a short distance below the

fall, took again a western turn, and, by a similar bend, passed quite
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across the valley, under the northern bank, to its western boun-

darj', and thence, along the foot of the western mountain range,

for some distance below.

The south-eastern extremity of this plain, beneath and around

which the Boquette passes, is terminated by a hard and smooth gran-

ite ledge, while the bank, from that point, on the south across the

valley, to the west, and across the whole extent, on the north, exhib-

its evidence that the whole plain is but one uniform deposite of drift,

consisting of sand and gravel, with occasional small boulders. Just

on the top of this ledge, where it begins to slope towards the south,

the cavity alluded to occurs. It forms, on the top, nearly a perfect

circle, and is not far from four feet across and five in depth. To
the distance of about half that depth, it preserves its kettle-like shape,

and, if filled from the bottom to that point, and left a little dishing,

or, when worn out to that depth, it might well be said to represent

the internal surface of a potash kettle ; but, below this depth, it

takes a slight winding turn, of the screw or snail-shell form.

To one conversant with similar phenomena, now in progress, on

a less extended scale, along the bed of Roaring Brook, a small

stream emptying into the Boquette, about half a mile below, and

along the beds of other such streams, in all mountainous regions,

the conviction can scarcely be resisted, that this immense cavity,

as large as it is, and as hard as is the granite or feldsparthic rock

in which it is formed, must have been wrought out by the sand

and gravel, with, perhaps, some larger pebbles, set, and, for a

great length of time, kept in a whirling motion by a very rapid

current of water passing over the rock*; and that this rock was
once the bed, or bordering on the bed of the river.

What gives peculiar interest to this extraordinary development

is its great antiquity, an idea with which the mind, on reviewing

all the facts connected with it, is unavoidably impressed.

1st. The agency by which this excavation was made must have

been, for a very long period of time, at least several hundreds,

probably some thousands, of years in active operation. A very lono*

period of uninterrupted action would have been necessary for ac-

complishing such a work. But other existing phenomena show
that it must have been done, not by a continuous, active agency,

but by an agency active only at high water intervals ; and to be con-
vinced that such was, in this case, most probably the fact, we have

only to reflect that a current above that of low water mark only,

would supply the materials requisite for producing such an effect.
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2d. Some little time must have been occupied in excavating the

valley to the depth of eighty feet, perhaps ; that is, to its present

level, where the river now runs.

3d. Some centuries must have elapsed since the valley, thus

excavated, has remained undisturbed ; as will appear from an ex-

amination of very large trees, found on the intervals, when the

valley was first settled,

4th. Lastly, we find that a period of time, of greater or less

duration, must have passed away after the valley became thus

lowered, and prior to the commencement of the recent timber

growth, from the fact that, beneath the roots of the stumps and

trees, now standing, are embedded, several feet under ground, en-

tire large trees, which must have been buried while the soil was

forming, from which the more recent forest sprung.

In view of these facts, the mind is impressed with an idea of

the still greater antiquity of the drift formation, which must have

been, as a little reflection will show, quite anterior to the com-

mencement of these developments.

It will be proper to state, on closing these remarks, that the

writer of this article, though familiar, in his earlier days, with the

spot here attempted to be described, has visited it bat once for

many years, and then with no view to a scientific description of it

;

so that the facts here stated are taken wholly from memory, as de-

rived from the impressions they have left on his own mind, and

the statements he has received from Mr. Bishop, the very intelli-

gent owner of the farm and mills above named. Yet they are, he

has reason to believe, generally and substantially correct.

New York, August, 1848. ORSON KELLOGG.

The Secretary also read the following report by Mr. Kellogg,

made in obedience to a former request of the Association of Geol-

ogists and Naturalists :

—

Indian Antiquities.

Report of the Committee appointed at a Meeting of the Association

of American Geologists and Naturalists, held in the City of New
York, September, 1846, to make examination of Phenomena in

Essex County, New York, supposed to have some connexion with

Indian Antiquities.

To any one conversant with the historj' of the American Revolu-

tion, every suggestion having reference to Indian antiquities in the
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neighborhood of Ticonderoga and Crownpoint, and along the whole

extent of Lake Champlain, introduces associations of peculiar inte-

rest ; while to another, acquainted also with the truly classic char-

acter of the geology of Essex cotint}', such associations become

doubly interesting, where such antiquities and such geology are

supposed to have anj' real connexion. But, when contemplating a

field where the imagination of man has wrought so many magic

changes ; where colophonite and garnet have been converted into

silver ore, and the granite rock, slightly coated with arsenic, into

pure silver ; where large beds of the scales of mica, from disinte-

grated granite, have been transformed into gold dust, and mined at

great expense, and the sulphurets into massive gold ; and where

copper has been wrought from copperas ore, and numerous coal

mines are still found in strata, side by side with granite rocks ; the

inquiry' very naturally occurs, whether the imagination of man
may not also have had its agency in creating such antiquities.

Under such impression, the writer of this article, in the month

of August, 1846, with two intelligent men of Keeseville, and at

their request, went to the spot where occur the phenomena in ques-

tion, but was, from incredulity derived from considerations above

suggested, so unfortunate as not to appreciate the views of all the

amateurs of Indian antiquities in that vicinity. A few weeks

afterwards, a brief oral description of the appearances about the

place was made to the Association of Geologists, &c., then con-

vened in New York, and a committee was appointed to make fur-

ther investigation, and prepare, in writing, an appropriate report.

In discharge of the duties thus assigned, the member of said

committee, b}^ whom this hasty article is prepared, about the first

of November of the same year, communicated with his associate

at Burlington, Vt., and appointed the month of August of the year

succeeding, for the object above named. A few days previous to

the time fixed on for the meeting, he wrote again, and received in

reply, that his associate would be happy to make the excursion for

the purpose contemplated, and had intended to do so up to that

date, but should not then be able, owing to some unexpected engage-

ments. Not caring to visit the spot again for his own gratification,

he deferred the examination, and appointed, for the same purpose,

August, of the present season. Again a few days previous to the

time appointed, a letter was despatched, but no reply has been re-

turned, and we are bound to believe the letter failed to its due receipt.

In view of these circumstances, it has been deemed expedient to
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draw up from memory, and present as a substitute for an authentic

report, together with a suggestion or two, a brief statement of the

facts originall}' elicited.

On the western shore of Lake Champlain, the face of the country

is sometimes undulating, but generally hill}' or mountainous, and

frequently rocky. It is on the summit of one of these irregular

eminences, a little more than a mile west of Port Douglas and op-

posite toBurlington,in Vermont, that these supposed Indian antiq-

uities are to be found. The top of this hill is probablj' from two to

three hundred feet, as nearly as recollection of the surrounding

scenery subserves the estimate, above the low grounds on the lake

side, and perhaps half that height above the interval on the west.

Across this summit, in a southwesterly and northeaster!}' direction,

runs a dyke, as is also believed from recollection of its appearance,

of Greenstone trap, and about three feet in breadth.

For the distance of some twenty feet, as nearly as is now recollect-

ed, the trap has been broken up, and removed to the depth of several

inches, perhaps from six to ten ; and over this stands the stump of a

large tree, which appears evidentl}^ to have grown there since the

dyke was thus disturbed. Very near this dyke, where thus broken,

on the southerly side, are two cavities in the hard sienite rock, the

surface of which is there bare, which appear to have been wrought

by art, and used as mortars ; the greater being about equal in size to

a three-pail kettle, and the less about one-third as large. They are

both quite regular in their form, and, the rock being a little sloping,

the smaller is situated partially beneath the larger, and connected

with it by a groove of a very few inches in length, which appears

also to have been wrought in the same manner. On the opposite

side, a little to the right, and a little farther from the dyke, where

the earth has been removed to the depth of some ten or twelve inches

for its discover}', is found another cavity of similar appearance.

In reference to these cavities, two inquiries have been agitated

;

first, as to their origin ; and, secondly, referring that origin to the

labour of human hands, as to the purpose for which they were

wrought.

It has been suggested to the fruitful imaginations evenofsome very

intelligent men of Essex county, that they must have been carved out

at least some two or three hundred years since, as is evident from the

subsequent growth of timber as above stated ; that this must have

been the work of the American Indian, from the fact that no other

human being is supposed to have made footsteps there at a period so
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remote ; that it must have been done for the purpose of pounding

up the trap thus broken, and washing out the silver or other prec-

ious metal hence derived ; and that such metal does there exist,

or at least did there exist, to reward and encourage the red man
of the forest in his indefatigable toil.

In corroboration of this opinion, it is stated that a certain prophet-

ess, known in that section of the country as sleeping Lucy, under the

powerful influence of animal magnetism, retrogaded three hundred

years in the horology of her time-dial, actually witnessed the excava-

tion, and saw by clairvoyant second sight, at a period thus remotely

back, the work performed by a race of men, tall of stature and quite

erect, of a copper colour, with high cheek bones and long black hair,

and nearly or entirely naked ; and that, this latter cavity not having

yet been discovered, she instructed them to excavate the earth in a

given direction, and at the distance of about half a dozen j'^ards

from the former, where they would find another similar to those

already found, and where they actually dug and did find it.

For the degree of probability to be accredited to this species of

evidence, and for the value of the mesmeric science in prosecuting

such discoveries, we are referred to the testimony of the recent

explorers on the Hudson, of the treasures of Captain Kid.

The geologist, however, would probably discover here the traces

of an agency far more powerful than the arm of man, and marks

of antiquity of much higher date than that of three hundred, or

even three thousand j^ears. The imagination can supply no natural

causes now in operation, as in the case of similar phenomena along

the beds of rapid streams in all mountainous regions, by which the

appearances here developed could have been produced ; and we are

relieved from the difficulty of accounting for them, only by refer-

ring their origin to agencies at work before the hills were elevated,

and long prior to the present order of things.

A query which spontaneously arises, as an inference derived from

this view of the facts here presented, is, whether they are not to be

regarded as evidence of the truth of that theory which should ac-

count for other marks, throughout all these northern regions, of

both running and standing water in elevated situations, b}^ sup-

posing rather that the land has been since raised, than that the

waters have been, as sometimes imagined, from any cause drawn off.

And while we regard these apparentl3' artificial cavities as having a

geological origin, though, during a period of great antiquity, similar

to that of others in the vicinity of running water, and of a more recent
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date, may we not grant to those who are so deeply interested in

Indian antiquities, as tlie most rational way of accounting for the

broken trap, and the appearances around the place, the probabil-

ity that they were not wrought out by the red man of the forest,

but formed at his hand, and used, perhaps without avail, yet for

some such purpose as has been supposed ?

ORSON KELLOGG.
New York, August, 1848.

On motion. Resolved, That the two communications of Mr. Kel-

logg be entered on the proceeding of the Association.

The Secretary, agreeably to a resolution of the Association on

a former day, reported an alphabetical list of its members, which

was ordered to be printed.

The Chairman of the Standing Committee reported, under in-

structions, the following resolutions, which were severally read,

considered and adopted :

—

1. Resolved, That our thanks are due to the officers of the

Academj^ of Natural Sciences, for the use of their Hall, at the

early part of the Convention's sitting.

2. Resolved, That the thanks of the Association be tendered to

the Philadelphia Athenaeum, to the Horticultural Society, and to

the Franklin Institute, for the kind invitations addressed by them,

severally, to the Association.

3. Resolved, That the thanks of the Association be presented

to the General Secretary of the Association, and to the Secretaries

of the Sections, for the faithful performance of the duties assigned

them.

4. Resolved, That the thanks of the Association be presented

to the President, W. C. Redfield, Esq., for the dignity and

urbanity with which he has presided over its deliberations.

In acknowledgment of the last resolution, the President rose,

and, in a few feeling and pertinent remarks, expressed his thanks

for the compliment, and approval thereby conveyed, offering to one

and all a reciprocation of the kind sentiments and wishes with

which his sincere endeavours to subserve the cause of science, in

the honourable post to which he had been called, had been so ably

and successfully seconded by every member of the Association.

Prof. "W. B. Rogers observed, that he was about to make a motion

for adjournment, sme die, but, before doing so, he would bear witness

to the general harmony which had pervaded their deliberations. The
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co-operation of members, as a body, was in a spirit of peculiar uni-

son, and he was happy to perceive this feeling manifested at this, the

hour for dissolving their deliberations. It was the manner in which,

he trusted, they would always associate. Science would, therefore,

be advanced in an equal degree with that of the kindred feelings of

their hearts.

He then moved that the Association now adjourn, sine die^ which

motion prevailed, and the meeting dissolved.

WALTER R. JOHNSON, SecWy.

Note.—The following is a corrected list of the Members, pre-

pared and published agreeably to an order of the Association.
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